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Abstract
Recognizing multiple signals from the multiple observations or mixtures received by a set of
sensors is the task of source separation. The problem is referred to as “blind” source separation
when the procedure has access only to the observations without any prior knowledge information
for the mixing system. The basic idea of nonlinear blind source separation (BSS) is to generalize
the highly successful linear independent component analysis (ICA) framework to arbitrary, but
usually smooth and invertible, nonlinear mixing functions. Thus, the observed data is assumed
to be a nonlinear invertible transformation of statistically independent latent quantities, and the
goal is to find the mixing function, or its inverse, solely based on the assumption of the statistical
independence of the latent quantities.
However, nonlinear BSS is one of the biggest unsolved problems in unsupervised learning.
The statistical independence of estimated sources is no longer a sufficient constraint for demixing
functions. In fact, there is an infinite number of possible nonlinear decompositions of a random
vector into independent components, and those decompositions are not similar to each other in any
trivial way. The aim of this thesis is to develop the practical methods of modeling and performance
analysis for nonlinear BSS. Some of the work consists of incremental extensions to existing linear
methods. The improvements are formulated in general terms in order to be useful in other kinds
of learning problem as well.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing algorithms for BSS. Some mathematical prelimi-
naries are introduced for BSS of nonlinear mixing models. Special emphasis is to a multi-subspace
mapping approach that applies ensemble learning to a flexible multilayer perceptron model for
finding the sources and nonlinear mixing mapping that have most probably given rise to the ob-
served mixed data.
The approach in Chapter 3, is inspired by the idea of an efficient multi-subspace representation
to approximate the nonlinearity or distortion caused by mixing function. Relying on the multi-
subspaces architecture, the algorithm transforms a time-invariant nonlinear BSS to the local linear
problem with a tolerable computational cost. Then the projected data can break the nonlinear
problem down into the version of a generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature space.
x
Importantly, the parameters and forms of polynomials depend solely on the input data, which
guarantee the robustness of the structure. We thus address the general problem without being
restricted to any specific mixture or parametric model.
In practice, the approximation function is derived from some estimation algorithm with a finite
sample size that even larger estimation error appears with improper model construction. In Chapter
4, we work on the convergence and asymptotic analysis of the proposed separation approach in
Chapter 2, where the nonlinearity of the mixture function is extracted by the flexible approximation
and the nonlinear problem is solved linearly in the parameter space. The analysis stems from the
performance of a mismatched estimator that accesses the finite sample size. By providing a closed-
form expression of the mean squared error (MSE), we can present a novel algebraic formalization
as well as derive an upper bound on the estimation error. The simulation results show that if the
nonlinearity of mixing functions can be extracted by the flexible approximation, the consistency
of numerical MSE and analytical MSE can be achieved as the sample size tends to be infinity. This
implies that the algorithm is feasible to separate the distortion of the nonlinear mixture.
In general, most BSS algorithms assume that the number of sources is less than that of sensors,
denoted as overdetermined BSS. However, in practice, this assumption is difficult to be satisfied
since the number of sources is unknown. In Chapter 5, we propose a model that relies on a
Kernelized multi-subspace and sparse representation in the time-frequency (TF) domain to solve
the underdetermined BSS problem. By parameterizing multi-subspaces, we can map the observed
signals in the feature space with the coefficient matrix from the parameter space. We then exploit
the linear mixture in the feature space that corresponds to the nonlinear mixture in the input space.
Once such subspaces are built, the coefficient matrix can be constructed by solving an optimization
problem on the coding coefficient vector. Relying on TF representation, the target matrix can be
constructed in a sparse mixture of TF vectors with the fewer computational cost. The experiments
are designed on the observations that are generated from an underdetermined mixture, and that
is collected with some direction angles in a virtual room environment. The proposed approach
exhibits a higher separation accuracy.
Another model working on underdetermined BSS problem is introduced in Chapter 6, which is
inspired by the idea from a deep architecture. By constructing an -vanishing polynomial networks
(-VPNs), we can extend the linear BSS method to the nonlinear case. The approach use a set
of approximated base to obtain the values attained by mapping functions. Then, we construct
the architecture with increasing expressiveness, where the layer of our network begins with the
polynomial of degree 1, up to build an output layer that can represent data with a small bias by a
good approximate basis. Relying on several transformations of the input data, with higher-level
representation from lower-level ones, the networks are to fulfill a mapping implicitly to the high-
dimensional space. Once the -VPNs are built, we can fulfill a simple linear separation algorithm
on top of this output as back propagation.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions and possible perspectives for future research
of this work.
xi
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RN Set of N vectors
RN×M Set of N ×M matrices
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U [a, b] Uniform distribution with parameters a and b
KL(A‖B) Kullback-Leibler divergence of matrix A and B
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of Blind Source Separation
Blind Source Separation (BSS) and independent component analysis (ICA) are techniques to ex-
tract and recover the underlying source signals from multivariable statistical data. Here, “Blind1”
implies that the problem consists in retrieving unobserved independent mixed signals from mix-
tures of them, assuming there is information neither about the original source signals, nor about
the mixing system. In scientific and engineering applications, many of the observed signals can be
seen as a mixture of a plurality of source signals. The observed mixed signal is a series of sensor
outputs, with each sensor receiving different combinations of the source signals. The main task of
BSS is to recover the source signal that we are interested in from the observed data.
The problem of BSS has been introduced for linear instantaneous mixtures. Many researchers
have been attracted by the subject, and many other works appeared. For example, see [3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], which are some of the most important papers on linear instantaneous BSS.
[14] is a published book on the subject. A good overview of the problem can be found in [15]. The
early works on the BSS and ICA problems concerned linear instantaneous mixtures, and by now,
some algorithms are available for separating them. As an extension to the instantaneous mixtures,
the convolutive mixtures have been considered by some researchers [16, 17, 18, 19].
A typical example is the “cocktail party” problem. Assume that you are attending a cocktail
party with a variety of sounds coming from the surroundings, talking, music, and even a whistle
from outside the window. If sufficient microphones are placed at different positions to record these
sounds, then each microphone can record signals mixed according to different weights in Fig. 1.1.
Although there may be a great deal of interference, you would be able to focus on the words of
your friend. Given only the received speech signal from the microphone, how is it possible to
separate the desired speaker’s voice when the locations of the microphones and the sound source
with the information we require are not known beforehand? BSS is introduced to solve this exact
problem, that can be formulated as below.
Consider the following linear instantaneous mixing system with m inputs and n outputs as
x(t) = As(t), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (1.1)
where s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sm(t)]> are the signals with m channels, si(t) denotes the sample
of the i-th source at time index t. The superscript [·]> denotes the transpose operation. x(t) =
[x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]> denotes the observed mixtures with n channels, which is assumed to be
generated by an n×m mixing matrix A and the source signals s(t).
Commonly, the separation process of BSS is conducted on the assumption that the sources
vectors are statistically independent [20]. For a linear mixing model, if the number of sources
equals that of channels (m = n), the demixng matrix W can be defined as W = A−1. The
recovered signals are represented as sˆ(t) = Wx(t). The linear BSS aims at estimating W and the
recovered signals sˆ(t) using only the observed signals x(t).
Nonlinear phenomena are encountered in many engineering problems. Traditional signal pro-
cessing techniques are linear, which makes them unable to extract the complex, nonlinear patterns
1Strictly speaking, a totally blind solution is not possible, because we need some assumptions about the general
form of the mixing system (linear instantaneous, convolutive,· · · ).
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Figure 1.1: The Diagram of Signal Mixing.
that may lie in the data available in such scenarios. Therefore, problems concerning nonlinear data
analysis have traditionally been tackled by polynomial filters [21], which provide straightforward
extensions of many linear methods, or by neural network approaches [22], which are able to learn
nonlinear relationships.
An obvious extension for the task of BSS is that the observed signals are assumed to be
generated from a set of sources by a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function F , i.e.,
x(t) = F(s(t)) for all t = 1, · · · , T . Roughly, the nonlinear BSS seeks to find the mixing
function (or its inverse function G = F−1), solely based on the assumption that the sources are
statistically independent. The performing is to design a separation system G, so as to obtain the
independent recovered source vector sˆ(t) = G(x(t)). In other words, each component of the out-
put vector sˆ(t) must depend on only one component of s(t). In general case, this relation may be
nonlinear or have memory.
However, the indeterminacies imposed by the nonlinear model are difficult to handle [23, 24].
Although nonlinear mixtures have been considered in some literatures, [11, 25, 26, 27, 28], the
availability results obtained so far are few. One reason is of course the mathematical difficulty
of nonlinear systems, but another obstacle for the nonlinear BSS problem is that solutions are
non-unique without extra constraints [29]. Since the sole information about the sources is their
statistical independence, one can try to construct the separation system G in such a way that the
output vector has independent components. Some suggestion for recovery inconsistency is to add
the further prior information directly to the model or as a regularization term in the optimization
processing procedure. However, it leads to another problem that the objective functions tend to
be heuristic. It is clear that the identifiability of the mixing models is hardly given any theoretical
justification or proof.
In addtion, some nonlinear algorithms utilize single approximation to extract the nonlinearity,
such as multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in neural network [27, 30], which is employed for estimat-
ing the nonlinear separation function. By restricting the smoothness of the target transforming,
MLP provides the regularized solutions to ensure that nonlinear ICA leads to the sources separa-
ble. However, the example presented in [31] shows that the smoothness property is not a sufficient
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Figure 1.2: The Diagram of Signal Mixing: Linear Model and Nonlinear Model.
condition for this purpose. Hyva¨rinen and Pajunen [29] show a conformal mapping may be help-
ful. Nonlinear ICA [32] is able to estimate a separation mapping when the mapping functions are
restricted to the set of conformal mapping. Unfortunately, the angle preservation conditions seem
very restrictive [33]. In particular, it is not realistic in the framework of the nonlinear mappings
associated with the sensor array.
To solve this problem, we propose a novel model with multi-layer architecture to extend the
linear BSS. The key idea is to exploit nonlinear mapping proposed in this thesis to extract the
nonlinearity of mixing functions, and then the nonlinear problem can be linearly separable. To
introduce the key idea, let us consider an example. In Fig. 1.2, the data are assumed to be generated
from a uniform distribution. There are two dimensions, s1 and s2. The original sources are
transformed into the observations using the simplest model, in which the N observed signals
x1(t), · · · , xN (t) are assumed to be linear instantaneous mixtures ofN zero-mean and statistically
independent source signals s1(t), · · · , sN (t). Therefore, the scatter plot exhibits a square shape
in the center. The linear mixing like that the signals make the operations of plus or minus with
some constants. It likes rotating the data. We can achieve the separation by finding a correct
direction and then rotate it back. However, for the nonlinear mixing the solutions are not unique.
Therefore, a feasible way perhaps need to resort a flexible approximate. It would be like finding
some subspaces they are spanned by some polynomials. If one of the subspaces can match the
nonlinearity of mixing function, then the projected data can make the problem linearly separable.
The nonlinear model in Fig. 1.2 shows an intuitive example. Since the observations are nonlin-
early mixed in the input space, we generate some approximation functions to extract the nonlinear
characteristics in the manifold H. Here, vanishing components allow us to construct the nonlin-
ear variants by some polynomials, such as Φ1(x(t)), · · · ,Φk(x(t)) ∈ H, i.e., the data x(t) are
mapped implicitly into the feature space. The feature space is spanned from such polynomials that
enable us to work on H. Then BSS approaches can be applied to the projected data in the feature
space, which corresponds to the nonlinear BSS approaches in the input space.
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Figure 1.3: Left column is two images distorted by show-through. Right column is results of
removing show-through effect in scanned papers.
1.2 Nonlinear BSS and Its Applications
In many applications the mixing system of the sources has to be modeled as nonlinear. Hyperspec-
tral imaging [34, 35], remote sensing data [36], determining the concentration of different ions in
a combination via smart chemical sensor arrays [37], and removing show-through in scanned doc-
uments [38] are some well-studied examples of such applications.
1.2.1 Removing Show-Through in Scanned Documents
One of applications is on removing show-through in the scanned documents. If we consider a
sheet of paper, of which both sides have been printed. If the paper sheet is thin, each side is in fact
a mixture of the front and back images.
As we can see in Fig. 1.3, show-through appears when a fraction of the verso is mixed with
the recto pixel by pixel in the scanning process. However, this fraction is proportional to the
grayscale of the front image, i.e. as the front image becomes darker, the show-through will be
lower. Therefore, the mixing model cannot be linear [38].
1.2.2 Nonlinearities in Speech Production
In absence of sounds, the vocal tract could be modeled as a single tube and the air molecules in
it can be thought as a linear oscillator, which responds to a disturbance with small displacements
from the rest position [39, 40]. The conditions are extremely more complex when speech sounds
are produced, sine the motion of the vocal organs changes the vocal tract shape. A coarse model
of the vocal tract in these conditions is a set of overlapping tubes of different lengths and cross-
sectional areas. Due to its length and section area, each tube is subject to a different air pressure,
which in turn, generates different forces acting on the air molecules, causing their very complicate
motion. In this case, a linear description fails to describe this complex dynamics and a nonlinear
approach should be used.
In addition, nonlinearities in the speech signal are present at least in two descriptive domains:
the phonetic and the supra-segmental domain. In the phonetic realm, the rapid dynamic of transient
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Figure 1.4: The Configuration of this Dissertation.
and turbulent sources (as in the production of consonants), the rapid variation of formant frequency
values (usually observed in vowels because of the adjacent phonetic context), confusable sounds,
and segmental phenomena such as elision, assimilation, etc., can not be accounted by the stationary
and linear assumption.
In the supra-segmental realm, rapid variations in speaking rate, speech energy, and fundamen-
tal frequency value as well as variability in the acoustic realization of utterances from different
speakers, homophone words, and the intrinsic nonlinearities of the speech production system can
not be encoded through a processing algorithm that can only extract linear features. To this aim,
several nonlinear speech processing techniques have been proposed, such as nonlinear parametric
and no-parametric autoregressive models, speech fluid dynamics, modulation, and fractal methods.
1.3 Scope and Contributions of the Dissertation
1.3.1 Summary of Dissertation
The aim of this thesis has been to develop the practical methods of modeling and performance
analysis for nonlinear BSS. Some of the work consists of incremental extensions to existing linear
methods. The improvements are formulated in general terms in order to be useful in other kinds
of learning problems as well. The outline of this dissertation is summarized in Fig. 1.4.
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Table 1.1: Summary of Chapter 3.
Objective A novel separation model is presented that relies on the temporal structure
and a novel mathematical construction with a multi-layer architecture.
Conventional
Approaches 1. Ziehe et al. [41]: Temporal Decorrelation source SEParation (TD-
SEP) is one of the earliest frameworks based on temporal structures.
• The temporal decomposition as the separation criterion.
2. Harmeling et al. [42, 43, 44]: a kernelized TDSEP (KTDSEP)
method was proposed for nonlinear blind source separation that the
kernel functions are used for mapping the observations into the ker-
nel spaces.
Conventional
Approaches
Limitations
1. The mapping function do not have any optimizing property in terms
of the contrast function that allows them to be ranked and evaluated
[45].
2. The method assumes the number of kernel spaces is chosen enough
to approximate the nonlinearity without technical reasons.
Proposed
Approach 1. A novel mathematical construction with a multi-layer architecture to
extract the nonlinearity without extra constraint.
2. The approach processes the data using a flexible approximation that
projects the data into some high dimensional feature spaces.
3. Using multiple subspaces, nonlinear problem in the input space can
be linearly separable in the feature space.
Improvements
and Discussion 1. The proposed algorithm has a higher estimation accuracy on various
nonlinear mixtures.
2. Due to adopting the nonlinear approximation in the form of a sample
representation, the complexity and storage requirements of the model
are proportional to the number of mapping functions.
3. The method may fail if some sources lack specific time structure [46].
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Table 1.2: Summary of Chapter 4.
Objective A novel algebraic formalization is presented as well as derive an upper
bound on the estimation error.
Conventional
Approaches 1. Fisher information matrix (FIM) [47].
2. Crame´r-Rao lower bounds (CRLB) [48] on the estimation error of the
mixing matrix.
3. The correct separation point is discussed theoretically [49].
Conventional
Approaches
Limitations
1. In some works, the performance of the algorithms is examined nu-
merically [50].
2. There are no complete performance analysis in the sense of closed-
form expressions for an expected figure of merit or bound [51].
Proposed
Approach 1. Extension of Expectation-Maximization (EM) process is proposed to
estimate the coefficient matrix.
2. A novel closed-form expression of mismatched error to bound dis-
crepancy.
Improvements
and Discussion 1. Numerical simulations demonstrate that bound is achievable when the
model assumptions hold, as expected from our theoretical analysis.
2. The performance analysis only consider the discrepancy from such
polynomials, but not the discrepancy caused by the coefficient matrix.
• In Chapter 3, we present a novel approach to tackle the ill-posed of the nonlinear BSS prob-
lem with a few assumptions. The derivation of our algorithm is inspired by the idea of an
efficient multi-subspace representation to approximate the nonlinearity or distortion caused
by mixing function. Relying on the multi-layer architecture, the algorithm transforms a
time-invariant nonlinear BSS to the local linear problem with a tolerable computational
cost. Then the projected data can break the nonlinear problem down into the version of a
generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature space. Importantly, the parameters
and forms of polynomials depend solely on the input data, which guarantees the robustness
of the structure. We thus address the general problem without being restricted to any specific
mixture or parametric model.
• In Chapter 4, the process deals with BSS in the nonlinear mixture is to estimate the original
signals or mixture functions from the degraded signals, without any prior information about
the mixing functions. The fundamental problem is to recover the original sources by esti-
mating an approximation function under such assumptions so as to estimate the inverse of
mixing functions. However, in practice, the approximation function is derived from some
estimation algorithm with a finite sample size that even larger estimation error appears with
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Table 1.3: Summary of Chapter 5.
Objective A Kernelized multi-subspace representation-based BSS approach is pre-
sented that allows the mixing process not only nonlinearity but underdeter-
mined mixture.
Conventional
Approaches 1. Underdetermined BSS (UBSS) [52, 53]: The separation criterion is
on the assumption, that there are some TF points, where only one
channel is dominant.
– One technique to separate more sources than sensors is based on
sparseness.
2. Harmeling et al. [42, 43, 44]: a kernelized TDSEP (KTDSEP)
method was proposed for nonlinear blind source separation that the
kernel functions are used for mapping the observations into the kernel
spaces.
3. N-FINDR [54, 55]: the approach extract some geometric vertices of
convex hull that are considered to form a set of basis
Conventional
Approaches
Limitations
1. The cost of storing and evalusting the model is proportinal to the num-
ber of data points [46].
2. The method may fail if some sources lack specific time structure [46].
3. The approach can not be used for the underdetermined problem.
Proposed
Approach 1. The approach is to find a set of orthogonal basis that allow us to pa-
rameterize the signals in the multiple feature spaces with the reduced
storage requirement.
2. To derive the coefficient matrix by solving the loss function on the
coding coefficient vector.
Improvements
and Discussion 1. Kernelized multi-subspace representation tackles the scenario of the
nonlinear and underdetermined mixture.
2. The mapping function do not have any optimizing property in terms
of the contrast function that allows them to be ranked and evaluated
[45].
improper model construction. In this chapter, we work on the convergence and asymptotic
analysis of the proposed separation approach in Chapter 3, where the nonlinearity of the
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Table 1.4: Summary of Chapter 6.
Objective -polynomial networks-based (-VPNs) BSS approach is presented that al-
lows the mixing process not only nonlinearity but underdetermined mix-
ture.
Conventional
Approaches 1. Vanishing component analysis [56, 57]: The approach is inspired by
ideas from the concept of vanishing idea, that gives the theorem sup-
port for existing of a finite set of polynomial.
2. Polynomial networks [58] The approach constructs deep neural net-
works, in which the output of each node is a quadratic function of its
inputs.
Conventional
Approaches
Limitations
1. The approach can not be used for the underdetermined problem.
2. There is no clear-cut guidance on how one should choose the architec-
ture and size of the network, or the type of computations it performs.
Even when these are chosen, training these networks involves non-
convex optimization problems, which are often quite difficult.
Proposed
Approach 1. Similar to the deep architectures, a novel polynomial networks is used
to extend the linear BSS method to the nonlinear case.
2. The layers of our network start with polynomials of degree 1. To
create the higher level representations of the data to decrease the bias,
we next make the network deeper and deeper.
3. Once the polynomial networks are built, the coefficient matrix can
be estimated by solving an optimal problem on the coding coefficient
vector.
Improvements
and Discussion 1. In particular, our network can search the number of layers that makes
deeper until the candidate dataset becomes empty.
2. Since the approach exhausts all possibility candidate combination, the
complexity and storage requirements of the model are proportional to
the number of layers.
mixture function is extracted by the flexible approximation and the nonlinear problem is
solved linearly in the feature space. The analysis stems from the performance of a mis-
matched estimator that accesses the finite sample size. By providing a closed-form expres-
sion of the mean squared error (MSE), we can present a novel algebraic formalization as
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well as derive an upper bound on the estimation error. The simulation results show that
if the nonlinearity of mixing functions can be extracted by the flexible approximation, the
consistency of numerical MSE and analytical MSE can be achieved as the sample size tends
to be infinity. This implies that the algorithm is feasible to separate the distortion of the
nonlinear mixture.
• Chapter 5 works on the scenario when the mixing process is complex, such as the case
where sources are mixed with some direction angles, or where the number of sensors is less
than that of sources. We propose a Kernelized multi-subspace representation based BSS ap-
proach that allows the mixing process not only nonlinearity but underdetermined mixture.
The approach relies on a Kernelized multi-subspace structure and sparse representation in
the time-frequency (TF) domain. By parameterizing such subspaces, we can map the ob-
served signals in the feature space with the coefficient matrix from the parameter space. We
then exploit the linear mixture in the feature space that corresponds to the nonlinear mixture
in the input space. Once such subspaces are built, the coefficient matrix can be constructed
by solving an optimization problem on the coding coefficient vector. Relying on the TF
representation, the target matrix can be constructed in a sparse mixture of TF vectors with
the fewer computational cost. The experiments are designed on the observations generated
from an underdetermined mixture and collected with some direction angles in a virtual room
environment.
• In Chapter 6, similar to the deep architecture, a novel -vanishing polynomial networks (-
VPNs) is proposed to extend the linear BSS method to the nonlinear and underdetermined
case. The approach attempts to construct the -VPNs using some vanishing polynomials,
so as to extract the nonlinearity or distortion caused by nonlinear mixing. Relying on such
approximated bases are generated for the values attained by a set of mapping functions, we
construct the architecture with increasing expressiveness, where the layer of our network
begins with the polynomial of degree 1, up to build an output layer that can represent data
with a small bias by a good approximate basis. Relying on several transformations of the
input data, with higher-level representation from lower-level ones, the networks are to fulfill
a mapping implicitly to the high-dimensional space. Once the -VPNs are built, we can
fulfill a simple linear separation algorithm on top of this output as back propagation.
• Finally, Chapter 7 contains the conclusion and perspectives for future works.
1.3.2 Scope of the Dissertation
This dissertation consists on six chapters. In Chapters 3, 5 and 6, the novel models are presented to
address the different problems related to recover the original sources from observations or mixture.
Chapter 4 gives the convergence and asymptotic analysis for the proposed separation model in
Chapter 3. Each chapter contains the problem formulation, the relevant existing literature, the
proposed methods and their evaluation. The outline of this dissertation is summarized in Fig. 1.6.
Among the various linear separation methods shown in Fig. 1.5, the thesis discusses and uses
some of them marked in blue. If the number of sources M is assumed to equal the number of
sensors N , the mixing is referred to as determined (N = M). Overdetermined (N > M), if
12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.5: Various Separation Method for Linear BSS. Methods marked in blue are used for the
further discussion in the later chapters.
the number of sources M is assumed to less than that of sensors N . The separation methods can
be divided into methods based on higher order statistics (HOS), methods based on second order
statistics (SOS), and the methods based on the sparseness. Based on the SOS by requiring only
non-correlated sources rather than the stronger condition of independence. Instead of assumptions
on higher order statistics these methods make alternate assumptions such as the non-stationarity
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Figure 1.6: The Position in Existing Research of Each Chapter.
of the sources [59], or a minimum phase mixing system. The main advantage of SOS is that they
are less sensitive to noise and outliers [60], and hence require less data for their estimation.
If the number of sources M is larger than that of sensors N , the mixing is referred to as
underdetermined (N < M). Clustering has also been introduced for underdetermined source
separation [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. If the sources are projected into a space where each source groups
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together, the source separation problem can be solved with clustering algorithms. In [53, 66] the
mask is underdetermined by clustering with respect to amplitude and delay differences.
A major advance in the field is to show how these frameworks can be extended to the nonlinear
case. In this thesis, we mainly work on the relative extension of linear separation so that develop
some practical model for nonlinear BSS, see Fig. 1.6. In Chapter 3, the proposed approach
exploits on the extension of SOS and the temporal information of sources. To generates some
feature spaces used to extract the nonlinearity of the mixing function, we provide a multi-subspace
architecture. By mapping the data into the feature space, we can fulfill a simple SOS on top of
these output to recover sources. In Chapter 4, a closed-form expression is derived to show the
upper bound of the error of the proposed model in Chapter 3. Both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6
work on the underdetermined BSS problem from the extension of linear separation. Similar, by
allowing multiple sources to be presented at any point in the TF domain, we can figure out the
coefficient matrix in a sparse mixture TF vectors. The recovered sources thus can be derived by
utilizing the coefficient matrix. The difference is that, in Chapter 5 the model relies on a Kernelized
multi-subspace representation. The approach performs the nonlinear BSS by mapping data into the
some kernel spaces. Key assumption is that approach generates some kernel feature spaces that are
chosen enough to extract the nonlinearity of the mixing function with low computational cost. In
contrast, in Chapter 6, the approach generates the approximation with increasing expressiveness,
where the layer begins with polynomial of degree 1, up to build an output layer that can represent
data with a small bias by a good approximate basis. Thus, the model in Chapter 6 exhibits a higher
separation accuracy but high computational cost.
14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
State of the Art and Mathematical
Preliminaries
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This chapter introduces some mathematical preliminaries for blind source separation (BSS)
of nonlinear mixing models. A fundamental difficulty in the nonlinear BSS problem is that it is
highly non-unique without some extra constraints, which are often realized by using a suitable
regularization. Contrary to the linear case, we consider it different from the respective nonlinear
BSS problem. After considering these matters, some methods introduced for solving the nonlinear
BSS problems are discussed in more detail. Special emphasis is to a multi-subspace mapping
approach that applies ensemble learning to a flexible multilayer perceptron model for finding the
sources and nonlinear mixing mapping that have most probably given rise to the observed mixed
data. At the end of the chapter, other techniques introduced for solving the nonlinear mapping are
reviewed.
2.1 Linear Instantaneous Mixtures
Blind source separation algorithms are based on different assumptions on the sources and the
mixing system. In general, the sources are assumed to be independent or at least decorrelated.
The separation criteria can be divided into methods based on higher order statistics (HOS), and
methods based on second order statistics (SOS). Instead of spatial diversity a series of algorithms
make strong assumptions on the statistics of the sources. For instance, they may require that
sources do not overlap in the time-frequency domain, utilizing therefore a form of sparseness in
the data. Similarly, some algorithms for acoustic mixtures exploit regularity in the sources such as
common onset, harmonic structure, etc. The taxonomy of the existing algorithms can be organized
in the Figure2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A Brief Overview of Important Areas within Blind Separation
The blind source separation can be divided into 3 classes, which are time domain, frequency
domain and time-frequency domain. The second classification approach is based on the principle
the author used for blind source separation. For this classification approach, the blind source sepa-
ration can be divided into 4 classes, which are higher order statistics, sparseness, perceptual priors
and auditory scene analysis, and second order statistics. Source separation based on higher order
statistics is based on the assumption that the sources are statistically independent. Separation based
on second order statistics requires only non-correlated sources rather than the stronger condition
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of independence. The technique to separate more sources than sensors is based on sparseness.
Some methods rely on insights gained from studies of the auditory system is based on the priors
from auditory scene analysis and psycho-acoustics.
2.1.1 Domain
In Nishikawa et al. [67] the advantages and disadvantages of the time and frequency domain
approaches have been compared. This is summarized in Table2.1.
Table 2.1: Advantages and Disadvantages for Separation in the Time or Frequency Domain.
Time Domain
Advantages Disadvantages
• The independence assumption holds
better for full-band signals.
• Possible high convergence near the
optimal point.
• Degradation of convergence in
strong reverberant environment.
• Many parameters need to be adjusted
for each iteration step.
Frequency Domain
Advantages Disadvantages
• The convolutive mixture can be
transformed into instantaneous mix-
ture problems for each frequency bin.
• Due to the FFT, computations are
saved compared to an implementa-
tion in the time domain.
• Convergence is faster.
• For each frequency band, there is a
permutation and a scaling ambiguity
which needs to be solved.
• Problem with too few samples in
each frequency band may cause the
independence assumption to fail.
• Circular convolution deteriorates the
separation performance.
• Inversion of W is not guaranteed.
Algorithms that define a separation criteria in the time domain do typically not exhibit fre-
quency permutation problems, even when computations are executed in the frequency domain
[68] and [69]. A number of authors have therefore used time-domain criteria combined with fre-
quency domain implementations that speed up computations. However, note that second-order
criteria may be susceptible to the permutation problem even if they are formulated in the time
domain [70].
2.1.2 Principle
Blind source separation algorithms are based on different assumptions on the sources and the
mixing system. In general, the sources are assumed to be independent or at least decorrelated. The
high order statistics (HOS) requiting the strong condition of independent. Instead of assumptions
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on higher order statistics some methods make alternate assumptions of non-correlated, such as the
non-stationarity of the sources [71], or a minimum phase mixing system [19].
Statistical independence between the source signals can also be expressed in terms of the
probability density functions (PDF). If the model sources x are independent, the joint probability
density function can be written as
p(x) =
∏
n
p(xn). (2.1)
Information theoretic methods for source separation are based on maximizing the entropy in each
variable. The PDF is either assumed to have a specific form or it is estimated directly from the
recorded data, leading to parametric and non-parametric methods respectively.
A kind of expression is a Bayesian formulation [72]. The advantage of a Bayesian formula-
tion is that one can derive an optimal, possibly non-linear estimator of the sources enabling the
estimation of more sources than the number of available sensors.
Traditional ways to solve the blind source separation problem only considers the non-Gaussian
signal [73], without taking into account the time structure of the signal information. Generalized
self-related and non-Gaussian source separation method are used to deal with the full account
of the non-Gaussian signal and time structure information, to solve the blind source separation
problem in the time structure.
Some algorithms [74] apply higher order statistics for separation of convolutive sources using
nonlinear function by requiring the cross-moments between the two odd non-linear functions zero.
The Taylor expansion of these functions captures higher order moments and this is found sufficient
for separation of convolutive mixtures.
Non-stationary signals: Have also been developed algorithms for separating non-stationary
signals. Matsuoka [75], for example, was the first to develop a method assuming that the energy
ratio of two signals is a non-constant function of time and using the covariances matrix and a
stochastic gradient method.
Numerous source separation applications are limited by the number of available microphones.
It is in not always guaranteed that the number of sources is less than or equal to the number of
sensors. With linear filters it is in general not possible to remove more thanM−1 sources from the
signal. By using nonlinear techniques, in contrast, it may be possible to extract a larger number of
source signals. One technique to separate more sources than sensors is based on sparseness [76],
[77] and [78]. If the source signals do not overlap in the time-frequency (T-F) domain it is possible
to separate them.
2.2 Nonlinear BSS
While sources can be separated rather easily from a linear mixture (1.1), the corresponding prob-
lem with a nonlinear mixture
x(t) = F(s(t)), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (2.2)
where F : RM → RN is a nonlinear function, is significantly more difficult. Any potential
solution is clearly non-unique due to possible undetermined scalar nonlinearies in the sources.
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This follows from the fact that if random variables si and sj are independent, so are gi(si) and
gj(sj) for any invertible gi, gj : R → R [79]. Unfortunately this is only the first of a list of
indeterminacies.
2.2.1 Separability
In a sense, separating independent components with a nonlinear mapping is very simple, even too
simple. In fact, any N -dimensional random vector x can be quite easily transformed nonlinearly
to another N -dimensional random vector y = g(x) whose components are independent [29, 79].
This can be accomplished by a simple construction similar to the GramSchmidt orthogonalisation
procedure.
In the construction, y can be assumed to have uniform density in the unit hypercube [0, 1]N .
This yields the condition
p(x) = py(g(x))|det(Dg(x))|, (2.3)
where Dg is the Jacobian matrix of the function g. Looking for a solution of the form
gi(x) = gi(x1, x2, · · · , xi), i = 1, 2, · · · , T, (2.4)
the determinant of the Jacobian reduces to a product of terms ∂gi(x)/∂xi. On the other hand,
p(x) can be decomposed as
p(x) = p(x1)p(x2|x1)p(x3|x1, x2) · · · , p(xN |x1, x2, · · · , xN−1)
= |detDg(x)| =
N∏
i=1
∂gi(x1, x2, · · · , xi)
∂xi
(2.5)
This is clearly satisfied if
∂gi(x1, x2, · · · , xi)
∂xi
= p(xi|x1, x2, · · · , xi−1), i = 1, 2, · · · , T, (2.6)
Integrating this yields a solution for gi as the conditional cumulative density function of xi
given x1, x2, · · · , xi1, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , T .
As can be seen, the above construction contains many arbitrary choices, such as the use of
uniform density and the assumed form of g. It is therefore not very surprising that the separation
result is not at all unique, as shall be shown next.
2.2.2 Uniqueness
Recalling the definition of independence of the components of random vector x, it is clearly pre-
served by mappings performing a permutation of the components and possibly some scalar trans-
formations as in
g(x) = [g1(xσ(1)), g2(xσ(2)), · · · , gn(xσ(n))], (2.7)
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where σ ∈ Sn is a permutation and g1, g2, · · · , gn : R→ R are invertible scalar functions.
It can be shown [80] that mappings of the form (2.7) with invertible g1, · · · , gn are in fact the
only invertible mappings that map all random vectors with independent components to random
vectors with independent components. This does not mean that there would be no other such
mappings for specific random vectors. This can be seen from the following construction for two
uniformly distributed random variables [29].
Let x1 and x2 be independent random variables that are uniformly distributed on the interval
[0, 1], thus jointly uniformly distributed in the unit square [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Any transformation g of
the variables that preserves the volume does not alter the distribution of the variables and hence
their independence. This happens if | detDg(x) = 1| for all x.
Volume preserving transformations of two variables are easy to represent by replacing the
Cartesian coordinates x1 and x2 with polar coordinates r and θ specified by
x1 = r cos θ, x2 = r sin θ. (2.8)
A set of volume preserving transformations can now be defined by
r′ = r, θ′ .= θ + f(r) · θ0(mod 2pi), (2.9)
where f(r) is a suitable scalar function and θ0 6= 0 is a constant. Choosing, for instance, a smooth
f(r) with f(r) = 0 for r > 23 and f(r) = 1 for r <
1
3 provides a smooth transformation from
x1 and x2 to another pair of independent random variables x′1 and x′2 that is not of the form (2.7).
Condition | detDg(x) = 1| can be easily verified to apply for this transformation.
This construction can be combined with the diagonalisation procedure to generate a class of
nontrivial nonlinear mappings that are unrelated to each other, and each map the given random vec-
tor to one with independent components. This shows the non-uniqueness of nonlinear BSS, any
random vector can be nonlinearly decomposed into independent components in several nontriv-
ially related ways. In order to achieve blind nonlinear separation of sources, additional constraints
are thus needed. The above constructions show that even constraints such as smoothness of the
mixing or demixing mapping or knowing the actual source distributions are not enough to guar-
antee separation. In different approaches to nonlinear BSS, the actual constraints are typically
implicitly defined by the model and methodology used.
2.3 General Nonlinear Models and Algorithms
Despite the ill-posed nature of the nonlinear BSS problem, there are several nonlinear BSS meth-
ods. This section is not intended as a thorough review of these methods. Wall and Amemiya [81]
present a more complete review on traditional parametric statistical nonlinear models while the
neural and BSS models are reviewed in [79].
In general, many of the models proposed in literature are only suited for very low-dimensional
data and the methods are demonstrated with mildly nonlinear two-dimensional mixtures. The
two-dimensional case is significantly simpler than higher dimensional ones and such methods are
mostly not considered here.
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(a) Input space (b) Feature space
Figure 2.2: The Basic Idea of Nonlinear Mapping. The mappingφ transforms the input data points
(black dots) into a high-dimensional feature space, where they can be described by a linear model
(straight solid line). The linear model found in feature space corresponds to a nonlinear model in
the input space (curved solid line).
2.3.1 Classical Algorithms
The first neural network model for nonlinear factor analysis (FA) was proposed by [82] at the
same time as the first general statistical models appeared. His model included two MLP networks,
one for mapping s → x and one for x → s. An optional dynamic extension included another
multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks [11].
Another classical neural model for such a purpose are auto-associative MLP networks, that are
MLP networks trained with input-output pairs (x,x). The number of neurons in a hidden layer
is restricted to be smaller than the number of inputs and outputs, thus creating a bottleneck. The
extracted nonlinear features can be retrieved from the values of the hidden neurons. With standard
back-propagation this approach is very prone to overfitting and local minima, but more advanced
learning methods such as flat minimum search can provide a method for nonlinear BSS [83, 84]
through sparseness of the extracted features.
MLP networks are also used as a basis of the variational Bayesian nonlinear BSS method
presented in this thesis. In case of the variational Bayesian method, the MLP is used to model
only the generative mapping F from s to x.
The MISEP method by [85, 86] is a generalization of the infomax method of linear ICA for
nonlinear mixtures using an MLP network to model the nonlinearity. The source separation is
supposedly based on the smoothness constraint provided by the MLP. While even mathematical
C∞-smoothness of the mapping is not sufficient for ensuring nonlinear separation in theory, the
method does provide good separation results in several artificial examples as well as in a real
nonlinear image mixture problem. These results are probably due to the fact that even though an
MLP network with enough hidden neurons is a universal approximator [87, 88], networks with
a limited number of hidden neurons produce more restricted mappings. In fact, a network with
invertible square weight matrices is a sufficiently specialised structure to allow limited theoretical
analysis [89].
Kernel methods have recently become a popular method of producing nonlinear counterparts
for many linear statistical methods [90]. They work for any method based on second-order statis-
tics that can be evaluated through inner products of the observation vectors. The kernel methods
are based on transforming the data nonlinearly with a mapping Θ : RN → F to a high dimen-
sional or even infinite-dimensional feature space F and performing the linear algorithm on the
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Figure 2.3: An Illustration of the Unscented Transform. The selected points x are mapped by F
to z and the weighted mean and covariance of the points z are evaluated.
transformed data. This involves evaluating inner products of the transformed data vectors, but this
can be done efficiently using the kernel trick of writing the inner product with the help of a kernel
function k as
K(x,y) = Θ(x) ·Θ(y). (2.10)
This makes it easy to define, for instance, a kernelised version of the linear PCA algorithm [91].
The kernel PCA algorithm is used to aid the initialization of the variational Bayesian nonlinear
BSS method.
ICA is inherently based on higher-order statistics and is therefore not directly kernelisable.
Separation of temporally correlated sources is, however, possible using only second-order statis-
tics. Harmeling et al. [44] propose a kernel method for nonlinear BSS of temporally correlated
signals. The method is basically a kernelisation of the well-known TDSEP algorithm [41]. The
problem with the method is the selection of the essential components from the multitude gener-
ated by the algorithm. The kernel based nonlinear BSS method should not be mixed with Kernel
ICA, which is a method for separation of linear mixtures using contrast functions based on kernel
methods [32].
The kernel BSS method is also closely related to the nonlinear version of independent slow
feature analysis [45]. The nonlinear slow feature analysis method works by mapping the data
nonlinearly to a high-dimensional feature space and looking for the slow components there. In
its basic form, the method requires explicit expansion in the feature space and will thus probably
not scale to large problems. Being mostly equivalent to the kernel TDSEP, it also suffers from the
same problem of identifying the meaningful components.
2.4 Machine Learning Approaches
Both neural networks and kernel methods are universal function approximators (see for instance
[92] and [93], respectively), which means that they can approximate a nonlinear mapping with any
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given accuracy. However, neural networks usually require a high number of parameters, and their
optimal configuration is found by performing an iterative nonlinear optimization process, often
implemented through back-propagation. For a multitude of problems, this training procedure is
slow, and it does not guarantee convergence to the optimal solution but rather encounters one of
the multiple local minima [55].
Kernel methods, on the other hand, generally admit a more elegant solution which stems from
the framework of RKHS and the convexity of the resulting optimization problem. Therefore, much
kernel-based algorithms have a unique global solution that can be found by solving a convex opti-
mization problem. As a result, although kernel methods are only a decade old, they now represent
an established framework to solve machine learning problems and they are backed by an extensive
list of experimental accomplishments. Some of the best known kernel methods are support vec-
tor machines (SVM) [94], kernel principal component analysis (kernel PCA) [95], kernel-based
regression techniques [90], kernel canonical correlation analysis (kernel CCA) [32], kernel Fisher
discriminant analysis (KFD) [96] and spectral clustering [97]. Successful applications of these
algorithms have been reported in many fields, such as image processing, computational biology,
bioinformatics, communications and medicine.
2.4.1 Other Existing Approximations
Traditional algorithms such as extended Kalman filtering are mostly based on the Taylor approxi-
mation [98]. The unscented transform and corresponding unscented Kalman filter were proposed
by Julier and Uhlmann [99] to help avoid some of the problems of the Taylor approximation. The
filter has since been further refined for instance by Wan et al. [100].
In a d-dimensional case, the unscented transform is based on selecting a set x of 2d weighted
points together with the mean point that describe well the input distribution. In case of diagonal
input covariance, the points will reside on the coordinate axes at a distance governed by corre-
sponding standard deviation. These points are then transformed individually to get a new set of
points zi = F(xi). The output mean and covariance are then computed as weighted mean and
covariance of the transformed points z. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
The unscented transform is intuitively appealing, but unfortunately it does not scale to high-
dimensional problems and can even produce worse results than the Taylor approximation. The
computational cost for the MLP case, which is linear in the total number of inputs and weights,
can also get quite high when there are many sources.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear BSS Approach with
Multi-Subspace Representation
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This chapter describes the proposed method to tackle the ill-posed of the nonlinear blind source
separation (BSS). An overview of BSS method and challenge in nonlinear BSS is introduced in
the beginning of Chapter 3.1. Then, we summarize the the contribution of the proposed approach
and some related works. The preliminary and problem formulation are given in Chapter 3.2. In
Chapter 3.3, we present a novel approach used for nonlinear BSS algorithm and its analysis of
properties. In Chapter 3.4, we discuss the computational cost of the proposed algorithm. Chapter
3.5 provides experimental results to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. We
conclude the chapter briefly in Chapter 3.6.
3.1 Introduction
The problems of independent component analysis (ICA), blind separation of source signals have
received wide attention in various fields such as speech enhancement [101], image recognition
[102], wireless communication [103], and thus have been thoroughly studied in the signal pro-
cessing community. Usually, the original sources are linearly or nonlinearly mixed in some ways
to produce a number of observations. BSS aims at recovering independent sources from their mix-
tures having access only to the observations without any prior knowledge, i.e., neither the sources
nor the mixing matrix is known. The foundation assumption for linear blind source separation
is that the statistical independence of the sources is usually sufficient to constrain the demixing
functions up to the trivial transformations such as permutation and scaling.
An obvious extension for the task of BSS is that the observations are assumed to be generated
from a set of sources by a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function. Roughly, the blind
source separation seeks to find the mixing function or its inverse, solely based on the assumption
that the sources are statistically independent. However, the indeterminacies imposed by the non-
linear model are difficult to handle [23]. Without extra constraints, the solutions are non-unique
and then it suffers from the inability to recover the sources such as scaling and permutation [29].
In fact, there is an infinite number of possible nonlinear decompositions of a random vector into
independent components, and those decompositions are not similar to each other in any trivial way
[23]. The recovery inconsistency has been tackled by adding further prior information directly in
the model or as a regularization term in the optimization processing procedure.
Various attempts [104, 105, 24] have been proposed to provide a theoretical understanding
for solving the nonlinear mixing. Despite such progress, there are still many important open
problems and unexplored areas, particularly in the nonlinear spaces and systems. The captured
nonlinear features are in fact growing at an enormous rate. That necessitates higher advancement
of algorithms and methods to extract models, patterns, and knowledge from nonlinear mixing. For
instance, the approach that captures the topology of the space from data points is represented in
[106, 107]. Studying of various aspects of data geometry including manifold learning have been
proposed in [108] .
One way relies on such a flexible approximation, including multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
neural network [27, 30], which is employed for estimating the nonlinear separation transform
function. By restricting the smoothness of the target transforming1, MLP provides the regularized
1The function f is a smooth transformation if its derivatives of any order always exist and they are continuous.
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solutions to ensure that nonlinear ICA leads to the sources separable. However, the example
presented in [31] shows that the smoothness property is not a sufficient condition for this purpose.
Hyva¨rinen and Pajunen [29] show conformal mapping2 may helpful. Nonlinear ICA is able to
estimate a separation mapping up to the rotation when the mapping functions are restricted to the
set of conformal mapping. Unfortunately, the angle preservation conditions seem very restrictive
[33]. In particular, it is not realistic in the framework of the nonlinear mappings associated with
the nonlinear sensor array.
3.1.1 Our Contribution
We present a novel separation model that relies on the temporal structure and a novel mathematical
construction with a multi-layer architecture. The approach pre-processes the data using a flexible
approximation that projects the data into a high dimensional feature space. Then, by considering
the temporal decorrelation as the separation criterion, we can break a nonlinear problem down into
a version of the generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature space.
The derivation of our algorithm is inspired by the idea of an efficient layer-by-layer repre-
sentation to approximate such nonlinearity, which is referred to as Vanishing Ideal-based Non-
Linear SEparation Model (ViNLisem). By using vanishing component analysis (VCA) in [56], a
prominent work in machine learning, we generate a set of polynomial functions that transform a
time-invariant nonlinear BSS to the local linear problem. Such transformed components are used
to extract the nonlinear mixture as the flexible approximation. Similar to a well-known princi-
ple in modern deep learning [109, 110, 111], the layers of our architectures are built one-by-one,
creating higher-and-higher level representations of the data. Once such a representation is built,
a final output layer is constructed by solving a convex optimization problem [112]. Based on the
multi-layered architecture, the nonlinearity of the mixing model is depicted by such polynomials.
Importantly, the parameters and forms of polynomials depend solely on the input data, which guar-
antee the robustness of the structure. We thus address the general problem without being restricted
to any specific mixture or parametric model.
In particular, the layer-by-layer representation is adaptively generated solely on the observa-
tions. As the number of spanned spaces goes up, the computational complexity grows exponen-
tially. To overcome this obstacle, relying on the properties of vanishing components, we provide a
feasible way to narrow the size of the candidate polynomial set. We thus generate the polynomial
in the current layer only from the spanned space of the last layer and that of the first layer, such as
g(t)(S) is generated from the span of Ft−1 × F1 rather than considering all the extended spaces,
i.e., F1, F2, · · · , Ft−1. The details are shown in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
In addition, using the frameworks in [41], the local temporal structure of the transformations
is taken into account. The contrast function is discriminative to be designed by emphasizing
the difference from the temporally i.i.d. data. On the other hand, the criterion is formulated by
minimizing the second-order statistics in which the transformed components and their time lags
are statistically as independent as possible. Therefore, we can break a nonlinear problem down
into the version of generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature space.
2The conformal mapping is defined as a mapping which preserves orientated angles. It is often considered in the
framework of functions of complex-valued variables that are restricted to plane mapping. e.g., Joukovski mapping.
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3.1.2 The Relative Work
One of the earliest frameworks based on temporal structures is Temporal Decorrelation source
SEParation method, which is abbreviated as TDSEP in [41]. It works on the temporal structure
that the separated signal and its time lags are jointly taken into account for the independence of
the sources. However, for most temporal blind source separation (TBSS) methods, how to select
the optimal time lags is an important problem. In this chapter, we are going to show how this
framework can be extended to the nonlinear case rather than solving the problem of searching the
optimal time lags.
A related but different idea is exploited in approximation using multi-kernel space. Harmel-
ing et al. [42, 43, 44], a kernelized TDSEP (KTDSEP) method was proposed for nonlinear blind
source separation that the kernel functions are used for mapping the observations into the kernel
spaces. They show how kernel functions are employed to linear BSS methods to solve nonlinear
source separation problems. These functions, however, do not have any optimizing property in
terms of the contrast function that allows them to be ranked and evaluated. In addition, the method
assumes the number of kernel spaces is chosen enough to approximate the nonlinearity without
technical reasons. In [45], the authors claim that temporal slowness complements statistical inde-
pendence well, and a combination of these principles leads to unique solutions of the nonlinear
BSS problem.
Our construction and algorithm rely on the representation learning [113]. Heldt et al. [114]
introduced a numerically stable approximate vanishing ideal algorithm. Livni et al. [58] defined
a family of neural networks with polynomial activation functions that the polynomial features are
learned as nonlinear combinations of the original signals. Donini and Aiolli [115], used a hierarchy
of base kernel in the space of polynomial. These approaches consist of using an implicit map of
the data, such as the Nystro¨m method [116], random features [117] and sketching [118, 119]. That
is features interactions in possibly high-dimensional data [120]. All of these approaches have in
common with the flexible approximation, which emphasizes the representation learning as the key
to the challenging nonlinear problems.
3.2 Preliminary and Problem Formulation
The nonlinear BSS problem is formally described as follows. The observed signals x(t) =
{x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)}> are assumed to be generated from a set of statistically independent
sources s(t) = {s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sm(t)}> by a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function
x(t) = F(s(t)), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (3.1)
where {·}> denotes the transpose, and t is the sample (time) index. Here, T is the total number
of time points. n and m refer to the number of observed signals and sources, respectively. In this
chapter, we set n = m in general. Since we are going to exploit only the statistical independence of
the sources to be retrieved, a suitable approximation of the inverse nonlinear transformation could
better reproduce the independence of the sources. Then some basic definitions are introduced for
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problem setup. Let f ◦h denotes the Hadamard product, such as f ◦h = [f1h1, f2h2, · · · , fkhk]>,
where f = {f1, f2, · · · , fk} and h = {h1h2, · · · , hk} are two arbitrary vectors.
Definition 1 (Polynomial). A function g: Rn → R is called as polynomial if the linear combi-
nation is g(x) =
∑
j βjx
α(j), where the coefficient βj ∈ R, x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]>, xα(j) 4=∏n
i=1 x
αi(j)
i and α(j) = [α1(j), α2(j), · · · , αn(j)]>. 
Definition 2 (Polynomial Ring). The polynomial ring with n variables over R is denoted as
R[x1, · · · , xn] that the addition and multiplication operators over the polynomial ring are equiv-
alent to addition and multiplication of functions. 
Definition 3 (Ideal). Let I be a set of polynomials in R[x1, x2, · · · , xn], where R[x1, x2, · · · , xn]
is a polynomial ring with n variables. For ∀f ∈ I and g ∈ R[x1, x2, · · · , xn]. If fg ∈ I holds,
then I is defined as an ideal. 
Definition 4 (Set of Generators). Let I be an ideal. If ∀f ∈ I there exist h1, h2, · · · , hk ∈
R[x1, x2, · · · , xn] and a set of polynomials {g1, g2, · · · , gk} ⊆ I such that f =
∑
i gihi, then
{g1, g2, · · · , gk} is said to generate I . 
Definition 5 (Vanishing Ideal). Given a dataset S ⊂ Rn, for all x ∈ S, the vanishing ideal of S
is the set of polynomials that vanish on S . i.e. g ∈ I(S) iff g(x) = 0 for ∀x ∈ S. 
The problem can be set up as follows. We have a set of observed signals S = {x(t)}Tt=1 that
are generated from (4.2). The objective is to estimate the original sources s(t) and the mixing
functions F (or it’s inverse function G = F−1) by using the observed signals x(t) only.
However, without any extra constraints, the solutions of blind source separation are non-unique
[29]. In this chapter, a novel approach is proposed by utilizing a flexible approximation to estimate
the nonlinearity of the mixing function. First, let us focus on the representation learning [113]:
how can we construct a structure that provides a good approximation basis for the values attained
by vanishing polynomials.
Problem 1. Given an input dataset S = {x(t)}Tt=1, where x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]>
and S ⊂ Rn. The problem is to learn a set of vanishing polynomials, which is formulated as the
following optimization problem
min
V
dim(V )
subject to V = {gi(x) = 0 |x ∈ S}, (3.2)
for i = 1, 2 · · · , k, where dim(·) represents the dimension of variables and V denotes the set of
vanishing polynomial. Since the real data are noisy that allow us to consider a tolerate value ,
such that the polynomials almost vanish on S, i.e., ‖gi(x)‖ ≤  for ∀x ∈ S is satisfied, where ‖ · ‖
denotes the Euclidean norm. 
In Problem 1, we prefer to seek a set of polynomials such that gi(x) ≈ 0 for all i and x ∈ S.
These polynomials may provide a sufficient characterization of elements in S. By utilizing the
generators of vanishing polynomials, any nonlinear mixture can be approximated with the combi-
nation of coefficients and the monomials. However, such polynomials did not achieve the inver-
sion of the F function directly. They provide more features with a different selection of vanishing
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polynomials. Finally, the sources are recovered by solving a joint diagonalization problem in the
feature space.
The procedure is implemented by finding a set of polynomials g1(x), g2(x), · · · , gk(x) that
satisfy ‖gi(x)‖ ≤  for all i = 1, · · · , k and x ∈ S . Given a dataset S, the vanishing ideal is
denoted as I(S), which is a set of polynomials vanished on S, i.e., g ∈ I(S) iff ‖g(x)‖ ≤  for
∀x ∈ S. If a set of polynomials can generate I(S), then this set of polynomials is referred to as
a set of generators for I(S). Hilbert basis theorem in [57] told us that a finite set of generators
exists for any ideal. A finite set of generators of the ideal is an attractive mechanism for describing
I(S), since all the elements in I(S) can be derived from this set of generators. Thus, the mixing
function F can be approximated by finding such a finite set of generators, whose elements are
named as vanishing polynomials.
Using the vanishing polynomials, the projected signals take the form of φ(x(t)) that is the
projection of x(t) in the high-dimensional feature space. The demixing process can be expressed
by a linear combination of these projected signals in the following formulation.
Problem 2. Let {x(t)}Tt=1 be a set of observed signals. There is a set of polynomials gi such
that {gi(x(t))}ki=1 form a basis of Rn. By using such polynomials gi, the projected data of x(t)
in feature space denoted as φ(x(t)) = {φ1(x(t)), φ2(x(t)), · · · , φk(x(t))}. Since the original
sources s(t) are mutually independent, there exist a coefficient matrix W so as to
arg min
W
∑
i6=j
Wi,:ΣφW
>
j,: +
∑
i6=j
N∑
l=1
Wi,:ΣτlW
>
j,:, (3.3)
where Wi,: and Wj,: are the i-th and j-th row of matrix W, respectively. The matrices Σφ =
E[φ(x(t))φ(x(t))>] and Στi = E[φ(x(t))φ(x(t + τi))>] are defined as the covariance matrix
of φ(x(t)) and the covariance matrix with time lags τi, respectively. Thus, the signal is defined by
s˜j(t) =
k∑
i=1
Wjiφi(x(t)), (3.4)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , k, where Wji denotes the (j, i)-th element of the coefficient matrix W. 
Problem 2 implies that if we build a set of vanishing components, which computes such k
polynomials g1, g2, · · · , gk, then we can recover the signals s˜(t) with k dimensions. Due to k > n,
we need to select n sources from s˜(t), which construct the estimation of the original sources s(t).
Problem 3. Let s˜(t) = [s˜1(t), s˜2(t), · · · , s˜k(t)]> be a set of recovered signals. Since the original
sources s(t) are mutually independent, it is also independent if the separation process in (3.3) is
applied again to the signal s˜(t). i.e., s˜′(t) = W′s˜(t), where W′ is another coefficient matrix if
joint diagonalization approach is applied to the signal s˜(t) again. Then, the recovered sources
sˆ(t) corresponds to the first n maximum correlations (corr) in s˜(t)
sˆ(t) = s˜pi,:(t), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (3.5)
subject to pi = Υ(θ;n),
θ = Ξmax
{
corr
(
s˜(t), s˜′(t)
)}
,
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Input Space 
Feature Space Estimate Space 
Figure 3.1: The Configuration of the Proposed Algorithm. Input data x(t) are mapped to the man-
ifold of G ∈ Rk, which is a feature space constructed by some polynomials {g1, g2, · · · , gk} ⊂ G.
Therefore, the projected points φ(x(t)) in feature space can make the problem linearly separable.
The linear coefficient matrices in the feature space correspond to nonlinear coefficient matrices in
the input space.
where s˜pi,:(t) is the vector composed of elements from s˜(t) indicated with the index pi. pi is the
index number of output of Υ(θ;n) that is the function to choose the maximum n values of vector
θ. Ξmax{corr (s˜(t), s˜′(t))} is a function to output a vector θ with each element being as the
maximum value of each row of the matrix corr (s˜(t), s˜′(t)).
Fig. 3.1 shows an intuitive example for nonlinear separation using the mapping functions.
Since the observations are nonlinearly mixed in the input space, we need to resort to a flexi-
ble approximation that can extract the nonlinear characteristics in the manifold G. Here, van-
ishing components allow us to construct the nonlinear variants by some polynomials, such as
g1(x(t)), g2(x(t)), · · · , gk(x(t)) ∈ G. i.e., the data x(t) are mapped implicitly into the feature
space that denoted asφ(x(t)) = [φ1(x(t)), φ2(x(t)), · · · , φk(x(t))]> = [g1(x(t)), g2(x(t)), · · · ,
gk(x(t))]
>. The feature space is spanned from such polynomials that enable us to work on G. Then
BSS approaches can be applied to the projected data in the feature space, which corresponds to
the nonlinear BSS approaches in the input space. Finally, due to k > n, we need to select n
sources, which construct the estimation of the original sources s(t) in the estimated space. Since
the parameters of the polynomials depend solely on the input data, it guarantees the robustness of
the structure.
3.3 Nonlinear Separation Model
We now turn to develop our nonlinear separation model as well as the accompanying analysis. We
do the algorithm in the following stages. First, we derive a flexible approximation with multi-layer
architecture, which runs in a set of polynomials that approximately equal to the value of zero. Thus
the projected data in the feature space can make the problem linearly separable. Then, by taking
into account the temporal structure served as a separation criterion, we can break the nonlinear
problem down into a joint diagonalization problem in the feature space.
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3.3.1 Structure of Multi-Layer Architecture
In order to perform a simple linear separation problem in feature space that corresponds to the
nonlinear problem in input space, we need to specify how to map inputs x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T ) ∈
Rn into the feature space Rk. A similar way is the kernel-based TDSEP presented by Harmeling
et al. [44]. The difference is that our proposed method adapts to generate the polynomials, rather
than assuming the number of approximate functions is chosen enough to represent the nonlinearity.
To ensure that a set of generators of I(S) carry significant information about the input, we
require the generators to be uncorrelated and the coefficients being in the null space of the matrix,
which is composed of the monomials with different degree. Mathematically, this can be stated as
follows.
Proposition 1. Denote the set of monomials over n variables with total degree up to d by T nd . Con-
sider the set of monomials T nd and the matrix A of size T×|T nd | as follows: Aij = tj(x(i)), where
tj(x(i)) is the jth monomials in T nd , which is composed of elements from x(i). Let β1,β2, · · · ,βk
be a basis of the null space of matrix A. Namely, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , k, we have Aβi = 0 and
any vector β that satisfies Aβ = 0 can be written as a linear combination of βi. Then the poly-
nomials fi(x) =
∑|T nd |
j=1 βijtj(x), i = 1, 2, · · · , k form a set of generators of I(S), where βij is
the coefficient for the i-th polynomial function and j-th monomial. 
Proof. Since Aβi = 0 is satisfied for all i = 1, 2, · · · , k, we have fi(x) =
∑|T nd |
j=1 βijtj(x) = 0.
Thus, fi(x) ∈ I(S). Consider any polynomial g(x) in the set of I(S). Denote the coefficients
for the polynomial g(x) by z ∈ R|T nd | such that the coefficients satisfy Az = 0. Then we have
g(x) =
∑|T nd |
j=1 zjtj(x) = 0. Since β1,β2, · · · ,βk is a basis of the null space of matrix A, the
coefficient vector z can be written as a linear combination of βi as z =
∑k
i=1 αiβi, which we also
have zj =
∑k
i=1 αiβij . Then the polynomial g(x) can be written by g(x) =
∑|T nd |
j=1 zjtj(x) =∑|T nd |
j=1
∑k
i=1 αiβijtj(x) =
∑k
i=1 αifi(x). Thus, the polynomials fi(x) form a set of generators
of I(S).
The above procedure achieves the goal of finding a set of generators of I(S). Since the real
data are noisy that allow us to consider a tolerate value , such that the polynomials almost vanish
on S if g(x) ≤  is satisfied.
Polynomials of Degree 1
If the vanishing polynomial is applied to the whole data S , we have
g(1)(S) = [g(1)(x(1)),x(2)), · · · , g(1)(x(T ))]> = 0T×1, (3.6)
where S = {x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )}. Firstly, the linear polynomial can be expressed as the com-
bination of vector x(t) with the coefficient β ∈ Rn+1 such that
g(1)(x(t)) = β0 +
n∑
i=1
βixi(t) =
n∑
i=0
βiρi(x(t)), (3.7)
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Algorithm 1 Generate Polynomials of Degree 1 by Gram-Schmidt Procedure
Initialization:
1: F1 = {ρ0(S)}, where ρ0(S) = [1/
√
n, 1/
√
n, · · · , 1/√n]>;
2: V1 = ∅;
3: C1 = {ρ1(S),ρ2(S), · · · ,ρn(S)}, where ρi(S) = [ρi(x(1)), ρi(x(2)), · · · , ρi(x(T ))]>.
1: for i = 1 to n do
2: g
(1)
i (S) = ρi(S)−
∑
ρ∈F1〈ρi(S),ρ(S)〉ρ(S)
3: if ‖g(1)i (S)‖ ≤  then
4: V1 ← V1
⋃{g(1)i (S)}
5: else
6: F1 ← F1
⋃{g(1)i (S)/‖g(1)i (S)‖}
7: end if
8: end for
Output:
1: Vanishing polynomial set V1;
2: Non-vanishing polynomials set F1.
where xi(t) is the i-th element for the observations x(t) and ρi(x(t)) = xi(t) for convenience.
Thus, ρ0(x(t)) = 1 for all x(t). It follows that for any such polynomial we have
g(1)(S) =

g(1)(x(1))
g(1)(x(2))
...
g(1)(x(T ))
 =

∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(1))∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(2))
...∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(T ))
 =
n∑
i=0
βiρi(S), (3.8)
where ρi(S) = [ρi(x(1)), ρi(x(2)), · · · , ρi(x(T ))]>.
Theorem 1. The polynomial g(1)(S) vanishes on dataset S if and only if g(1)(S) = 0T×1, which
requires the vectorβ would be in the null space of the T×(n+1) matrix A1 = [ρ0(S),ρ1(S), · · · ,
ρn(S)] as
A1β = [ρ0(S),ρ1(S), · · · ,ρn(S)]β = 0T×1. (3.9)
Then the vanishing polynomials can be obtained by searching the null space of A1. We main-
tain two sets for polynomials of degree 1: V1 for the vanishing polynomials and F1 for the non-
vanishing polynomials. We use the notation F1 = {ρ(S) : ρ ∈ F1} ⊂ RT to denote the vectors
in Rn. We will construct F1 such that F1 is a set of orthogonal vectors in RT . Algorithm 1 de-
scribes the procedure to generate the vanishing and non-vanishing polynomials of degree 1 by the
Gram-Schmidt procedure.
Considering a polynomial of degree 0, ρ0(S) = 1T×1 is clearly non-vanishing. We initialize
F1 = {ρ0(S)/‖ρ0(S)‖}, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the norm of the vector. And set V1 = ∅ initially. Set
C1 to be a candidate set of polynomials, which is composed of polynomials of degree 1, such as
C1 = {ρ1(S),ρ2(S), · · · ,ρn(S)}. To obtain the non-vanishing polynomials orthogonal to each
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other, it requires
g
(1)
i (S) = ρi(S)−
∑
ρ∈F1
〈ρi(S),ρ(S)〉ρ(S). (3.10)
Since the non-vanishing polynomial set F1 only contains one element ρ0(S) initially, the
above equation can be simply represented as
g
(1)
i (S) = ρi(S)− 〈ρi(S),ρ0(S)〉ρ0(S), (3.11)
where 〈ρi(S),ρ0(S)〉 is the coefficient for ρ0(S). We can now reformulate (3.11) in terms of a
dual representation as
g
(1)
i (S) =
[
ρ0(S),ρ1(S), · · · ,ρi(S), · · · ,ρn(S)
]>

−〈ρi(S),ρ0(S)〉
0
...
1
...
0

. (3.12)
Compared with (6.10) in Theorem 1, the vector β is given in the form β = [−〈ρi(S),ρ0(S)〉,
0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0]>. If a proper coefficient vector β can be searched so as to gi(S) vanish on the
data S, we update V1 ← V1
⋃{g(1)i (S)}. Otherwise, F1 ← F1⋃{g(1)i (S)/‖g(1)i (S)‖} is updated,
where the normalization ensures that all the vectors in F1 are orthonormalization as the normalized
vectors. At the end of this process, F1 contains a set of linear polynomials which are non-vanishing
on S and V1 contains a set of linear polynomials that vanish on S.
Polynomials of Degree 2
To exploit the polynomials of degree 2, we need to construct a candidate set of polynomials
C2 = {ρi,j(S)}ni,j=1, where ρi,j(S) = [ρi,j(x(1)), ρi,j(x(2)), · · · , ρi,j(x(T ))]> and ρi,j(x(t)) =
xi(t)xj(t) for all i, j. Each polynomial of degree 2 takes the form
g(2)(x(t)) =
n∑
i=0
βiρi(x(t)) +
n∑
i,j=1
βi,jρi,j(x(t)). (3.13)
By considering all the data points in S, we have
g(2)(S) =
[
g(2)(x(1)), · · · , g(2)(x(T ))
]>
=

∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(1)) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(1))∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(2)) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(2))
...∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(T )) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(T ))

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=
n∑
i=0
βiρi(S) +
n∑
i,j=1
βi,jρi,j(S). (3.14)
As before, we can find vanishing 2nd order polynomials via the null space of the matrix:
A2 = [A1,ρ1,1(S),ρ2,2(S), · · · ,ρn,n(S)]. To find the null space of the matrix A2, we could
simply continue the Gram-Schmidt procedure that we have already performed for the columns
of A1. However, we now need to consider n2 + n + 1 columns. As the degree goes up, the
number of columns increases exponentially. To overcome this obstacle, relying on the properties
of vanishing components, we provide an effective iterative approach to narrow the size of the
candidate polynomial set.
Theorem 2. Let g(2)(S) be a set of polynomials of degree 2. It can be constructed by two terms
of degree 1 of the form g(2)(S) = ∑i1,i2 f (1)i1 ◦ f (1)i2 . Without loss of generality, assume that
for i1, i2 ≤ l, where l is index number of polynomial of degree 1. We have that both f (1)i1 and
f
(1)
i2
are non-vanishing on S. For i1, i2 > l, either f (1)i1 or f
(1)
i2
vanishes. It follows that for all
i1, i2 > l we have that the polynomial f
(1)
i1
◦ f (1)i2 = 0T×1. Thus, the polynomial gˆ(2)(S) =∑
i1,i2≤l f
(1)
i1
◦ f (1)i2 satisfies gˆ(2)(S) = g(2)(S). F1 = {p
(1)
1 ,p
(2)
1 , · · · ,p(1)|F1|} is denoted as a
non-vanishing polynomial set of degree 1, where |F1| denotes the number of elements included in
the set F1. Any polynomial of degree 1 that generated from F1 can be expressed as
f
(1)
i1
=
∑
j1
α
(1)
i1,j1
p
(1)
j1
, f
(1)
i2
=
∑
j2
α
(1)
i2,j2
p
(1)
j2
, (3.15)
where α(1)i1,j1 and α
(1)
i2,j2
denote the coefficients that make f (1)i1 ◦ f
(1)
i2
6= 0T×1 for all i1, i2 ≤ l.
Then F2 can be generated from the span of f
(1)
i1
and f (1)i2 for i1, i2 ≤ l as
gˆ(2)(S) =
∑
i1,i2≤l
f
(1)
i1
◦ f (1)i2 =
∑
j1,j2
[(
p
(1)
j1
◦ p(1)j2
)( ∑
i1,i2≤l
α
(1)
i1,j1
α
(1)
i2,j2
)]
. (3.16)
The operator ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, namely the vector f (1)i1 ◦f
(1)
i2
= [f
(1)
i1,1
f
(1)
i2,1
, f
(1)
i1,2
f
(1)
i2,2
,
· · · , f (1)i1,T f
(1)
i2,T
]>, where the degree of f (1)i1 = [f
(1)
i1,1
, f
(1)
i1,2
, · · · , f (1)i1,T ]> and f
(1)
i2
= [f
(1)
i2,1
, f
(1)
i2,2
, · · · ,
f
(1)
i2,T
]> are at most 1. 
Theorem 2 is proved in the Appendix A. It follows that gˆ(2)(S) can be constructed from the
span of F1 × F1 and thus to construct F2 and V2, which suffices to find the null space and range
on the set of candidate polynomials from F1 × F1. Formally, let us redefine C2 to be the set
C2 =
{
ρi1,i2≤l(S) = p(1)j1 ◦ p
(1)
j2
| p(1)j1 ,p
(1)
j2
∈ F1
}
. (3.17)
We will construct F2 and V2 by continuing a similar process with a polynomial of degree 1 on
the candidate vectors of C2. Note that, due to the particular structure of vanishing polynomials,
as proposed in Theorem 2, g(2)(S) can be generated from the span of F1 × F1, i.e., from the
polynomials with i1, i2 ≤ l rather than the whole candidate vectors. Therefore, the remainder of
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ρi1,i2≤l ∈ C2 after projecting it on the current set F2 is the polynomial g(2)(S) defined by
g(2)(S) = ρi1,i2≤l(S)−
∑
p(1)∈F2
〈ρi1,i2≤l(S),p(1)(S)〉p(1)(S). (3.18)
It requires |F1|×|F1| times to evaluate all the polynomials in the candidate polynomial set C2.
Before we evaluate the polynomials of degree 2, we initialize F2 and V2 as F2 = F1 and V2 = V1.
Then if |g(2)(S)| ≤ , we have g(2)(S) vanishes on S. So we update V2 ← V2
⋃{g(2)(S)}.
Otherwise, we update F2 ← F2
⋃{g(2)(S)/‖g(2)(S)‖}. At the end of this process, F2 contains a
set of polynomials of degree 1 and degree 2 that are non-vanishing on S . In contrast, V2 contains
a set of polynomials of degree 1 and degree 2 that vanish on S.
Polynomials with a Higher Degree
The above progress continues to a higher degree. For any polynomial of degree t, we prefer to
construct the set of non-vanishing polynomials Ft only from the span of Ft−1 × F1. At iteration
t, the candidate polynomial set Ct is given in the form
Ct =
{
ρi1,i2,··· ,it≤l(S) = p(t−1)j ◦ p(1)jt
}
, (3.19)
where p(t−1)j = p
(1)
j1
◦ p(1)j2 · · · ◦ p
(1)
jt−1 ∈ Ft−1 and p
(1)
jt
∈ F1. For simple expression, the can-
didate polynomial set is written as Ct = {q1(S), q2(S), · · · , ql(S)}. Then the above orthogonal
processing can be given as
g
(t)
i (S) = qi(S)−
∑
p(t−1)(S)∈Ft
〈qi(S),p(t−1)(S)〉p(t−1)(S). (3.20)
The above processing procedure performs like a consecutive processing procedure that each
time one polynomial is added to the vanishing polynomial set Vt or non-vanishing polynomial set
Ft. Actually, we can operate more polynomials simultaneously with singular value decomposition
(SVD). Before that, let us first introduce a property similar to Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let g(t)(S) be a set of polynomials of degree t. It can be constructed as gˆ(t)(S) =∑
i1,i2,··· ,it≤l f
(1)
i1
◦f (1)i2 ◦· · ·◦f
(1)
it
. Assume that for i1, i2, · · · , it ≤ l, we have that f (1)i1 ,f
(1)
i2
, · · · ,f (1)it
are non-vanishing on S. DenotingFt−1 = {p(t−1)1 ,p(t−1)2 , · · · ,p(t−1)|Ft−1|} andF1 = {p
(1)
1 ,p
(1)
2 , · · · ,
p
(1)
|F1|} as a non-vanishing polynomial set of degree t−1 and 1, respectively. Then any polynomials
gˆ(t)(S) can be formulated as
gˆ(t)(S) =
∑
i1,i2,··· ,it≤l
f
(1)
i1
◦ f (1)i2 ◦ · · · ◦ f
(1)
it
=
∑
j,jt
[(
p
(t−1)
j ◦ p(1)jt
)(∑
it≤l
α
(t−1)
j α
(1)
it,jt
)]
, (3.21)
where α(t−1)j and α
(1)
it,jt
denotes the coefficients that make p(t−1)j ◦ p(1)jt 6= 0T×1 for all j, jt. 
The theoretical proof is shown in the Appendix B. Then Ft can be generated from the span
of Ft−1 × F1. The matrix At can be formed as At = [g(t)1 (S), g(t)2 (S), · · · , g(t)|Ft|(S)]. By using
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SVD, the matrix At can be decomposed as At = LDU>. Using a simple matrix operation, we
then obtain
AtU =
[
g
(t)
1 (S), g(t)2 (S), · · · , g(t)|Ft|(S)
]
U = LD, (3.22)
where L = [l1, l2, · · · , lT ] and li ∈ RT for i = 1, 2, · · · , T . The above equation can be written as
η
(t)
i (S) =
|Ft|∑
j=1
Uj,ig
(t)
j (S) =
T∑
j=1
Dj,ilj = Di,ili, (3.23)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , |Ft|. If Di,i < , we denote the polynomial η(t)i (S) vanishes, where  is
the tolerate value used to evaluate the polynomials how close to zero. Thus, we update Vt ←
Vt
⋃{η(t)i (S)}. Otherwise we update Ft ← Ft⋃{η(t)i (S)/‖η(t)i (S)‖}.
3.3.2 Approximate Simultaneous Diagonalization
After we obtain a set of polynomials that projected data in the feature space, we consider the
blind source separation with temporal structure employed as the separation criterion. Thus, the
nonlinear separation problem can be changed to a generalized joint diagonalization problem. An
alternative technique proposed in [121] can achieve the process by implementing two steps: 1.
whitening and 2. Constructing several Jacobi rotations to achieve an approximate simultaneous
diagonalization of the correlation matrix set. In step 1, we find a linear transform, which can be
determined by taking the inverse square root of the covariance matrix as
Θφ = Σ
− 1
2
φ(x(t)) =
(
E
[
φ(x(t))φ(x(t))>
])− 1
2
, (3.24)
where φ(x(t)) = [g1(x(t)), g2(x(t)), · · · , gk(x(t))]> and k is total number of vanishing poly-
nomials. The transform Θφ gives a representation of the signals φ(x(t)) in a new basis and
the transformed signals are denoted by z(t) = Θφφ(x(t)) = Σ
− 1
2
φ(x(t))φ(x(t)). By defining a
time-lagged correlation matrix of z(t), the form is given as
Σz(τ) = E
[
z(t)z(t+ τ)>
]
= Σ
− 1
2
φ(x(t))E
[
φ(x(t))φ(x(t+ τ)>
](
Σ
− 1
2
φ(x(t))
)>
= ΘφΣφ(τ)Θ
>
φ . (3.25)
With different time lag, we can have different correlation matrix as Σz(τ1),Σz(τ2), · · · ,Σz(τN ),
where N is the number of time lags. After the pre-whitening step, any time delayed correlation
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matrix can be transformed to a diagonal matrix by a rotation matrix Q as
Σz(τ1) = QΛz(τ1)Q
>,
Σz(τ2) = QΛz(τ2)Q
>,
...
Σz(τN ) = QΛz(τN )Q
>.
(3.26)
Concatenating both the whitening matrix Θφ and the rotation matrix Q yields the demixing matrix
as
W = Q−1Θφ = Q−1Σ
− 1
2
φ(x(t)). (3.27)
Therefore, the signal s˜(t) can be expressed as
s˜(t) = Wφ(x(t)) = Q−1Σ−
1
2
φ(x(t))φ(x(t)). (3.28)
Note that the dimensions of s˜(t) and the original source s(t) are k and n respectively, where
k > n. We need to select n sources from s˜(t), which construct the estimation of the origi-
nal sources s(t). Considering all the projected components, we have the demixed signals S˜ =
Q−1ΘφΦ, where Φ = [φ(x(1)), · · · ,φ(x(T ))] and S˜ = [s˜(1), · · · , s˜(T )]. Since the original
sources are mutually independent, the demixed sources should be also independent even if the
demixed matrix is applied to the signal s˜(t) again. Therefore, we can obtain another set of signal
S˜′ = [s˜′(1), s˜′(2), · · · , s˜′(T )]. By employing the above temporal structure on s˜(t), the correlation
(corr) between each row in S˜ and each row in S˜′ is calculated by
corr
(
s˜(t), s˜′(t)
)
=
∑T
t=1(s˜i − E[s˜i])(s˜′j − E[s˜′j ])√∑T
t=1(s˜i − E[s˜i])2
√∑T
t=1(s˜
′
j − E[s˜′j ])2
. (3.29)
Then, the rows in S˜ with the maximum n correlations are denoted as the recovered sources sˆ(t).
3.4 Computational Complexity
3.4.1 Computational Complexity of Vanishing Polynomial
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of the algorithm. Recalling our nota-
tions, we defined two sets: V and F are sets of vanishing polynomials and non-vanishing poly-
nomials, respectively. The subscript of F denotes the subset of non-vanishing polynomials in the
corresponding degree. For example, we use the notation F1 ⊂ F to denote the non-vanishing
polynomials with degree 1 in RT . F [r] =
⋃
i≤r Fi is defined as the union of the collection Fi up
to degree r. |Fi| denotes the number of polynomials in the non-vanishing polynomial set Fi. In
Algorithm 1, the progress will terminate at round r when the set Fr is empty. On the other hand,
the progress does not stop, then |F [r]| ≥ r holds for any F [r] = ⋃i≤r Fi, because Fi should con-
tain at least one polynomial. Since F [r] is a set of orthonormal non-vanishing polynomials, none
of the vector in F [r] can be expressed as the combination of other polynomials in F [r]. Then the
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Table 3.1: A Comparison of the Computational Complexity with Several Integration Methods.
TDSEP [41] KTDSEP [42, 43, 44] ViNLisem
O(Nn2T ) O(Nd2T ) O
(
T
r∑
i=1
|F [i−1]||F1||Fi−1|+N |V |2T
)
rank of the matrix with the columns listed as the polynomials from F [r] is |F [r]|. Consequently,
we have |F [r]| ≤ T .
Suppose we have the non-vanishing polynomial set F1, F2, · · · , Fr−1, the candidate polyno-
mial set Cr is generated as Cr = Fr−1 × F1. Let us enumerate all the non-vanishing polyno-
mial according to the order in which they were inserted into F [r−1], which is listed as F [r−1] =
{g1(S), g2(S), · · · , g|F [r−1]|(S)}. Then for any polynomial from the candidate polynomial set
Cr, we have
gi(S) = ρi(S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(T )
−
∑
g(S)∈F [r−1]
〈ρi(S), g(S)〉g(S)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(T×|F [r−1]|)
. (3.30)
where ρi(S) is the candidate polynomial. Since ρi(S) is the constant vector, it can be evaluated
in time O(T ). There are |F [r−1]| vector in the non-vanishing polynomial set F [r−1]. Any poly-
nomial gi(S) can be written as a product of two polynomials from F1 and Fr−1 minus a linear
combination of g1(S), g2(S), · · · , g|F [r−1]|(S). Therefore, the process can be evaluated in time
O(T × |F [r−1]|). A similar argument shows that if we take account into all the polynomials
in the candidate polynomial set Cr, the evaluation of computational cost is O(T × |F [r−1]| ×
|Cr|). Thus, considering the iteration up to the degree of r, it will take the computational cost as
O(T∑ri=1(|F [i−1]||Ci|)) = O(T∑ri=1(|F [i−1]||F1||Fi−1|)).
3.4.2 Computational Complexity of Temporal Process
Next, we consider another part of the computational cost of the temporal structure. For the ob-
served signal x(t) ∈ Rn, the calculation of the covariance Σ
1
2
x = (
1
T xx
>)
1
2 requiresO(n2T+n2).
The covariance matrix with time lag τ is defined by
Στ(x) = E[x(t)x(t+ τ)>]. (3.31)
Assume we need to calculate N time-lagged correlation matrices Στ1(x),Στ2(x), · · · ,ΣτN (x), it
requires O(N(n2T + n2)).
Simultaneous diagonalization of N matrices is implemented by the Jacobi-like technique
[122]. We are going to search a unitary matrix that makes QΣτ1(x)Q
>,QΣτ2(x)Q
>, · · · ,QΣτN (x)Q>
as a collection of diagonal matrices. Considering a set {QΣτ1(x)Q>,QΣτ2(x)Q>, · · · ,QΣτN (x)Q>}
of N matrices of size n× n, the process needs to take the time O(λmn2), where λ is the number
of iterations for the simultaneous diagonalization.
After we obtain the matrix Q, the demixing matrix is calculated as W = (Σ
1
2
xQ)
−1, which
needs the time O(2n3 + n2T ). To summarize the above process, the computational cost of the
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temporal process is given by
O(n2T + n2 +N(n2T + n2) + λNn2 + 2n3 + n2T ). (3.32)
Since we have T  n, T  λ and T  m, the computation time of the temporal process can be
approximated as O(Nn2T ). We have |V | vectors in the vanishing polynomial set. Then the total
computational cost can be evaluated in time O(T∑ri=1(|F [i−1]||F1||Fi−1|) +N |V |2T ).
As shown in Table 3.1, the computational complexity of TDSEP [41] for the observed signal
x(t) ∈ Rn is O(Nn2T ), where N is the number of time lags of temporal structure. Using the
approximation of multi-kernel space in [42, 43, 44], the cost of adding the signal channels from n
to the high dimensional space with d that can be evaluated in O(Nd2T ). Since KTDSEP method
sets the number of kernel spaces initially, the parameter d is fixed rather than depending on the data
itself. In contrast, the algorithm ViNLisem is not restricted to any specific mixture or parameter
model, but generate the multi-layer architecture to approximate such nonlinearity solely based on
the data and the degree of vanishing polynomials.
3.5 Experiments with Real-World Data
In this section, experimental results of the proposed algorithms for three kinds of nonlinear mix-
tures are shown. The methods used for comparison and evaluation equation are presented in
Section 3.5.1. Afterward, the description of data and experimental settings are shown in Section
3.5.2. The results and their performance evaluation are given in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.1 Methods and Evaluation Equation
The separation performance of the proposed nonlinear separation method is evaluated with other
six approaches on five real audio datasets. The following shows the six methods used for compar-
ison.
1. TDSEP [41]: Temporal decorrelation source separation relies on the estimation of simple
time-lagged covariance matrices (second-order statistics), which emphasize the difference from
the temporally i.i.d. case.
2. KTDSEP3 [44]: Kernel-based TDESP was proposed by Harmeling et al. that transformed
the source signals into kernel spaces. The approach relies on such kernels that are assumed to be
chosen enough to approximate the nonlinearity of the observed signals.
3. FICA4 [14]: Fast independent component analysis is a significant milestone for blind source
separation. It recovered the statistically dependent sources by minimizing the criterion composed
of the negative-entropy.
4. KICA5 [32]: Kernel-based ICA is used to show the necessity of exploiting nonlinear ICA
methods for separating nonlinear mixtures.
3http://people.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/harmeling/code/ktdsep-0.2.tar
4https://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica/
5http://www.di.ens.fr/ fbach/kernel-ica/index.htm
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(a) Source signals (b) Mixture signals
Figure 3.2: (a) The scatter plots of the original sources use the “AMI” dataset8 in Table 3.2. (b)
The mixture signals are generated from distorted source (DS) function.
5. JADE6 [123]: Joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrix is considered to operate on
the high-order statistics of independence.
6. SOBI7 [121]: Second-order blind identification is a technique to exploit the coherence of
the source signals, which relies only on stationary second-order statistics.
To measure the performance of recovered sources, the normalized mean squared error (NMSE)
is employed [52], which has the following definition
NMSE(si, sˆi) = 10 log10
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
min
δ
‖si − δsˆi‖22
‖si‖22
)
, (3.33)
where sˆi denotes the estimate of the source signal si, and δ is a scalar reflecting the scalar ambi-
guity.
3.5.2 Data and Experiment Setting
The experiments are designed on the assumption that the observed signals are mixed nonlinearly.
The sources used for the following simulations include 5 real-world audio signals with different
temporal properties. They are publicly available [1]. Each one has its own advantages, depend-
ing on whether one is interested in a variety of environments, in a number of microphones, or in
the overlap. For instance, the data “AMI” has two kinds of sound from the cable news and net-
work news. Another data “Multitrack” was mixed with two anonymous singers. All the sources
were sampled at 8,000 Hz. The length of the samples was varied to assess how the amount of
training data affects the performance of the algorithm. The general properties of the datasets are
summarized in Table 3.2.
Three kinds of nonlinear mixture functions were investigated, including the distorted source
(DS) in [104], the post-nonlinear mixture (PNL) in [33], and the generic nonlinear (GN) in [124,
31].
The distorted source (DS) In the DS mixture function of (3.34), each observation is a linear
mixture of nonlinear distorted sources. Specifically, in the experiments the two channel mixtures
6http://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/ cardoso/Algo/Jade/jadeR.m
7https://github.com/aludnam/MATLAB/blob/master/sobi/sobi.m
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Table 3.2: Descriptions of Real-World Data [1].
Name Scenario Duration(s) Microphones Overlap
AMIa News 100 16 yes
CHiME3b Talker 19 6 yes
Nonspeechc Wind 20 4 no
SiSECd TV order 6 16 no
Multitracke Theater 38 20 yes
a https://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/newindex.shtml;
b http://laslab.org/SpeechSeparationChallenge/;
c http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/pnl/corpus/HuNonspeech/HuCorpus.html;
d http://sisec2010.wiki.irisa.fr/tiki-index.html;
e http://www.cambridge-mt.com/ms-mtk.htm
were generated according to
x1(t) = a1s1(t) + 3 tanh(s2(t)/4) + 0.1s2(t),
x2(t) = a2s2(t) + 3 tanh(s1(t)/4) + 0.1s1(t),
(3.34)
where a1 = a2 = 1. Fig. 3.2 (a) shows the scatter plot of the sources si(t) and that of the
observations xi(t). To see the level of nonlinear distortion in the mixing transformation, we give
the scatter plot of the affine transformation of si(t) in Fig. 3.2 (b) .
The post-nonlinear (PNL) The post-nonlinear mixtures constitute a particularly interesting
example of the theoretical separability characterized by weak indeterminacy. The sources were
the first subject to a linear mixture z(t) = As(t), where A is a 2× 2 mixing matrix give by
A =
(
−0.2261 −0.1189
−0.1706 −0.2836
)
. (3.35)
Then each mixture component is generated from a nonlinear, invertible transformation, as the form
of
x1(t) = (z2(t) + 3z1(t) + 6) cos(1.5pi)z1(t),
x2(t) = (z2(t) + 3z1(t) + 6) sin(1.5pi)z1(t).
(3.36)
The sources are plotted in Fig. 3.3 (a). The mixture components are shown in Fig. 3.3 (b), where
we can see the distortions caused by the nonlinearities.
The generic nonlinear (GN) In the following example, at each sample t, the sources are
mixed nonlinearly as[
x1(t)
x2(t)
]
=
[
cosα(s(t)) − sinα(s(t))
sinα(s(t)) cosα(s(t))
][
s1(t)
s2(t)
]
, (3.37)
where α(s(t)) is defined by the parameter model
α(s(t)) = α0 + γ ×
√
s21(t) + s
2
2(t).
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(a) Source signals (b) Mixture signals
Figure 3.3: (a) The scatter plots of the original sources use the “ChiME3” dataset9 in Table 3.2.
(b) The mixture signals are generated from post-nonlinear (PNL) function.
(a) Source signals (b) Mixture signals
Figure 3.4: (a) The scatter plots of the original sources use the “Nonspeech” dataset10 in Table
3.2. (b) The mixture signals are generated from generic nonlinear (GN) function.
In our simulation, the parameter α0 and γ are set to 0 and 1, respectively.
Fig. 3.4 (a) illustrates the source signals, which is the case for the audio data of “Nonspeech”
collected in Table 3.2. By using a mixing function given in (3.37), the observations are nonlinearly
mixed, which is shown as an anchor-shaped structure in Fig. 3.4 (b). The mixing function (3.37) is
not symmetric in s1(t) and s2(t). Thus, for every pair of sources, there are two possible mixtures
and we have tested both for each source pair.
For most blind source separation method based on the temporal structure, such as TDSEP,
KTDSEP and our proposed ViNLisem method, the selection of the optimal time lags is a tough
problem. Clearly, the performance can be degraded if the improper delay is chosen, whereas a
large number of delays always give a stable solution. Here, we got some knowledge of practical
experiments, which was shown in Fig. 3.5 that many delays always brings us to the stable side.
Thus, in the following experiments, the time-shift is set as τTDSEP = 0, 1, · · · , 20, τKTDSEP =
0, 1, · · · , 40 and τViNLisem = 0, 1, · · · , 7, respectively.
In addition, for the best parameter setting, we could apply KTDSEP with a polynomial kernel
of degree 9, i.e. K(s1, s2) = (s>1 s2 + 1)9 and the dimensionality of kernel space set as 20. In
practice, the real data are noisy that allow us to consider a tolerate value , so as to the polynomials
almost vanish, i.e. ‖gi(x)‖ ≤ . The parameter  is used to indicate the distance between the
measured polynomials and the value 0. If a bigger  is selected, the polynomials will have a
bigger distance from the value 0. However, if a smaller  is selected, the degree of the polynomial
will be higher to make the polynomial satisfying the restrict of . Then the cost time will be
longer to search such polynomial. Therefore, we set the parameter  = 0.001 according to the
experiments of the real datasets. The additive noise is generated to be white and Gaussian with
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Figure 3.5: The Performance Indexes on Various Time Shift τ . The methods with temporal struc-
ture are TDSEP, KTDSEP, and our proposed ViNLisem, respectively.
Figure 3.6: All the Projected Components and the Original Sources. The horizontal bars indicate
the normalized correlation.
uncorrelated samples whose variance was assumed to be uniform. The algorithms are performed
under the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) varied from 5 dB to 45 dB by a step of 10 dB. To
reduce the randomness effect, 20 times of Monte Carlo simulations are performed to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms versus different SNR.
3.5.3 Results
Since our algorithm utilizes a set of polynomials to approximate the nonlinearity of mixture, we
thus obtain 9 components (projected signals) adaptively for dataset “AMI” as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Then, two components with the maximum correlation are selected as described in the previous
section. The best matching waveforms with the maximum correlations are shown as the first and
second rows, which are denoted as the estimation of original signals sˆ1 and sˆ2, respectively. The
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Figure 3.7: The separation performance comparison for three kinds of mixed functions in which
the different dataset in Table 3.2 are used.
algorithm automatically chooses two signals that turn out to reach very high correlation coeffi-
cients (cc), such as cc(s1, sˆ1) = 0.9848 and cc(s2, sˆ2) = 0.9803.
To clarify the separation performance, we use the NMSE in (3.33) as the error measure. We
evaluate seven BSS approaches on three kinds of mixed functions with five different datasets. Fig.
3.7 show parts of the experimental results. Similar accuracy trends were also observed with other
datasets being used to testify different mixed functions with different BSS approaches. We can
see from Fig. 3.7 that the ViNLisem achieved a more accurate estimate than the other methods.
In contrast, FICA and KICA optimized their estimate by having access to all the samples in one
space. In addition, we also verified that for all datasets, the improved performance of the proposed
approach was significant. Apart from the estimation quality, an important aspect for ViNLisem
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method is that the vanishing components are constructed solely on the input data without any
additional constraints on the mixing functions except for invertibility.
Among these methods used for comparison, we can distinguish two classes. Methods such
as JADE and Fast ICA are based on statistics of order higher than two, which require at most
one source can be Gaussian. This means that their performance will be poor if more than one
source is close to Gaussian. However, in practice, most of the sources have distributions deviate
markedly from Gaussian (e.g. speech data are strongly super-Gaussian, while images tend to be
strongly sub-Gaussian). Methods of this class do not exploit any temporal or spatial structure
of the sources. On the other hand, methods such as TDSEP and SOBI use only second-order
statistics, and can deal with any number of Gaussian sources. However, they require sources being
with temporal structure. Again, most sources of practical interest (such as speech, biomedical
signals or images) do not have a temporal or spatial structure that can be used.
Note that unlike KTDSEP, ViNLisem does not assume the number of approximate functions
initially, but adapt to the nonlinear approximation in the form of a multi-layer representation.
Therefore, the complexity and storage requirements of the model are proportional to the number
of vanishing components. The complexity of the models learned by ViNLisem is generally larger
than that of the KTDSEP.
3.6 Conclusion
Our work has three main contributions. First, the approach presents a novel mathematical con-
struction with a multi-layer architecture. By using the layer-by-layer representation, we can ap-
proximate such nonlinearity of mixing functions. Similar to the principle of modern deep learning,
the layers are generated one-by-one up to the higher-degree representations of data. Once such
representations are generated, a final output layer is constructed by solving a convex optimiza-
tion problem. Thus, the technique establishes a highly useful isomorphism between the projection
of the data points and the multi-layer representations. By projecting a time-invariant nonlinear
BSS to the local linear problem, the nonlinear problem can be linearly separable. Importantly,
the parameters and forms of polynomials depend solely on the input data, which guarantees the
robustness of the structures. We thus address the general problem without being restricted to any
specific mixture or parametric model.
Then, the layer-by-layer representation is adaptively generated solely on the observations. As
the number of spanned spaces goes up, the computational complexity grows exponentially. To
overcome this obstacle, relying on the properties of vanishing polynomials, we provide a feasible
way to reduce the computational cost as shown in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Finally, considering
the temporal correlation as the separation criterion, the approach can be designed by emphasizing
the difference from the temporally i.i.d. data. Therefore, we can break the nonlinear problem
down into a simpler version of the generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature space.
However, due to adopting the nonlinear approximation in the form of a sample representation, the
complexity and storage requirements of the model are proportional to the number of vanishing
components, which is generally larger than that of the TDSEP and KTDSEP.
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3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Proof of Theorem 2
For instance, considering the polynomials of degree 2, we set ρi1,i2(x(t)) = xi1(t)xi2(t), for all
i1 and i2. Thus, we now need to consider n2 +n+ 1 columns. As the degree goes up, the number
of columns increases exponentially. To overcome this obstacle, we propose a method to reduce
the computational cost relying on the underlying structure and the property of the vanishing ideal
Proof. Denoting F1 = {p(1)1 ,p(1)2 , · · · ,p(1)|F1|} as a non-vanishing polynomial set of degree 1,
where |F1| denotes the number of elements included in the set F1. Any polynomial of degree 1
generated from F1 can be expressed as
f
(1)
i1
=
∑
j1
α
(1)
i1,j1
p
(1)
j1
, h
(1)
i2
=
∑
j2
α
(1)
i2,j2
p
(1)
j2
, (3.38)
where α(1)i1,j1 and α
(1)
i2,j2
denote the coefficients that make f (1)i1 ◦ h
(1)
i2
6= 0T×1 for all i1, i2 ≤ l.
Then F2 can be generated from the span of f
(1)
i1
and h(1)i2 for i1, i2 ≤ l as
gˆ(2)(S) =
∑
i1,i2≤l
f
(1)
i1
◦ h(1)i2
=
∑
i1,i2≤l
(∑
j1
α
(1)
i1,j1
p
(1)
j1
)(∑
j2
α
(1)
i2,j2
p
(1)
j2
)
=
∑
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[(
p
(1)
j1
◦ p(1)j2
)( ∑
i1,i2≤l
α
(1)
i1,j1
α
(1)
i2,j2
)]
, (3.39)
where the polynomials are assumed to be composed of linear functions that each linear function
is described by a coefficient vector α ∈ Rn+1. And α(1)i1,j1 is the coefficient that corresponds to
the i1-th element of the candidate set C1, which is used to weight the j1-th element p
(1)
j1
of the
non-vanishing polynomial set F1. Thus, we have gˆ(2)(S) generated from the span of F1 × F1 and
that can be used to construct F2 and V2.
3.7.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Constructing the Polynomials of Degree 3
Considering the polynomials of degree 3, we set ρi1,i2,i3(x(t)) = xi1(t)xi2(t)xi3(t), for all i1, i2
and i3. Then gˆ(3)(S) is generated from the span of F1 × F2.
Proof. Denoting F2 = {p(2)1 ,p(2)2 , · · · ,p(2)|F2|} as a non-vanishing polynomial set of degree 2,
where |F2| denotes the number of elements included in the set F2. Similarly, any polynomial of
degree 3 can be expressed as
g(3)(S) =
∑
i1,i2,i3
αi1,i2,i3ρi1,i2,i3(S). (3.40)
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The polynomial gˆ(3)(S) = ∑i1,i2,i3≤l ρi1,i2,i3 satisfies gˆ(3)(S) = g(3)(S) for i1, i2, i3 ≤ l for
assumption. Then, g(3)(S) can be approximated as
gˆ(3)(S) =
∑
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αi1,i2,i3ρi1,i2,i3
=
∑
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. (3.41)
Since
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is in the span of F1 × F1, thus it can be expressed as∑
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Then (3.41) can be written as
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∑
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Thus, gˆ(3)(S) is generated from the span of F2 × F1 that can be used to construct F3 and V3.
Constructing the Polynomials of Higher Degree
Similar to the above processing procedure, any polynomial of degree t can be expressed as
g(t)(S) =
∑
i1,i2,··· ,it
αi1,i2,··· ,itρi1,i2,··· ,it(S). (3.44)
The polynomial g(t)(S) = ∑i1,i2,··· ,it ρi1,i2,··· ,it satisfies gˆ(t)(S) = g(t)(S) for i1, i2, · · · , it ≤ l.
Denoting Ft−1 = {p(t−1)1 , · · · ,p(t−1)|Ft−1|}, gˆ(t)(S) can be written as (3.45).
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∑
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)
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∑
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Then (3.45) can be rewritten as
gˆ(t)(S) =
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, (3.47)
where the polynomials are assumed to be composed of linear functions that each linear function
is described by a coefficient vector α ∈ Rn+1, and α(1)it,jt is the coefficient that corresponds to the
it-th element of the candidate set C1, and that is used to weight the j1-th element p
(1)
j1
of the non-
vanishing polynomial set F1. Therefore, we can generate gˆ(t)(S) only in the span of Ft−1 × F1
rather than considering all the extension space. 
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Chapter 2 introduces a novel model based on the multi-subspace representation to extract the
nonlinearity of mixing function. In practice, the approximation function is derived from some
estimation algorithm with a finite sample size that even larger estimation error appears with im-
proper model construction. In Chapter 3, we work on the convergence and asymptotic analysis of
the separation approach, where the nonlinearity of the mixture function is extracted by the flexible
approximation and the nonlinear problem is solved linearly in the feature space. In Chapter 4.2,
we introduce the separation model that is referred to as ViNLisem algorithm. Then, the prob-
lem formulation is given mathematically. Chapter 4.3 provides a novel EM algorithm to estimate
the coefficient matrix by an online recursive version. Then, a closed-form expression is used for
bounding the covariance matrix presented in Chapter 4.4. Numerical experiments are carried out
to corroborate the theoretical results in Chapter 4.5. We conclude the results in Chapter 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of independent component analysis (ICA) and blind source separation (BSS) [15,
14, 125], is to extract m mutually independent elements from n observed mixtures. Consider the
following linear instantaneous mixing system with m inputs and n outputs as
x(t) = As(t), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (4.1)
where s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sm(t)]> are the signals with m channels, si(t) denotes the sample
of the i-th source at time index t. The superscript [·]> denotes the transpose operation. x(t) =
[x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]> denotes the observed mixtures with n channels, which is assumed to be
generated by a n×m mixing matrix A and the source signals s(t).
Commonly, the separation process of ICA is conducted on the assumption that the sources
vectors are statistically independent [20]. For a linear mixing model, if the number of sources
equals that of channels (m = n), the demixng matrix W can be defined as W = A−1. The
recovered signals are represented as sˆ(t) = Wx(t). The linear BSS aims at estimating W and
recovered signals sˆ(t) using only the observed signals x(t).
An obvious extension for the task of BSS is that the observed signals are assumed to be
generated from a set of sources by a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function F , i.e.,
x(t) = F(s(t)) for all t = 1, 2, · · · , T . Roughly, the nonlinear blind source separation seeks
to find the mixing function (or its inverse function G = F−1), solely based on the assumption that
the sources are statistically independent. However, the indeterminacies imposed by the nonlinear
model are difficult to handle [23, 24]. The obstacle for the nonlinear BSS problem is that solutions
are non-unique without extra constraints [29]. The recovery inconsistency has been tackled by
adding further prior information directly to the model or as a regularization term in the optimiza-
tion processing procedure.
Most nonlinear algorithms utilize single approximation to extract the nonlinearity, such as
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in neural network [27, 30], which is employed for estimating the
nonlinear separation function. By restricting the smoothness of the target transforming, MLP
provides the regularized solutions to ensure that nonlinear ICA leads to the sources separable.
However, the example presented in [31] shows that the smoothness property is not a sufficient
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condition for this purpose. Hyva¨rinen and Pajunen [29] show a conformal mapping may helpful.
Nonlinear ICA [32] is able to estimate a separation mapping up to the rotation when the mapping
functions are restricted to the set of conformal mapping. Unfortunately, the angle preservation
conditions seem very restrictive [33]. In particular, it is not realistic in the framework of the
nonlinear mappings associated with the nonlinear sensor array.
A novel approach named as Vanishing Ideal based NonLinear SEparation Model (ViNLisem)
was proposed in [126], which relies on a novel mathematical construction with multi-layer archi-
tecture. By considering the situation where a set of flexible approximations are utilized to extract
the nonlinearity, the approach breaks the nonlinear distortion down into the version of the linear
case in the feature space.
Nevertheless, the approximation function is generated adaptively depending solely on the in-
put data. Then the true model could be different from its empirical counterpart that is assumed
to be derived by the estimation algorithm with the finite sample size, which is called to be mis-
matched or misspecified [47]. The real data often exposes the limitations of any assumed model,
since modeling errors at some level are always presented. Therefore, understanding the possible
performance loss to the model misspecification is of practical interest and critical. In this chap-
ter, we work on the convergence and asymptotic analysis of an approximation function, so as to
propose a novel algebraic formalization as well as derive an upper bound on the estimation error.
This chapter provides a theoretical analysis to ViNLisem algorithm [126], which forms the
closed-form expressions on the mean squared error (MSE), as well as proposing a new algebraic
formalization that leads to the upper bound on the performance error. The analysis stems from
the performance of a mismatched estimator that accesses the finite sample size, which is explored
by two parts. One is to derive an iterative expression from the perspective of the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm [127]. Another one is to establish the closed-form expression for
bounding the covariance matrix under both the operator norm and a class of tapering estimators
[128].
We proposed a novel EM algorithm to estimate the coefficient matrix W, which is modeled
as deterministic but depends on the dataset. To estimate the hidden variable, the E-step is used
to obtain a convergence point of the maximum likelihood estimator, which could be interpreted
as the stationary point that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. In the M-step, the
hidden parameter is used to update the coefficient matrix by an online recursive approach. Then,
we establish a closed-form expression for bounding the covariance matrix, as well as measuring
the mis-specification problems of non-parametric function with the finite sample size.
4.2 Model and Problem Formulation
The nonlinear BSS problem is formally described as follows. The observed mixture x(t) =
[x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]> is assumed to be generated from a set of statistically independent sources
s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sn(t)]> by a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function as
x(t) = F(s(t)), t = 1, 2, · · · , T, (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: A Graphical Model for the Proposed Nonlinear BSS. The block F are generic non-
linear functions that lead to a mixture process. The observed signals are x(t), which are assumed
to be generated from source signals by a nonlinear mixing function. The G block in the demix-
ing process, implementing a flexible approximation, as the auxiliary function is used to match
the nonlinearity of mixing functions. Thus, the projected signals φˆ(t) can make the problem lin-
early separable. The block W is a coefficient matrix, performing a linear operator that derive the
estimator of original signals from the projected signals.
where t is the sample (time) index. This process can be described on the left-hand side of Fig. 4.1,
which is denoted as a mixing system.
However, without any extra constraints for the mixing function, the solutions are non-unique
[29]. The approach in [126] was proposed to tackle the ill-posedness with a few assumptions. By
utilizing a flexible approximation to match the nonlinearity, the distortion of mixing functions can
be transformed into the version of the linear case in the feature space. This process described on
the right-hand side of Fig. 4.1, which is denoted as the demixing system.
Given a set of auxiliary functions that allowed us to construct the nonlinear variants by some
vanishing polynomials, such as g1(x(t)), g2(x(t)), · · · , gk(x(t)) ∈ G, where gi(x(t)) is i-th van-
ishing polynomial that the observed signals x(t) are mapped implicitly into the feature space
Φ : Rn → Rk, i.e., φˆi(x(t)) represents the projected value from polynomial φˆi(x(t)) = gi(x(t)).
The feature space is spanned from such polynomial functions that enable us to work on G. Thus,
the projected data in the feature space lead to a linear combination on the demixing process
sˆj(t) =
∑
i
Wjiφˆi(x(t)), (4.3)
where Wji denotes the element of j-th row i-th column in the coefficient matrix W. φˆi(x(t)) is
the projected signals that are assumed to be derived as the estimation with the finite samples size
in the feature space, denoted as φˆi(t) for short.
In this chapter, we work on a theoretical analysis of the proposed separation model [126] as
described in Fig. 4.1, so that to measure the accuracy of the recovered signals. In other words, the
problem consists in estimating sˆ(t) to give a closed-form expression for the mean squared error
(MSE), as well as proposing a new algebraic formalization that leads to the upper bound.
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First, the mean squared error (MSE) is used to measure the accuracy of the recovered signals
sˆ(t) as
M̂SE
4
=
1
T
T∑
t=1
‖sˆ(t)− s(t)‖2F =
1
T
T∑
t=1
∥∥∥Wφˆ(t)−Wφ(t)∥∥∥2
F
, (4.4)
where ‖ · ‖2F denotes the Frobenius norm. Since we assume that the coefficient matrix W is fixed,
which only depends on the observed signals. Thus, the source signals s(t) is a linear combination
of φ(t) and W.
The theoretical analysis only considers the discrepancy between φ(t) and its counterpart that
is assumed to be derived by the estimation algorithm on the finite sample size. We thus begin by
defining a convenient error term. In order to focus on well-defined accuracy, we consider the error
by
δφ(t) = φˆ(t)− φ(t), (4.5)
where φ(t) is a true projected signal and φˆ(t) is its counterpart with the finite sample size. Thus
MSE can be rewritten as
M̂SE =
1
T
T∑
t=1
‖Wδφ(t)‖2F =
1
T
T∑
t=1
tr
{
Wδφ(t)δφ(t)
>W>
}
= tr
{
WΣ¯δφW
>
}
. (4.6)
The second equality used the definition of Frobenius norm, i.e., ‖A‖2F = tr{AA>}. In the third
equality, the results are derived from the definition of empirical counterpart Σ¯δφ =
1
T
∑T
t=1 δφ(t)δφ(t)
>.
For the true projected signals φ(t), the linear model (4.3) implies the relation that
Σs = WΣφW
>, (4.7)
where Σφ is the covariance matrix of φ(t).
The objective of BSS is to recover s(t) from the observation x(t) so that its correlation satisfies
Σsi,sj
4
= E[Σ¯si,sj ] = 0n×n for i 6= j. However, due to the finite sample size, it does not hold
for its empirical counterpart, i.e., Σ¯si,sj 6= 0n×n. In this chapter, the coefficient matrix W is
assumed to be given, thus the linear model (4.3) implies the relation of the covariance matrices
Σφ = W
−ΣsW−> and their empirical counterpart Σ¯φ = W−Σ¯sW−>. The notation is denoted
as W− = W−1 for simple expression using the following content.
In practice, only the samples of the finite size are available that lead to M̂SE on (4.6). To
obtain the MSE of the infinite sample size, we take the mathematical expectations
MSE = E{M̂SE} = tr
{
ΣδφCov(W
>)
}
+O
(
1√
T
)
. (4.8)
The detail derivation can be found in Appendix A. The objective of this chapter is to evaluate the
performance of the mismatched estimator, as well as proposing a formalization to the performance
loss. This can be formulated by a contrast function.
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Problem 1. Given a set of true projected dataφ(t) that is a fixed point of the theoretical ViNLisem
algorithm. If the empirical ViNLisem algorithm has an almost surely fixed point φˆ(t) that is a
neighborhood of φ(t). Then the problem is to learn an algebraic formalization that leads to the
upper bound of the following equation∥∥∥MSE− M̂SE∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥tr{(Σδφ − Σ¯δφ)Cov(W>)}∥∥∥2 , (4.9)
where Σδφ is the covariance matrix of δφ and Σ¯δφ is the corresponding empirical counterpart. 
Problem 1 implies that if we obtain a closed-form expression on ‖MSE − M̂SE‖2, the per-
formance loss of recovered sources can be minimized approximately by reducing the discrepancy
between the Σδφ and its empirical counterpart. In other words, φˆ(t) is expected to extract the
nonlinearity of the mixing function so as the MSE can be minimized as the sample size tends to
be infinity.
The performance analysis of (4.9) can be concluded from the derivation of two parts. One is
to derive an iterative expression of the coefficient matrix W that to be estimated are modeled as
deterministic but depend on the data. The detailed derivation is described in Section 3. Another
part showed in Section 4 aims to establish a closed-form expression of discrepancy between the
true model and its counterpart with the finite sample size.
4.3 Estimation of Coefficient Matrix W
We now turn to present a novel expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the coef-
ficient matrix W on (4.9). In the E-step, the hidden parameter is estimated using the Kullback-
Leibler divergence [129], and in M-step, the coefficient matrix W is updated by an online recursive
approach.
4.3.1 Maximum-Likelihood (ML) Estimation
Consider a set of true projected signals {φ(x(t))}Tt=1 that are assumed to be drawn independently
from a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We thus can estimate the parameters by ML estimation.
The log-likelihood function is given by
log p
({φ(x(t))}Tt=1) = log T∏
t=1
p(φ(x(t))) (4.10)
= −T
2
log det(Σφ)− 1
2
T∑
t=1
φ(t)>Σ−φ φ(t)−
nT
2
log 2pi,
where det(Σφ) indicates the determinant of Σφ. The first equality comes from the assumption
of independence of sources φ(t) and φ(t′) for t 6= t′. The relative work has been discussed in
[51]. The second equality follows the Gaussian distribution with the zero vector mean and the
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covariance matrix is denoted as Σφ. The above equation can be rewritten by using the trace trick
log p
({φ(t)}Tt=1) = −T2 log det(Σφ)− 12
T∑
t=1
tr
{
Σ−φφ(t)φ(t)
>
}
− nT
2
log 2pi
= −T
2
log det(Σφ)− T
2
tr
{
Σ¯φΣ
−
φ
}
− nT
2
log 2pi
= −T
2
log
det(Σφ)
det(Σ¯φ)
− T
2
tr
{
Σ¯φΣ
−
φ
}
− κ1, (4.11)
where κ1 = −T2 log det(Σ¯φ)−nT2 log 2pi denotes the term, which is irrelevant to the maximization
of the likelihood with respect to its parameters. The results of the first equality come from the
property a>Σa = tr{Σaa>} for any vector a and matrix Σ with appropriate dimensions. Then,
using the definition of the empirical counterpart and the property of tr{AB} = tr{BA}, we have
the second equality. To obtain a similar form with Kullback-Leibler divergence in Definition 1,
the third equality is a derivation of a simple operation.
Definition 6. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be two n × n positive definite matrices. The Kullback-Leibler
divergence KL(Σ1‖Σ2) measures the difference between two multivariate normal distribution
N (0,Σ1) and N (0,Σ2), which is given by
KL(Σ1‖Σ2) 4= 1
2
(
tr{Σ1Σ−2 } − log
det(Σ1)
det(Σ2)
− n
)
. (4.12)
We set Σ1 = Σ¯φ and Σ2 = Σφ. Using the definition of Kullback-Leibler divergence [129] as
a measure of two matrices, the log-likelihood of (4.11) can be rewritten as
log p
({φ(t)}Tt=1) = −TKL(Σ¯φ‖Σφ)− nT2 − κ1
= −TKL(WΣ¯sW>‖Σφ) + κ2, (4.13)
where κ2 = −T2 log det(Σ¯φ)− nT2 log 2pi − nT2 denotes the term which is irrelevant to the maxi-
mization of the likelihood with respect to its parameters. The stationary point of Kullback-Leibler
divergence in (4.13) leads to the way for estimating the covariance matrix Σφ.
4.3.2 Estimation of Σφ for a Fixed W
To analyze Σφ, we fix the coefficient matrix W first. Thus, maximizing log-likelihood (4.11) is
equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is given by
max
Σφ
log p
({φ(t)}Tt=1|Σφ,W) = min
Σφ
KL(WΣ¯sW>‖Σφ). (4.14)
To derive an estimator Σφ for the fixed W, the definition of Kullback-Leibler divergence in (4.12)
can be rewritten in the form as
KL(Σ1‖Σ2) = 1
2
tr{Σ1Σ−2 − I} −
1
2
log det(Σ1Σ
−
2 )
=
1
2
tr{Σ−
1
2
2 Σ1Σ
− 1
2
2 − I} −
1
2
log det(Σ
− 1
2
2 Σ1Σ
− 1
2
2 )
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=
1
2
tr{R− I} − 1
2
log det(R). (4.15)
We note that the fact, for a positive-definite matrix R, tr(R − I) is an upper bound for
log detR, which is attained if and only if R is the identity. This follows immediately from the
inequality log x ≤ x − 1 which is valid for all x > 0. Thus, the equality has the minimization
value if and only if x = 1.
Therefore, minimizing the right-hand side of (4.14) can be understood as diagonalization of
covariance matrix Σ¯φ by matrix W. Since we assume the source signals φ(t) are independent
of φ(t′) for any t 6= t′, then we have the covariance matrix Σφi,φj = 0n×n for i 6= j. That
is, KL(WΣ¯sW>‖Σφ) ≥ 0 is satisfied with equality if and only if ΣMLφ = diag{WΣ¯sW>},
where diag{·} is the operator of the diagonalization. Then (4.14) takes the form
max
Σφ
log p({φ(t)}Tt=1|Σφ,W) = −TKL(WΣ¯sW>‖diag{WΣ¯sW>}+ κ2, (4.16)
where κ2 = −T2 log det(Σ¯φ)− nT2 log 2pi− nT2 is a irrelevant term with respect to the parameter.
Σ¯φ is an empirical counterpart that can be determined by the data.
4.3.3 Estimate W for a Fixed Σφ
Now let us consider to estimate the coefficient matrix W by characterizing an iterative expression,
where the hidden parameter Σφ is used to update the coefficient matrix W. For this purpose, we
calculate the derivative of
J (W,Σφ) = KL(WΣ¯sW>‖Σφ),
=
1
2
(
tr{WΣ¯sW>Σ−φ } − log
det(WΣ¯sW
>)
det(Σφ)
− n
)
, (4.17)
with respect to W for fixed Σφ. The derivative of Kullback-Leibler divergence can be computed
using the first-order variation of J (W,Σφ) when W is replaced by W(I + D) in the Taylor
expansion
J (W(I + D),Σφ) = J (W,Σφ) + tr
{
(∇J (W,Σφ))>DW
}
+O(DW), (4.18)
where the multiplier D or matrix∇J (W,Σφ)) is called the relative gradient [14, 5] of J (W(I+
D),Σφ) with respect to W.
J (W + DW) = J (W) + tr
{
(
∂J
∂W
)>DW
}
+ higher-order in D. (4.19)
The largest decrement in the value of J (W(I + D) − J (W) is now obviously obtained
when the term tr{∇J (W,Σφ)W>)>D} is minimized, which happens when D is proportional
to −∇J (W,Σφ)W>. The coefficient matrix W is updated sequentially by using the steepest
descent method
W←W −∇J (W,Σφ)W>W, (4.20)
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Algorithm 2 Estimate coefficient matrix W using an iterative algorithm
Initialization: Choose initial estimations W(0) and the value of the threshold .
1: for t = 1 do
2: E-step: Compute Σ(t)φ from
Σ
(t)
φ = diag{W(t−1)Σ¯s(W(t−1))>}
3: M-step: Update W(t) using
W∗(t) =
[
2I− 12(Σ
(t)
φ )
−(Σ¯>φ + Σ¯φ)
]
W(t−1)
4: W(t) = W
∗(t)
‖W∗(t)‖
5: Check for convergence
6: if ‖W(t) −W(t−1)‖ ≤  then
7: Break
8: else
9: t = t+ 1
10: end if
11: end for
where the symbol ← means substitution, i.e., the value of the right-hand side is computed and
substituted on the left-hand side. The natural gradient method [10, 130] is suggested for updating
with a faster convergence, which is given by
W←W +
[
I− 1
2
Σ−φ (Σ¯
>
φ + Σ¯φ)
]
W. (4.21)
The detailed derivation is shown in Appendix B. Therefore, the approach provides a convergence
point of the maximum likelihood estimation by a recursive approach.
4.4 The Estimation for Covariance Matrix
In this section, we will introduce a procedure of establishing a closed-form expression for bound-
ing the covariance matrix Σ¯δφ under both the operator norm and a class of tapering estimator
[128].
Theorem 4. Let Σ¯δφ be an estimator of the k×k covariance matrix Σδφ on the finite sample. For
k ≥ T 1/(2α+1)
E
∥∥Σ¯δφ −Σδφ∥∥2 ≤ C2m+ log kT + C21 (p2)−2α . (4.22)
In above equation, k is the dimension of the data in the feature space that the parameter k is
required to satisfy k ≤ T 12α+1 , where T is the number of the samples and parameter α is selected
to establish the above inequality. In our experiments, the parameter α and p are selected according
to k ≤ T 12α+1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ k. The parameter m is an integer according to 0 < m ≤ k. 
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The above problem can be analyzed by dividing into the squared bias and the squared variance
as
E‖Σ¯δφ −Σδφ‖2 ≤ ‖E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
bias
+E‖Σ¯δφ − E[Σ¯δφ ]‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
variance
. (4.23)
The detailed derivation is shown in Appendix C. The first term is called as the squared bias,
which represents the extent to that the average estimation over all data sets differs from the desired
approximation function [131]. The second term is called the variance, which measures the extent
to that the approximated model for individual data sets varies around their average. Hence this
measures the extent to which the function Σ¯δφ is sensitive to the particular choice of data set.
In the remainder of this section, we shall provide asymptotic analysis for the bias and the
variance, and use these to investigate how the (4.9) will behave.
4.4.1 Bias Analysis
We begin by presenting the risk upper bound for the squared bias. The derivation of the procedure
is inspired by the idea of convergence bound under the spectral norm [132].
Definition 7. Let ρ(A) be a spectral radius of A. If A ∈ Rk×k is a symmetric matrix with
eigenvalues λ1, λ2, · · · , λk, then ‖A‖2 = ρ(A) has the definition as
‖A‖2 = ρ(A) 4= max
1≤i≤k
{|λi|}. (4.24)

Definition 8. For any matrix A ∈ Rk×k of size k× k, the matrix norm ‖A‖ is defined by ‖A‖ :=
max
1≤i≤k
∑k
j=1 |aij |. 
Theorem 5. For a symmetric matrix A ∈ Rk×k, ‖A‖2 is bounded by matrix norm in the terms of
‖A‖2 ≤ ‖A‖ 4= max
1≤i≤k
k∑
j=1
|aij |. (4.25)

Proof. Assume λi is an arbitrary eigenvalue of matrix A and vi is its corresponding eigenvector.
Then we have
|λi|‖vi‖ = ‖λivi‖ = ‖Avi‖ ≤ ‖A‖‖vi‖. (4.26)
Since vi is a non-zero vector ‖vi‖ 6= 0, then |λi| ≤ ‖A‖. Since λi is an arbitrary eigenvalue, then
we have ρ(A) ≤ ‖A‖1.
This result is considered to be used for the convergence of the bias part in (4.23) as E[Σ¯δφ ]−
Σδφ by its l1 norm.
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Considering infinite sample size, the convariance matrix Σδφ is defined by
Σδφ = (σij)1≤i,j≤k = E
[
δφ(t)δφ(t)
>
]
, (4.27)
where σij is the element of the convariance matrix. Since the data points are finite in practice, the
definition of empirical counterpart using the estimator is given by
Σ¯δφ = (ωijσij)k×k =
1
T
T∑
t=1
δφ(t)δφ(t)
>, (4.28)
where ωij is the weight. Without loss of generality, the weight ωij can be defined as
ωij =

1, when |i− j| < p2 ,
2− 2|i−j|p , when p2 ≤ |i− j| < p,
0, otherwise.
(4.29)
where p is an even integer with 1 ≤ p ≤ k. As noted in [128], the estimated covariance matrices
Σk×k = [σij ]1≤i,j≤k can be considered over the following parameter space.{
Σ : max
i
∑
j
{
|σij | : |i− j| ≥ p
2
}
≤ C1
(p
2
)−α}
. (4.30)
The parameter α essentially specifies the rate of decay for the covariances σij as they move away
from the diagonal, where α can be viewed as an analog of the smoothness parameter in non-
parametric function estimation problems.
Thus, the bias part E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ can be expressed in the form of
E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ = [(ωij − 1)σij ]k×k , (4.31)
where ωij ∈ [0, 1]. Since the operator norm of a symmetric matrix is bounded by its l1 norm, in
which ωij = 1 when |i− j| < p2 , then
∥∥E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ∥∥2 = max
1≤i≤k
[ ∑
j: p
2
≤|i−j|<p
∣∣∣∣(1− 2|i− j|p
)
σij
∣∣∣∣+ ∑
j:p≤|i−j|
|σij |
]2
. (4.32)
The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix D. If p2 ≤ |i−j| < p, we have−1 < 1− 2|i−j|p ≤
0. Thus, we have
∑
j: p
2
≤|i−j|<p
∣∣∣(1− 2|i−j|p )σij∣∣∣ ≤ ∑j: p2≤|i−j|<p |σij |. Then the above equation
can be written as
∥∥E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ∥∥2 ≤ [ max
1≤i≤k
∑
j:|i−j|≥ p
2
|σij |
]2
≤ C21
(p
2
)−2α
. (4.33)
Here, α > 0 indicates the optimal rate of convergence for the estimator Σ¯δφ .
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4.4.2 Variance Analysis
Next, we consider the upper bound of the squared variance. The derivation of the idea is inspired
by a special class of tapering estimator [128]. The approach employs a matrix as the sum of many
small block matrices along the diagonal, where the block matrices are given by
M(m)l = (σijΩ{l ≤ i < l +m, l ≤ j < l +m})k×k , (4.34)
where Ω{l ≤ i < l+m, l ≤ j < l+m} is an indicator that assigns the value one to the elements
in this range of matrix. Without loss of generality, we assume that k is divisible by m. By setting
S(m) as S(m) =
∑k
l=1−m M
(m)
l , the tapering estimator can be written as
Σˆ
(m)
δφ
=
1
mh
(S(m) − S(mh)), (4.35)
where mh = m2 . The performance of the estimator Σˆ
(m)
δφ
depends on the choice of the parameter
m. From the above equation, we can see that the estimator Σˆ(m)δφ can be written as the sum of a
large number of small disjoint block matrices.
Lemma 1. Let Σˆ(m)δφ be an estimator, which is defined in (4.35). Then we have∥∥∥Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ(m)δφ ]∥∥∥ ≤ 3N (m)l , (4.36)
where N (m)l = max1≤l≤k ‖M(m)l − E[M(m)l ]‖. 
The proof derivation can be found in Appendix E.
Lemma 2. Assume that the distribution of φ(xi) is sub-Gaussian in the sense that there is ρ > 0
such that
P{|v> (φ(xi)− E[φ(xi)]) | > t} ≤ exp(−t2ρ/2), (4.37)
where t > 0 and ‖v‖2 = 1. Then there is a constant ρ1 > 0 such that
P{N (m)l > 0} ≤ 2k5m exp(−nx2ρ1), (4.38)
for all 0 < x < ρ1 and 1−m ≤ l ≤ p. 
The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix F. Since x is bounded as 0 < x < ρ1, then
we have E‖Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ
(m)
δφ
]‖2 is bounded by a constant.
4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present some illustrative examples to demonstrate the validity of the computed
bounds.
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(a) Source signals (b) Mixture signals
Figure 4.2: (a) The source signals are generated from the artificial data of two sinusoidal signals.
(b) The mixture signals are nonlinearly mixed by the DS mixture function.
(a) Source signals (b) Mixture signals
Figure 4.3: (a) The source signals are generated from the artificial data of two sinusoidal signals.
(b) The mixture signals are nonlinearly mixed by the PNL function.
Without loss of generality, the observed signals can be standardized [133] by the data centering
and whitening in terms of
x˜ := Cov(x)−
1
2 (x− E[x]), (4.39)
where the standardized signal clearly satisfies E[x˜] = 0 and Cov(x˜) = I. For finite sample size,
the standardization procedure (4.39) can be carried out empirically. The estimators of E[x] and
Cov(x) take respectively the mean and covariance of the matrix x empirically as
x¯ =
1
T
T∑
t=1
x(t), Σ¯x =
1
T
T∑
t=1
(x(t)− x¯)(x(t)− x¯)>. (4.40)
The empirically standardized data can then be defined as
x˜ := Σ¯
− 1
2
x (x(t)− x¯). (4.41)
Note that the whitening procedure is used as a preprocessing for all the following experiments
in the convention.
The performances are studied by using estimated and natural data in terms of the mean squared
error (MSE) in [52], which is given by
MSE(si, sˆi) = 10 log10
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
min
δ
‖si − δsˆi‖22
)
, (4.42)
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Figure 4.4: The Analytical MSE versus the Different Values of Threshold . The top figure uses
the observations that are nonlinearly mixed by the DS function of (4.43). The bottom figure is the
observations that are nonlinearly mixed by the PNL function of (4.45).
Table 4.1: Descriptions of Real-World Data [1].
Name Scenario Duration(s) Sample Size Overlap
AMI1 News 6 50,000 yes
CHiME32 Talker 6 50,000 yes
Nonspeech3 TV order 10 160,000 no
Multitrack4 Theater 147 6,482,701 yes
where sˆi denotes the estimate of the source signal si, and δ is a scalar reflecting the scalar ambi-
guity.
In addition, parameter determination is still an open problem [134]. The closed-form expres-
sions of MSE in (4.22) depends on the choice of parameter. We determine the parameter α = 0.1
and other parameters, such as p = bT 12α+1 c are empirically determined as in traditional approaches
[128].
4.5.1 Deterministic Artificial Data
In the first group, we generate the data points from two sinusoidal signals that have different
frequencies, such that s1(t) = sin(0.05pit) and s2(t) = sin(0.021pit) that was used in [42, 43, 44].
These source signals are nonlinearly mixed by two kinds of nonlinear mixture functions, including
the distorted source (DS) in [104], and the post-nonlinear mixture (PNL) in [31, 33].
In the distorted source (DS) mixture function of (4.43), each observation is a linear mixture
of nonlinear distorted sources. Specifically, in the experiments the two channel mixtures were
generated according to
x1(t) = exp(s1(t))− exp(s2(t)),
x2(t) = exp(−s1(t)) + exp(−s2(t)).
(4.43)
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Figure 4.5: The Performance of Numerical MSE and Analytical MSE versus the Different SNR
Intensities. The dash-dotted curve represents an analytical error. The dashed curve represents a
numerical error.
Fig. 4.2 shows the scatter plots of the source signals s(t) and the mixture signals x(t). To see the
level of nonlinear distortion after the mixing transformation, we give the scatter plot of the affinity
transformation of s(t) in Fig. 4.2: (b).
The post-nonlinear (PNL) mixtures constitute a particularly interesting example of the theoret-
ical separability characterized by weak indeterminacy. The sources are the first subject to a linear
mixture z(t) = As(t), where A is a 2× 2 mixing matrix given by
A =
(
−0.2261 −0.1189
−0.1706 −0.2836
)
. (4.44)
Then each mixture component is generated from a nonlinear, invertible transformation, as the form
of
x1(t) = (z2(t) + 3z1(t) + 6) cos(1.5pi)z1(t),
x2(t) = (z2(t) + 3z1(t) + 6) sin(1.5pi)z1(t).
(4.45)
The source signals are plotted in Fig. 4.3: (a). The mixture signals are shown in Fig. 4.3: (b),
where we can see the distortions caused by the nonlinear function.
Example 1: In this example, the numerical experiments are expected to show the behavior of
analytical MSE on the varying values of the threshold . The details are described in Algorithm
1. Two kinds of mixture signals are generated from (4.43) and (4.45), respectively. We fixed the
sample size as T = 1, 000. To reduce the randomness effect, 100 times Monte Carlo simulations
are performed.
The analytical MSE with different setting of the threshold is exhibited in Fig. 4, where the
observations are nonlinearly mixed by DS function and PNL function, respectively in the top
and bottom figures. The curves are plotted for the different signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
in decibels. As illustrated in the figure, the analytical MSE increases as the values of threshold
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Figure 4.6: The Convergence Behavior versus the Sample Size. The dash-dotted lines represent
analytical error on SNR= 5 dB. The dashed lines represent numerical error on SNR= 15 dB. The
data used for the top figure are generated from DS mixture function. The data used for the bottom
figure are generated from PNL mixture function.
increases. Thus, the difference between two consecutive coefficient matrices W converges to the
threshold. Besides, the asymptotic conditions are reached even for a small threshold.
Example 2: This example contains the comparison of numerical and analytical MSEs on two
kinds of artificial data with different noise intensities. The threshold is set as  = 10−4. Both
numerical and analytical MSEs are evaluated for the different SNR that varies from 5 dB to 45
dB with the step of 10 dB. We repeated the trials for 20 times and plotted the average results in
Fig. 5, where the numerical and analytical errors are marked as dash-dotted line and dashed line,
respectively. As seen from the figure, the analytical errors approach to the numerical errors for
both the DS mixture and the PNL mixture with different settings of SNR. The numerical error
decreases as the values of SNR increases, with the largest rate of the decrease occurring when the
SNR in 45 dB, which lead to the lowest value of the numerical land analytical curves.
Example 3: This example compares the numerical error and analytical error with different
setting of sample size. The threshold is set as  = 10−4. The simulation is on the different
value of SNR, such as 5 dB and 15 dB. To reduce the randomness effect, 20 times of Monte
Carlo simulations are performed. As can be seen from Fig. 6, both the numerical error and the
analytical error tend to be smaller as the number of samples increases. Moreover, the numerical
error approaches to the analytical error with the number of samples increasing.
4.5.2 Real-World Audio Data
To evaluate the analytical MSE, the experiments are repeated on several real-world datasets, which
are publicly available [1]. Each dataset has its own advantages, depending on whether one is
interested in a variety of environments, in the duration time, or in the sample size. For instance,
the data “AMI” has two kinds of sound from the cable news and network news. Another data
“Multitrack” was mixed with voices of two anonymous singers. The size of the samples was
varied to assess how the amount of data affects the performance of the algorithm. The general
properties of the datasets are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: The Analytical MSE versus the Different Values of the Threshold . The results
consider the real-world datasets, such as “AMI”, “CHiME3” and “Nonspeech”. The top figures use
the observations that are nonlinearly mixed by DS function on (4.43) and PNL function on (4.45),
respectively using “AMI” dataset. The middle figures use the observations that are nonlinearly
mixed using the same functions on “CHiME3” dataset. The bottom figures are the observations of
both DS and PNL mixture on the “Nonspeech” dataset.
In Fig. 4.7, we have shown the analytical MSE averaged over 100 times that plotted as a
function of SNR. For the observations, three real-world datasets, AMI, CHiME3, and Nonspeech
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Figure 4.8: The Numerical MSE and Analytical Bound Averaged for 20 Trials versus the Differ-
ent SNR Intensities. The dash-dotted lines represent analytical bound. The dashed lines represent
numerical MSE. The threshold  is set as 10−4. The results consider the real-world datasets, such
as “AMI”, “CHiME3” and “Nonspeech”. The left figure uses the observations that are nonlin-
early mixed of three datasets respectively, by the DS function on (4.43). The right figure is the
observations that are nonlinearly mixed of the same datasets by the PNL function of (4.45).
are mixed nonlinearly with the DS function and the PNL function. The size of samples for the
evaluation is set as 1000. One can see that the analytical MSE has large error values for the loose
threshold, however they become small as the threshold value  decreases. Analytically, we need
enough threshold value to have a convergence with a high level of accuracy.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the behaviors of the numerical and analytical MSEs with the different noise
intensities on the varying real-world datasets. The curves are labeled with these datasets, such as
“AMI”, “CHiME3”, and “Nonspeech”. We set the threshold as  = 10−4 that implies a moderate
stopping criterion. The performance of the three datasets shows the trend to that the curves have
the lower value when the noise intensity increases. However, since the sample size is kept constant
as 1, 000, the convergence with a high level of accuracy did not occur even when the SNR is 45
dB.
Fig. 4.9 exhibits the comparison of the numerical and analytical MSEs with different sample
size. The datasets Nonspeech and Multitrack with big size are considered in this example. We
also use a moderate threshold with the value  = 10−4. The left column of Fig. 9 shows the
comparison of results with the observations nonlinear mixed by the DS mixture function, while
the right column uses the PNL mixture function. The results reflect the fact that the numerical
error converges to a constant as the sample size increases.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provide an analytical mean squared error (MSE) for the separation approach,
which includes the closed-form expression of MSE as well as proposing a new algebraic formal-
ization that leads to an upper bound on the numerical MSE. The analysis stems from the perfor-
mance of a mismatched estimator that accesses the finite sample size. The idea is inspired by
the derivation of two parts. One is to derive an iterative expression from the perspective of the
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Figure 4.9: The Numerical MSE and Analytical Bound Averaged for 20 Trials versus the Differ-
ent Sample Sizes. The dash-dotted lines represent analytical bound. The dashed lines represent
numerical MSE. The results consider two real-world datasets “Nonspeech” and “Multitrack” with
big size. The figures in the left column use the observations that the “Nonspeech” and “Multi-
track” are nonlinearly mixed by the DS mixture function, respectively. Similarly, the data used for
the right column are generated from the PNL mixture function.
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Another one is to establish a closed-form expression
for bounding the covariance matrix under both the operator norm and a special class of tapering
estimators.
First, we propose a novel EM algorithm to estimate the coefficient matrix, which is modeled
as deterministic but depend on the dataset. To estimate the hidden variable, the E-step used to
obtain a convergence point of the maximum likelihood estimator, which could be interpreted as
the stationary point that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. In the M-step, the
hidden parameter is used to update the coefficient matrix by an online recursive version. Then, we
establish a closed-form expression for bounding the covariance matrix, as well as measuring the
non-parametric function mis-specification problems with the finite sample size. The simulation
results illustrate that the trends of the numerical result follows the analystical MSE in different
scenarios.
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4.7 Appendix
4.7.1 Asymptotic Expression for the MSE
Without loss of generality, (4.6) can be equally rewritten as
M̂SE = tr
{
Σ¯δφW
>W
}
= tr
{
ΣδφW
>W
}
+ tr
{
δΣδφW
>W
}
, (4.46)
where the first equality derived from the property of tr{ABC} = tr{BCA}. The last equality is
due to the definition of error
Σ¯δφ = Σδφ + δΣδφ . (4.47)
Taking expectation of (4.46), we obtain
E{M̂SE} = tr
{
ΣδφE[W
>W]
}
+ E
[
tr{δΣδφW>W}
]
= tr
{
ΣδφCov(W
>)
}
+O
(
1√
T
)
. (4.48)
Under asymptotic conditions, i.e. T → ∞, the covariance Σ¯δφ converges. As the convergence
rate, δΣδφ is proportional to 1/
√
T . The detailed derivation can be found in [135].
4.7.2 Final Form of (4.21)
For ease of reference, we list some useful partial derivatives. Properties are not proved below can
be found in [136].
∂ det(X>AX)
∂X
= 2 det(X>AX)X−>, (4.49)
∂
∂X
tr{XBX>C} = C>XB> + CXB. (4.50)
Let X be square and invertible matrix, ∂ det(X
>AX)
∂X = 2 det(X
>AX)X−>. Then
∂ det(XAX>)
∂X
= 2 det(XAX>)X−>. (4.51)
Proof. Starting from the left-hand side,
∂ det(XAX>)
∂X
=
∂[det(X) det(A) det(X>)]
∂X
=
∂ det(X>AX)
∂X
= 2 det(X>AX)X−>
= 2 det(X>) det(A) det(X)X−>
= 2 det(X) det(A) det(X>)X−>
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= 2 det(XAX>)X−> (4.52)
In (4.20), the derivative of the relative gradient ∇J (W,Σs) with respect to the demixing
matrix is derived
∂J (W,Σs)
∂W
=
1
2
[
∂
∂W
tr{WΣ¯φW>Σ−s } −
∂
∂W
log det(WΣ¯φW
>Σ−s )
]
, (4.53)
for use in a matrix gradient based optimization algorithm. The derivative of the first term in the
trace operator depends on the (4.50). The second derivative is readily computed by (4.51). Then
we have
∂J (W,Σs)
∂W
=
1
2
[
(Σ−>s WΣ¯
>
φ + Σ
−
s WΣ¯φ)−
1
det(WΣ¯φW>Σ−s )
∂ det(WΣ¯φW
>Σ−s )
∂W
]
=
1
2
[
(Σ−>s WΣ¯
>
φ + Σ
−
s WΣ¯φ)−
2 det(WΣ¯φW
>Σ−s )W−>
det(WΣ¯φW>Σ−s )
]
=
1
2
[
Σ−>s WΣ¯
>
φ + Σ
−
s WΣ¯φ − 2W−>
]
, (4.54)
In Addition, it is suggested in [130] to use natural gradient updates for faster convergence. The
natural gradient is the gradient given in (4.20) postmultiplied by W>W and is used to compute
the following
− ∂J
∂W
W>W = −1
2
[
Σ−>s WΣ¯
>
φ + Σ
−
s WΣ¯φ − 2W−>
]
W>W
= −1
2
[
Σ−>s Σ¯
>
s W + Σ
−
s Σ¯sW − 2W
]
=
[
I− 1
2
Σ−s (Σ¯
>
s + Σ¯s)
]
W. (4.55)
To substitute (4.55) into (4.20), the natural gradient used to update the demixing matrix could be
given in (4.21).
4.7.3 Derivation of the Contrast Function
In this appendix, we prove the equality of (4.23). The desired identity is
E‖Σ¯δφ −Σδφ‖2 ≤ ‖E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ‖2 + E‖Σ¯δφ − E[Σ¯δφ ]‖2. (4.56)
Proof. The performance error of an estimator Σ¯δφ with respect to an unknown parameter Σδφ is
defined as
E‖Σ¯δφ −Σδφ‖2 = E‖Σ¯δφ − E[Σ¯δφ ] + E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ‖2
≤ E∥∥Σ¯δφ − E[Σ¯δφ ]∥∥2 + E∥∥E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ∥∥2
+ E
∥∥2(Σ¯δφ − E[Σ¯δφ ])(E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ ])∥∥ .
(4.57)
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The first equality just adds and subtracts the quantity E[Σ¯δφ ] inside the norm. Then, the inequality
is from the triangle inequality. Through observing the last equality, we know that both E[Σ¯δφ ] and
E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ are constants. Therefore, the only remaining the task with respect to the expectation
is to compute Σ¯δφ profile, which leads us to have (4.56).
4.7.4 A Closed-Form Expression for ‖E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ‖2
For deriving the upper-bound of bias, the matrix norm in Definition 3 is applied to bound the
spectral radius.
Proof. Starting from the expression of bias∥∥∥∥E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ∥∥∥∥2
2
=
∥∥∥((ωij − 1)σij)1≤i,j≤k∥∥∥22
≤
∥∥∥((ωij − 1)σij)1≤i,j≤k∥∥∥2
=
[
max
1≤i≤k
∑
j
(ωij − 1)σij
]2
≤
[
max
1≤i≤k
∑
j
|(ωij − 1)σij |
]2
= max
1≤i≤k
[ ∑
j: p
2
≤|i−j|<p
|(ωij − 1)σij |
+
∑
j:p≤|i−j|
|(ωij − 1)σij |
]2
= max
1≤i≤k
[ ∑
j: p
2
≤|i−j|<p
∣∣∣∣(1− 2|i− j|p
)
σij
∣∣∣∣
+
∑
j:p≤|i−j|
|σij |
]2
, (4.58)
where the second equality used the definition of matrix norm as shown in Definition 3. The result
of the fifth equality comes from the definition of the weight as defined in (4.29) that ωij = 1 for
|i−j| < p2 . By substituting (4.29) into the fifth equality of (4.58), we can obtain the sixth equality,
which is an upper bound for ‖E[Σ¯δφ ]−Σδφ‖22.
4.7.5 Proof of Lemma 1
Using the block matrices given in (4.34), we can set S(m) as S(m) =
∑k
l=1−m M
(m)
l when we
assume k is divisible by m. The detailed derivation of Lemma 1 is given in the following.
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Proof. Set δ(m)l = M
(m)
l − E[M(m)l ], then we have
∥∥∥S(m) − E[S(m)]∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
l=1−m
M
(m)
l − E[M(m)l ]
∥∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
l=1−m
δ
(m)
l
∥∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
l=1
∑
−1≤j≤ k
m
δ
(m)
jm+l
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤
m∑
l=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
−1≤j≤ k
m
δ
(m)
jm+l
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ m max
1≤l≤m
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
−1≤j≤ k
m
δ
(m)
jm+l
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ m max
1−m≤l≤k
∥∥∥δ(m)l ∥∥∥
= m max
1≤l≤k
∥∥∥δ(m)l ∥∥∥ . (4.59)
Similarly, by setting mh = m2 , we have∥∥∥S(mh) − E[S(mh)]∥∥∥ ≤ mh max
1≤l≤k
∥∥∥δ(mh)l ∥∥∥ . (4.60)
Since δ(mh)l are all sub-blocks of δ
(m)
l , (4.60) can be written as∥∥∥S(mh) − E[S(mh)]∥∥∥ ≤ mh max
1≤l≤k
∥∥∥δ(m)l ∥∥∥ . (4.61)
Considering (4.59) and (4.61), we have∥∥∥Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ(m)δφ ]∥∥∥ = 1mh
∥∥∥(S(m) − E[S(m)])− (S(mh) − E[S(mh)])∥∥∥
≤ 1
mh
[∥∥∥S(m) − E[S(m)]∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥S(mh) − E[S(mh)]∥∥∥]
≤ 1
mh
[
m max
1≤l≤k
‖δ(m)l ‖+mh max1≤l≤k ‖δ
(m)
l ‖
]
= 3 max
1≤l≤k
‖δ(m)l ‖
= 3N (m)l . (4.62)
Then Lemma 1 immediately follows from (4.62).
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4.7.6 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. According to (4.37), we have
P{v> (φ(xi)− E[φ(xi)]) (φ(xi)− E[φ(xi)])> ≤ exp(−xρ/2) (4.63)
Then, there is a constant ρ1 > 0 such that
P
{∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
v>
[
(φ(xi)− E[φ(xi)])(φ(xi)− E[φ(xi)])> − Σ
]
v
∣∣∣∣ > x} ≤ exp(−nx2ρ1/2)
(4.64)
Then we have
P
{
max
1≤l≤p−m+1
∥∥∥M(m)k − E[M(m)k ]∥∥∥ > x} ≤ max1≤l≤p−m+1P{∥∥∥M(m)k − E[M(m)k ]∥∥∥ > x}
≤ 2k5m sup
vj ,l
P
{∣∣∣v>j (M(m)k − E[M(m)k ])vj∣∣∣ > x}
≤ 2k5m exp(−nx2ρ1/2). (4.65)
From the above Equation and Lemma 1, we have the bounded variance as
E
∥∥Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ(m)δφ ]∥∥2 ≤ 9E[N (m)l ]2
= 9E[N (m)l ]2
[
P(N (m)l ≤ x) + P(N (m)l > x)
]
≤ 9
[
x2 + E[N (m)l ]2P(N (m)l > x)
]
. (4.66)
Since ‖E[Σˆ(m)δφ ]‖ ≤ Σ
(m)
δφ
, then N (m)l is bounded by a constant C. Then (4.66) can be written as
E
∥∥Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ(m)δφ ]∥∥2 ≤ 9 [x2 + C2P(N (m)l > x)] (4.67)
≤ 9 [x2 + C22k5m exp(−nx2ρ1)] .
Since x is bounded as 0 < x < ρ1, then we have E‖Σˆ(m)δφ − E[Σˆ
(m)
δφ
]‖2 is bounded by a constant.
Chapter 5
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In general, most blind source separation (BSS) algorithms assume that the number of sources
is less than that of sensors, denoted as overdetermined BSS. However, in practice, this assump-
tion is difficult to be satisfied since the number of sources is unknown. In this Chapter, we in-
troduce a model that relies on a Kernelized multi-subspace and the sparse representation in the
time-frequency (TF) domain to solve the underdetermined BSS problem. The overview of some
relative works and the fundamental problems are given in Chapter 5.1. Chapter 5.2 is the pre-
liminary that reviews the consents of convex geometry, Kernel theorem first. Then, the nonlinear
mixture model is introduced for further study. Chapter 5.3 introduces some conditions necessary
for the separation of nonstationary sources in the TF domain. Chapter 5.4 describes our proposed
separation approach that relies on multi-subspaces representation and sparse representation in the
TF domain. Chapter 5.5 shows the experimental settings and results. Conclusions are reported in
Chapter 5.6.
5.1 Introduction
Various attempts [137, 52, 138] on underdetermined BSS (UBSS) have been proposed that con-
sider the scenario, where the number of sensors is less than that of sources. Since the mixing
matrix is irreversible in this case, the recovered sources also need to be estimated even though
the mixing matrix has been known. To solve this problem, a well-known framework has been
proposed by exploiting the sparseness of the sources in the representation domain, such as wavelet
packet transform [139] or short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [140]. For instance, the degen-
erate unmixing estimation technique (DUET) was proposed in [141]. The approach exploits the
ratio of TF transforms of the observed signals to recover the source signals. Yilmaz et al. [142]
assumed that the sources are disjoint in the TF domain. These methods work on the assumption
that there exists at most one active source at any point in the TF domain. This implies that the
separation performance will degrade as the number of the TF disjoints points being increased. To
relax this constraint, [53, 143] proposed a scenario that allows the sources to be non-disjoint in the
TF domain, however, the number of the sources that coexist at any TF point is less than that of the
mixtures [53].
In the above methods, the mixing process is considered to be linear only. In fact, however,
the assumption is restrictive and easy to be violated in the real-world applications [144], such as
communication [145, 146], speech or audio processing [147], and biomedical engineering [148].
The problem for the nonlinear BSS is intractable solely based on the assumption that the sources
are statistically independent. e.x., if x and y are two independent random variables, then f(x) and
g(y) are also independent for any f and g [149]. Therefore, the solutions are highly non-unique
without any further constraints for the space of nonlinear mixing function [29].
Efforts on exploiting such further constraints in the nonlinear domain have involved, such
as extracting unknown nonlinearities upon unknown parameters [25], approximating a nonlinear
function whose inverse function can be constrained well on the estimator of a priori neural network
[145, 150]. Another popular approach consists in using kernel so as to implicitly map the data via
kernel trick. The main advantage of this approach is that the estimation of the parameters in the
model is actually independent of the number of channels. Formally, the data are mapped into H
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using φ : X → H,x → φ(x) so as to extract the nonlinearity. To avoid working on the high-
dimensional space H, one tries in the feature space in which the dot product can be calculated by
k(x,x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉, which is called as kernel trick.
Typically, Harmeling and Martinez [44, 151] exploit the temporal information of sources for
separation, and do not enforce mutual independence of outputs. This method produces successful
results in many experiments. However, a problem is that the cost of storing and evaluating the
model is proportional to the number of data points [46]. Moreover, this method may fail if some
sources lack specific time structures. [126, 152] provides a good approximation of the value at-
tained by the nonlinear mixing. Relying on such spaces spanned by a set of vanishing polynomial,
the data implicitly mapped into high-dimensional space, and the effective subspace is extracted. It
allowed us to solve a nonlinear problem linearly. But, unfortunately, the approach can not be used
for the underdetermined case.
In this chapter, we propose a multi-subspace representation based separation approach that
tackles the scenario of the nonlinear and underdetermined mixture. The separation system is
constructed using the kernel methods with a multi-subspace structure. To obtain a set of basis so
as to the spanned subspace could be orthonormal in the theoretical support, we propose to use the
geometric vertices of data. Then we solve a linear problem by exploiting the technique of sparse
coding. The coefficient matrix is adjusted by minimizing the loss function.
We first consider a model related to the input space x ∈ RN by a kernel mapping with multi-
subspace structure. The effective number of basis denoted by k, provides the smallest construction
error in the nonlinear approximation. One of the keys in that algorithm is to find a set of orthogonal
basis to study the parameterized signals in multiple feature spaces. Some techniques [42, 43, 44]
can help that are roughly analogous. Either random sampling or k-means clustering is considered
to obtain some vectors, which is expected to be independent. However, the method may not be
appropriate for mixture data. We attempt to use the geometric vertices of the convex hull as the ba-
sis, which parameterizes the multi-subspace that contains the reduced vectors in the feature space.
Relying on a set of an orthonormal basis, the spanned subspaces can represent the nonlinearity of
mixing function in the minimum number.
Another contribution is to derive the coefficient matrix by solving the loss function on the
coding coefficient vector. Once such subspaces are built, by allowing multiple sources to be pre-
sented at any point in the TF domain, we can figure out the target matrix in a sparse mixture TF
vectors with less computational cost. Finally, using this coefficient matrix, the original sources in
underdetermined scenarios can be estimated.
5.2 Preliminary and System Model
In the following, a brief review of some concepts on convex geometry and Kernel method will be
given for ease of later use.
5.2.1 Convex Geometry
The Definition 9 of convex hull [153] for a set of vectors {x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )} will be given in
the following.
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Figure 5.1: A Graphical Illustration for the Convex Geometry Concepts. The line segment con-
necting x(0) and x(3) is the convex hull of {x(0),x(3)}, which is denoted by conv{x(0),x(3)}.
The shaded triangle is the convex hull of {x(1),x(2),x(3)}, i.e., conv{x(1),x(2),x(3)}.
Definition 9. Given a set of vectors X = {x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )}. The convex hull of the finite
nonempty set X ⊆ RN gives the form
conv{x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )} 4=
{
T∑
i=1
λix(i)
∣∣∣∣λ ∈ RT+,1>Tλ = 1
}
,
where λ = [λ1, λ2, · · · , λT ]> is any non-negative vector . 
In the above equation, conv{x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )} is called as a (T − 1)-dimensional sim-
plex with T vertices {x(1), {x(2), · · · ,x(T )} if and only if {x(1), {x(2) · · · ,x(T )} is affinely
independent, or equivalently. Furthermore, if {x(1)−x(T ),x(2)−x(T ), · · · ,x(T −1)−x(T )}
is linearly independent that is called a simplest simplex in RN [154]. As see in the Fig. 5.1, a
triangle is a 2-dimensional simplest simplex in R2, and a tetrahedron is a 3-dimensional simplest
simplex in R3.
According to the N-FINDR criterion [54], the approach finds the endmembers’ convex hull
that in fact of extracting the data-enclosing simplex with the maximum volume [155]. That can be
given by solving the maximization problem
max
p(i)∈RM−1,∀i
V(p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k))
s.t. x(t) ∈ conv{p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k)}, ∀t
where V(·) denotes the volume of the simplex conv{p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k)} ⊆ RM−1.
The above theory is introduced for the theoretical support in our further work, where the
geometric vertices can establish a set of orthogonal basis so that the spanned multiple subspaces
can represent the nonlinearity in the minimum number.
5.2.2 Nonlinear Mixture Model
Consider a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible mixing system with M inputs and N outputs
x(t) = F(s(t)), (5.1)
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for t = 1, 2, · · · , T , where s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sM (t)]> is the original sources of M statis-
tically independent vectors. The superscript [·]> denotes the transpose operator. si(t) denotes the
original source of the i-th signal at t time index. The mixing function F transform the s(t) from
RM to RN , i.e., the observations x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xN (t)]> are N -dimensional mixture
vectors.
The general idea of performing is to design a separation function G : RN → RM such that
sˆ(t) = G(x(t)), (5.2)
where the recovered sources sˆ are statistically independent. One has been given in [11], where the
nonlinear mixtures of independent variables are still independent. However, the statistical inde-
pendence of estimated sources is no longer a sufficient constraint for demixing function, without
additional prior knowledge on the mixing process [29]. To form a mapping function with multi-
subspace structure, we consider the Kernel theorem and its feature space.
5.2.3 Kernel and Feature Space
The key point is how to generate a mapping function that can achieve the approximation of the
inverse operator of (5.1). In [44], the kernelization method was introduced by mapping the data
x(t) implicitly into the kernel feature space H with the kernel function K : RN × RN → R. The
basic definitions are introduced at first.
Definition 10. Let X be a nonempty set. The symmetric function K : X × X → R is called as a
positive definite kernel, if
N∑
i,j=1
cicjK(x(i),x(j)) ≥ 0, (5.3)
holds for any x(i) ∈ X and c1, c2, · · · , cN ∈ R. 
One can easily deduce from Definition 10 that the positive definite kernel transforms data into
kernel feature space, which can be simply calculated by matrices of kernel built on the sample of
points as
〈φ(x(i)),φ(x(j))〉 = K(x(i),x(j)), (5.4)
where i, j = 1, 2, · · · , T and 〈·, ·〉 is the inner product. φ(x) is the Hilbert mapping function.
Using the kernel trick, the inner product of two feature mappings in the Hilbert space can be com-
puted by a kernel function in the original space. The computational complexity can be controlled
within a linear range.
This would first define a direction W ∈ H that enables us to parameterize the data by
W = Φxα =
T∑
j=1
αjφ(x(j)) ∈ H, (5.5)
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where α = [α1, α2, · · · , αT ]> is a parameter vector. Φx is the matrix with the column vectors
[φ(x(1)),φ(x(2)), · · · ,φ(x(T ))]>. Using the kernel trick of (5.4), the demixing process in the
feature space is given by
sˆ(t) = W>Φ(x(t)) = α>Φ>xφ(x(t)) =
T∑
j=1
αjK(x(j),x(t)). (5.6)
The main advantage of Kernel mapping is that the number of parameters to estimate in the
model is actually independent of the number of channels. However, without extra constraints,
generating a unique mapping function is intractable.
This chapter proposes a multi-subspace representation based on Kernel spaces to tackle the
ill-posed with a few assumptions. The k multiple subspaces produce k outputs, and we propose
the way to select n outputs as the estimator of the original sources.
5.3 Linear TF-UBSS Approach
We first review the TF domain based underdetermined BSS (UBSS) method that was presented
by [53] and later proposes a multi-layer representation based nonlinear TF-UBSS algorithm. The
discrete-time short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is given by
Dsi(τ, ω)
4
=
∞∑
t=−∞
si(t)h(t− τ)e−jωt, (5.7)
at frame τ and frequency bin ω, where h(t) is a window function. Using STFT of (6.4), the linear
BSS can be transformed into the TF domain
Dx(t, ω) = ADs(t, ω), (5.8)
whereDx(t, ω) = [Dx1(t, ω),Dx2(t, ω), · · · ,DxN (t, ω)]> is the mixture signals in the TF domain
and Ds(t, ω) = [Ds1(t, ω),Ds2(t, ω), · · · ,DsM (t, ω)]> is the STFT vector of the source signals.
Dsi(t, ω) is the i-th source signal in the ω-th frequency bin at t time index.
Assumption 1. For each source signal si, its STFT transformation is denoted as Dsi in the TF
domain. There are some TF points, where only si is dominant, i.e., |Dsi(t, ω)|  |Dsj (t, ω)| for
∀j 6= i. 
The assumption implies that all sources are disjoint in the TF domain, i.e., there is only one
source that is active. Then, (6.17) can be rewritten as
Dx(ta, ωa) = aiDsi(ta, ωa), (5.9)
where the subscript a indicates any one of the sources is active in the TF domain.
The noise thresholding procedure proposed by [142] is used to keep those points having suf-
ficient energy, which is referred to as auto-source points. The procedure is performed for each
time-slice of the TF representation, by applying a criterion for all the frequency points belonging
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to this time-slice
if
‖Dx(ta, ωa)‖
maxω{‖Dx(ta, ω)‖} > , then keep (ta, ωa), (5.10)
where  is a small threshold, e.x., the threshold  = 0.05 is given in [53]. Then, the set of all
selected points Ω is expressed by Ω =
⋃n
i=1 Ωi, where Ωi is the TF support of the source si(t).
To estimate the mixing vectors ai, the clustering algorithm is performed on the assumption
in [53] that the highest densities occur around the vectors ai. Thus, the average values over the
samples of each cluster are defined as the mixing vectors
aˆi =
1
|Ci|
∑
(t,ω)∈Ωi
Dx(t, ω)
‖Dx(t, ω)‖ , (5.11)
where |Ci| is the number of vectors included in the same cluster.
Finally, each source in the TF domain can be estimated by
Dˆsi(t, ω) =
aˆ
†
iSx(t, ω), ∀(t, ω) ∈ Ωi,
0, otherwise,
(5.12)
where the superscript [·]† denotes the pseudo-inverse operator. The source estimator sˆi(t) is then
obtained by transforming Dˆsi(t, ω) into the time domain using the inverse STFT.
5.4 Multi-Subspace Representation based Nonlinear TF-UBSS Ap-
proach
The TF-UBSS method relies on the assumption that the sources were mixed linearly, which has
led to the recovered structure in (5.12). However, for the nonlinear blind source separation, the
solutions are non-unique [29] without any extra constraints for the mixing process. In this chapter,
we propose a multi-subspace representation to construct the nonlinear variants by mapping the
data implicitly in some kernel feature spaces. If one of the subspaces can match the nonlinearity
of the mixing functions, the nonlinear problem can be broken down into the version of the linear
case.
5.4.1 Choosing Vectors for Basis
To extract a vector that formed a matrix with full column rank, we use the N-FINDR algorithm,
which was originally developed by Winter in [54]. The approach finds a set of vertices in fact of
extracting a vector of data space that defined the largest volume.
Definition 11. Let X = {x(i)}Ti=1 be a set of sample vectors. The convex hull of the finite
nonempty set X ⊆ Rd gives the form
conv({x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )}) 4=
{
T∑
i=1
λix(i)
∣∣λi ≥ 0,∑
i
λi = 1
}
, (5.13)
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
Proposition 1. Let {p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k)} be a subset of vectors in the convex hullX = {x(i)}Ti=1.
For k  T , if the vectors p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k) are the vertices of X , then we have
conv({x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )}) ⊆ conv({p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k)}). (5.14)

Proof. Without loss of generality, x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(k) are the vertices ofP := conv({x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )}),
which are expressed as p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k). For any i > k, if x(i) is not a vertex of P , then x(i)
can be expressed by a linear combination x(i) =
∑k
j=1 λjp(j). Thus, for any sample x ∈ P , we
have
x =
T∑
i=1
µix(i) =
k∑
i=1
µip(i) +
T∑
i=k+1
µixi
=
k∑
i=1
µip(i) +
T∑
i=k+1
µi
k∑
j=1
λjp(j)
=
k∑
i=1
µi + λi T∑
j=k+1
µj
p(i). (5.15)
Since
∑k
i=1(µi+λi
∑T
j=k+1 µj) = 1, we conclude that x ∈ conv({p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(T−1)}) ⊆
conv({p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k)}).
Proposition 1 implies that the volume simplex formed by the vertices is larger than or equal
to any other volume defined by any other combination of elements. Thus, the vertices can be
extracted in fact of finding a vector of data space that formed the maximum volume. The approach
can be briefly described in the following implementation.
For a vertex simplex composed of k vectors p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k), its volume V(P) = V(p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k))
is defined by
V (P) 4=
∣∣∣∣∣det
[
1 . . . 1
p(1) . . . p(k)
]∣∣∣∣∣
(k − 1)! . (5.16)
Find a set of k vectors in the data, denoted by P∗ = [p∗(1),p∗(2), · · · ,p∗(k)], that forms a
k-vertex simplex to yield the maximum value of (5.16), which is given by
{p∗(i1),p∗(i2), · · · ,p∗(ik)} = arg max
p(i1),p(i2),··· ,p(ik)
V (P) . (5.17)
Thus, the desired set of independent vectors {p∗(i1),p∗(i2), · · · ,p∗(ik)} are found. Assume
that the dimension of vector p∗ is larger that the number of vector k, then the columns of the
matrix being linearly independent. For further work, a set of orthonormal subspaces produced by
these k vectors can represent the nonlinearity or distortion caused by the mixing functions using
the reduced data.
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5.4.2 Constructing a Multi-Subspace Representation
Given the observation data x(t) ∈ RN , for all t = 1, · · · , T that are assumed to be generated by
the nonlinear mixture functions. To make the nonlinear problem linearly separable, the idea is to
fulfill a certain condition that induces a mapping Φ : RN → H in the feature space. Therefore, we
attempt to find some mapping functions, which are used to capture the varieties of nonlinearity or
distortion.
To describe the nonlinearity efficiently in a feature space, we use a subset from {x(t)}Tt=1 ∈
RN , denoted as p(1),p(2), · · · ,p(k) ∈ RN to generate a set of basis in H. Since the data points
belonging to the subset is expected to be mutually independent in the feature space, we use the k
center points of clusters to form the subset {p(i)}ki=1. Thus, we can define an orthonormal basis
by using the empirical kernel map
Ξ := Φp〈Φp,Φp〉− 12 , (5.18)
where Φp = [Φ(p1),Φ(p2), · · · ,Φ(pk)] is the mapping of data points in the feature space.
By defining the basis that allows us to parameterize such subspace, the observed signals are
mapped in the feature space with the coefficient matrix from a parameter space.
Ψ(x(t)) = Ξ>Φ(x(t)) = 〈Φp,Φp〉− 12 〈Φp,Φ(x(t)〉 (5.19)
=

K(p(1),p(1)) · · · K(p(1),p(k))
...
...
K(p(k),p(1)) . . . K(p(k),p(k))

1
2

K(p(1),x[t])
...
K(p(k),x[t])
 ,
where K(p(i),p(j))−
1
2
i,j is an invertible real valued matrix. Due to the Φp constructed by a sub-
set, the computational complexity of the projection function in (5.19) is reduced to O(k2N) +
O(kNT ) +O(k2T ) from original O(T 2N) +O(NT 2) +O(T 3), where T  k.
Thus, the demixing process can be defined in the feature space as
sˆ(t) = W†Ψ(x(t)). (5.20)
The above equation implies that the nonlinear problem can be linearly separable in the feature
space.
5.4.3 Coefficient Matrix Identification
Relying on the linear relation of (5.20), we have the corresponding representation by using STFT,
DΨ(t, ω) = W˜Dˆsi(t, ω). (5.21)
Based on Assumptions 1, we know that there exists only one estimated source sˆi being active
on the TF point (t, ω). Then, we have
DΨ(t, ω) = Dˆsi(t, ω)W˜i, (5.22)
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where the TF feature matrix DΨ(t, ω) can be represented by the i-th column vector W˜i up to a
multiplicative coefficient Dsˆi(t, ω). This implies that the target matrix W˜i can be a linear combi-
nation of a few numbers of sample points from the matrix DΨ(t, ω) with the coefficient Dˆsi(t, ω).
Thus, estimating a column vector of the coefficient matrix W˜i can be achieved by finding the
solution of a sparse representationDΨ(t, ω) with low-dimensional subspace. To remove the effect
of noise, we use the criterion for all the frequency points belonging to this time-slice
if
‖DΨ(tp, ωk)‖
maxω{‖DΨ(tp, ω)‖} > , then keep (tp, ωk), (5.23)
where  is a small threshold, e.x., the threshold  = 0.05 is given in [53].
We next formulate the problem of (6.18) by using a sparse direction for TF representation of
the mixture TF matrix DΨ(t, ω). Let pi1,pi2, · · · ,piL be the reshaped vector of all the mixture
TF matrix DΨ, and L is the number of TF points (t, ω). We can define a one row vector DΠ 4=
[pi1,pi2, · · · ,piL] that is row-wise stacked together to be generated by the mixture TF matrix DΨ
at all (t, ω).
The further solution of (6.19) is the sparse representation of the TF feature vector DΠ, that
will later construct the estimation of the coefficient matrix in the TF domain.
J (ci, η) = 1
2
‖pii −DΠci‖22 + η‖ci‖1, s.t., cii = 0, (5.24)
where η > 0 is a scalar parameter to balance the trade-off between the sparsity and reconstruction
error. ci is the corresponding sparse coefficient for pii. The maximum value in ci indicates the
estimated element of W that is corresponding to DΠ. Once a sparse coding problem is built, the
solution can be obtained by solving the convex optimization problem. Here, we use l1-Homotopy
method in [156] to calculate the redundant dictionary ci of (6.19). The procedure obtains a sparse
solution with O(q3 + L) orders, where q is the number of non-zero elements.
5.4.4 Source Recovery
Since the mixing matrix is not irreversible in the underdetermined BSS [157], the recovered
sources also need to be estimated even though the mixing matrix has been known. To obtain a
sparse TF representation of the recovered sources, we use the process proposed by [52] with the
definition of sub-matrixW on the following assumption.
Assumption 2. At most N − 1 sources among M sources are active at each TF point for M > N
[53]. 
Definition 12. Given a matrix W of size N ×M , for any sub-matrices W i composed of size
N × (N − 1), there are ( MN−1) possible combinations included in the setW , that is
W = {W i|W i = [wλ1 ,wλ2 , · · · ,wλN−1 ]}. (5.25)

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Assumption 2 indicates the number of columns of the sub-matrixW i to be derived, so that for
each TF point (t, ω) we have a correspondingW∗, which satisfies
W∗ = arg minWi∈W
∥∥∥DΨ(t, ω)−W iW†iDΨ(t, ω)∥∥∥
2
, (5.26)
whereW†i is the pseudo-inverse ofW i, which is defined asW†i = (W>i W i)−1W>i .
For a matrix W of size N ×M (M > N), we want to derive the sub-matrices W i of size
N ×M ′, where its columns are excerpted to be independent. Thus, if M ′ is more than N , the
columns of the sub-matrices must be non-independent. There will be exist at least one column
vector that can be linearly expressed by other column vectors. Therefore, M ′ needs to be less
than or equal to N . Similar with reference [53], we set the number of columns of sub-matrices as
N − 1, i.e. eachW i composed of size N × (N − 1), where M ′ = N − 1 pick up from total M
columns that allow us to compose an optimal sub-matrix W∗ from all possible combinations of
the candidate setW , so that (5.26) is satisfied.
Thus, each source in the TF domain can be estimated by
Dˆsj (t, ω) =
W†∗DΨ(t, ω), if j = λi,0, otherwise, (5.27)
where λi is the index number of the sub-matrix that implies the non-zero element of D˜sj at each
TF point. The source estimator s˜i(t) is then obtained by converting Dˆsi(t, ω) to the time domain
using the inverse STFT.
5.4.5 Selecting from the Extracted Components
Due to the multiple subspaces representation, the proposed method forms k extracted components.
Therefore, one more thing needs to be considered that is selecting n outputs from k components
as the estimator of original sources. We thus use the column-wise singular value decomposition
(SVD) to form each column of the original sources s, where the estimator forms all possible k
subspaces.
The major steps of the proposed algorithm for multiple subspaces representation are summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. In stage 1: By parameterizing such subspaces, we can map the observed
signals in the feature space with the coefficient matrix from the parameter space. In stage 2: We
then exploit the linear mixture in the feature space that corresponds to the nonlinear mixture in the
input space. Thus, by allowing multiple sources to be presented at any point in the TF domain, we
can figure out the target matrix in a sparse mixture of TF vectors. Final stage: Multiple subspaces
produce k extracted components s˜, we need to select n outputs as the estimator of the original
sources sˆ. Thus, the recovered sources formed from each dominant left singular vector U(:, 1) in
the column-wise SVD.
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Algorithm 3 Generate Polynomials of Degree 1 by Gram-Schmidt Procedure
Input: N -dimensional observed signals x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xN (t)]>.
Output: The recovered signals sˆ(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), · · · , sM (t)]> for t = 1, 2, · · · , T .
1: Stage 1:
2: for t = 1 : T do
3: Mapping the observed signals into multiple spaces
Ψ(x(t)) = Ξ>Φ(x(t)).
4: end for
5: Stage 2:
6: for i = 1 : k do
7: Transform Ψ(t) from the time domain into TF domain
8:
DΨi(τ, ω) =
∞∑
t=−∞
Ψi(t)h(t− τ)e−jωt.
9: end for
10: To remove the effect of noise, we do
‖DΨ(tp, ωk)‖
maxω{‖DΨ(tp, ω)‖} > , where  = 0.05 in [53].
11: Minimizing (6.19) to derive a candidate matrix W
J (ci, η) = 12‖pii −DΠci‖22 + η‖ci‖1,
where W is formed by the element of DΠ that corresponding to the maximum value in ci.
12: The optimal sub-matrixW can be derived by (5.26).
13: Convert the estimated source in the TF domain back to the time domain in (5.27).
14: Stage 3:
15: for t = 1 : T do
16: Apply SVD on matrix F = [s˜1(:, t), s˜2(:, t), · · · , s˜k(:, t)].
17: The dominant left singular vector is the estimate of
the t-th column of sˆ, i.e., sˆ(:, t)← U(:, 1), where
F = UΣV>.
18: end for
5.5 Experiments and Discussions
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we performed the simulation on both synthetic data and real
audio data over the underdetermined mixtures. First, using the synthetically generated data, the
proposed algorithm is applied to show that the subspace matches the nonlinearity of mixing func-
tion in the time domain. Then the nonlinear problem can be separated in the feature space. Next,
the recovered sources are tested on two kinds of environment.
5.5.1 Methods and Evaluation Metric
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we perform a comparison with some devel-
oped conventional algorithms, such as the underdetermined BSS (UBSS) method based on the TF
non-disjoint assumption [52], the underdetermined convolutive BSS (UCBSS) method1 based on
the subspace representation [2].
The performance of the recovered sources is evaluated by using three kinds of error measure.
One is the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), which can evaluate the performance for each
1https://slsp.kaist.ac.kr/xe/index.php?mid=software
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Figure 5.2: An Illustration of Nonlinear Mapping. (a) Original signals generated from two sinu-
soidal functions. (b) Mixture signals are modeled nonlinearly from (5.30).
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Figure 5.3: The Nonlinear Mixing x1 and the Subspace Constructed by Approximation Function.
The black points illustrate the observed signal x1 in nonlinear mixing. The red points structure the
subspace of best-matching. By using a coefficient matrix, the subspace can be rotated and scaled
to match the nonlinear transformation.
signal on the definition of
PCC(si, sˆi) =
cov(si, sˆi)
σsiσsˆi
, (5.28)
where the recovered source and original source are denoted as sˆi and si, respectively. cov(·, ·) is
the covariance between two variables and the standard deviation is denoted as σ.
The normalized mean squared error (NMSE) is another evaluation criterion used to measure
the performance on the overall signals, which is defined by
NMSE(s, sˆ) = 10 log10
(
1
M
M∑
i=1
min
δ
‖si − δsˆi‖22
‖si‖22
)
. (5.29)
The scalar δ is used for controlling the scalar ambiguity.
During the separation process, the signals may be distorted especially when the sources are
overlapped in their TF domain. Hence, it is necessary to measure the distortion and the artifacts
introduced by the algorithm to assess the quality of separation. The BSSEVAL toolbox [158]
is available online2. Then the source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the source-to-interference ration
2http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss eval
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Figure 5.4: The Averaged NMSEs of Estimators Using the Different Method to Form a Set of
Base.
(SIR), and the source-to-artifacts ratio (SAR) of an estimated source sˆij as
SDRj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t sij(t)
2∑M
i=1
∑
t[e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t) + e
artif
ij (t)]
2
,
SIRj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t[sij(t)
2 + espatij (t)]
2∑M
i=1
∑
t e
interf
ij (t)
2
,
SARj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t[sij(t) + e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t)]
2∑M
i=1
∑
t e
artif
ij (t)
2
,
where sˆij(t) = sij(t) + e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t) + e
artif
ij (t), sij is the target source with allowed defor-
mation such as filtering or gain, espatij (t) distinct error components representing spatial distortion,
einterfij (t) accounts for the interference due to unwanted sources, and e
artif
ij (t) corresponds to the
artifacts introduced by the separation algorithm.
5.5.2 The Effect of Multi-Subspace Representation
To see the effect of multi-subspace representation, we need to show that the subspace is extracted
to approximate the varieties of nonlinearity or distortion. First, let us consider the case where
the mixture signals x plotted in Fig. 5.2 (b) are a nonlinear mixture from two sinusoidal signals,
which is also used in [44, 159] with the form of
x1(t) = exp(s1(t))− exp(s2(t)),
x2(t) = exp(−s1(t)) + exp(−s2(t)),
(5.30)
where s1(t) = sin(0.05pit) and s2(t) = sin(0.021pit) with the different frequencies. Each source
has 1, 000 data points. We indicate the polynomial function of the degree 9 as a kernel function,
i.e., K(s1, s2) = (s>1 s2 + 1)9. Without loss of generality, we further discuss the effect of the
different kernel functions. The dimensionality of subspace is set as 20.
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Figure 5.5: The Averaged NMSEs on the Different SNR Levels. Here the number of sources
M = 4 and that of observations N = 3.
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Figure 5.6: The Averaged NMSEs on the Number of Sources Increases from M = 4 to 7.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the nonlinearity of the mixed signals x1 is comparatively strong that is
plotted by black points. The observed data x1 is first implicitly mapped into feature space, and the
effective subspace plotted by red points. Using the coefficient matrix, we can rotate and scale the
subspace to match the nonlinear transformation. Relying on this effective subspace, the nonlinear
problem can be linearly separable in the feature space, i.e., the original sources can be estimated
linearly in the feature space by (5.20).
One of the keys in the algorithm is to find a set of orthogonal basis to study the parameterized
signals in multiple subspaces. Some techniques can help that are roughly analogous in [108, 160,
161]. To perform the comparison, we employed some classical methods to extract a set of basis
in the proposed algorithm, such as kernel principle component analysis (KPCA) [162], k-means
[131], and random sampling. To reduce the random effect, 40 times of Monte Carlo simulations
are performed.
As we can see in Fig. 5.4, using N -FINDR to extract a set of basis provides the smaller con-
struction error in the nonlinear approximation. Either KPCA or k-means clustering is considered
to obtain some vectors, which is expected to be independent. However, the method may not be
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Figure 5.7: The Virtual Room Environment for Synthetic Mixtures.
Table 5.1: The Experimental Conditions.
Parameters Values
Sampling rate 8 kHz
Number of sample points 15000 points
Window function Hanning window
STFT frame size 1024 points (128ms)
Time frame shift 256 points (32ms)
appropriate for mixture data. This is due to the independence of the vectors, which can not be
guaranteed the mutually orthogonal vectors among the basis. For further work, a set of orthonor-
mal subspaces produced by these k vectors can represent the nonlinearity of mixing functions in
the reduced data.
5.5.3 Separation of Speech and Audio Signals
To show the separation of speech and audio signals over the undertermined mixtures, the experi-
ments are designed on two kinds of environment. Both cases use the audio data from real-world
that are available in the literature [52] and online repositories3. The simulation is performed on
the following parameter setup, where the proposed method considers the case where some exam-
ples of vector dot-product kernel. The dimensionality of subspace is set as 20. The parameter
η of scalar regularization is taken as 0.001. Assume that the noise is generated from white and
Gaussian with some uncorrelated data points whose variance is usually assumed to be uniform.
To reduce the random effect, the simulation is repeated 20 times. The experimental conditions are
summarized in Table 5.1.
The first example assumes that the mixture signals are mixed nonlinearly. The mixing func-
tions are employed to transform m = 4 independent speech signals for n = 3 observations
that are available from the literature [52], where each observation is a linear mixture of nonlin-
ear distorted sources, i.e., x(t) = A exp(s(t)). Here, the exponential transformation provides a
3http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/BASS-dB/
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Figure 5.8: The Spectrum of Signals with Three Channels. (a) The three subfigures represent the
original sources of s1, s2, and s3 respectively. (b) The three subfigures correspond to the recovered
sources of sˆ1, sˆ2, and sˆ3, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: The Mixture is Achieved by Transforming 3 Original Sources to 2 Observations. The
mixed signals x1 and x2 are shown in the (a) and (b), respectively.
nonlinear distortion and the matrix A randomly generated from a uniform distribution U [−1, 1].
Since there is no good path to choose a kernel function, unless we have some prior information
about the data that might be helpful to determine a proper kernel function [163]. Here, we only
consider the kernel function with 3 classical types, where polynomial kernel of degree 9 is given
by K(x,y) = (x>y + 1)9, Radial-basis function (RBF) of uniform variance has the definition
of K(x,y) = exp(−‖x−y‖22 ), and sigmoid function is formed as K(x,y) = tanh(x>y), respec-
tively. The results are given under the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) in the range of 5 dB to
45 dB. The experiments are repeated 20 times.
In Fig. 5.5, the separation accuracy is compared with some conventional algorithms on the
different SNR levels. We can see that the proposed kernel-based underdetermined blind source
separation (KUBSS) algorithm consistently provides a higher accuracy over the whole SNR range.
When the SNR reaches 25 dB, NMSEs decrease linearly with further increasing of SNR. Bene-
fiting from a multi-subspace representation, the effective subspace can extract the nonlinearity or
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Table 5.2: Performance Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm. The algorithm UCBSS [2] only
works on the underdetermined mixture.
Active
sources
Performance
measure
Methods
KUBSS 1 KUBSS 2 KUBSS 3 UCBSS UBSS
s1 and s2
(Collinear)
SDR 1.86 2.11 2.37 − 1.13
SIR 2.24 2.49 4.69 − 3.75
SAR 6.97 6.56 6.90 − 7.48
s1 and s3
(Non-collinear)
SDR 4.26 4.31 2.74 − 2.61
SIR 4.01 6.83 2.72 − 2.73
SAR 6.68 8.59 5.92 − 6.10
s2 and s3
(Non-collinear)
SDR 2.25 2.44 2.77 − 2.59
SIR 4.09 3.87 5.59 − 4.02
SAR 5.44 6.62 7.17 − 6.63
s1, s2, and s3
(Underdetermined)
SDR 6.97 6.64 6.64 4.61 3.60
SIR 4.93 6.22 6.21 4.49 2.47
SAR 4.58 6.72 6.73 6.72 5.57
distortion caused by nonlinear mixing in kernel feature space. Moreover, this is because both
UBSS and UCBSS methods are based on single source detection, which is built on the assumption
that there exists only a single source or dominant energy of its corresponding single source at the
TF points.
Experiment 2 shows NMSEs of the proposed algorithm where the observations are generated
from the enhancement of the undetermined level, i.e., the number of sources is increased from 4
to 7 while that of observations is kept as 3. In general, a larger number of observations leads to
better separation accuracy. The NMSE improvements for different combinations of sources and
observations are shown in Fig. 5.6, where a set of basis is extracted using theN -FINDR approach.
The kernel function also works on 3 types and 20 experiments are repeated.
Fig. 5.6 illustrates the averaged NMSEs when the number of sources increases from M = 4
to 7. The proposed algorithm with the “RBF” function achieved about 1.5 dB higher NMSEs
against other algorithms over the whole range. In addition, 3.2 dB higher NMSEs are shown than
the other algorithms when we use “Sigmoid” function. However, the performance degraded as the
number of the underlying sources increased. In practice, this is due to the fact that the sources
are not perfectly disjoint in the TF domain [66], which leads to the estimation error of recovered
signals. As the number of sources increases, the overlap will occur in the spectra as well as the
estimation error also increase.
5.5.4 Experiments Using Real Room Impulse Responses
The experiments were designed on speech data with impulse responses in an office room. The ob-
servations are collected from this room with 187 ms reverberation time. The effect of the impulse
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Figure 5.10: Separation of the Speech Data with Impulse Responses. The first column (a)(d) are
the results from the collinear mixture of s1 and s2. The results of the non-collinear mixture are
shown, respectively, in the middle column (b)(e) of s1 and s3 mixture, and the third column (c)(f)
of s2 and s3 mixture. The first row (a)-(c) are PCCs of the estimated signal sˆ1. The second row
(d)-(f) are PCCs of the estimated signal sˆ2.
response is measured in the face of using “Sample Champion” software that is available online4.
Fig. 5.8 shows the original sources s(t) of 3 channels. Without loss of generality, the microphone,
and loud speaker transfer function is neglected in the measurements [66]. The virtual room envi-
ronment is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. A two-element microphone array was used for recording speech
signals, which arrived in two different directions, such as 35◦ and −32◦. It is worth noting that
the source s1 and s2 are collinear that provides a challenging task using independent component
analysis. The underdetermined mixture is achieved by transforming 3 original sources x(t) to 2
observations that are given in Fig. 5.9.
The experiments involve three scenarios, where the first case is a collinear mixture, i.e., mixed
signals generated from sources s1 and s2. The second case is considered by a non-collinear mixture
from s1 and s3, or s2 and s3. The third case is underdetermined mixture using all the three sources,
i.e., s1, s2, and s3 in Fig. 5.7. Also, 3 classical kernel functions are used for comparison, such
as “polynomial kernel”, “RBF kernel”, and “Sigmoid kernel”. In the legend of the figure, they
4http://www.purebits.com
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Figure 5.11: Separation of the Speech Data on the Underdetermined Mixture with the Impulse
Response. (a) is the performance of estimated signal sˆ1, (b) is the performance of estimated signal
sˆ2, and (c) corresponds to the estimated signal sˆ3.
are denoted as “KUBSS 1”, “KUBSS 2”, and “KUBSS 3”, respectively, for convenience. The
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is used to evaluate the performance of each signal.
From Fig. 5.10, it can be seen that the algorithms can recover the original sources in all the
3 cases. We further show PCC of each channel between the original source and the recovered
source using the PCC (5.28) measure. As shown in the figures, the proposed approach exhibits the
promising results. This is due to the fact that the UBSS algorithm is lack of analysis of nonlin-
earity. In addition, the average SDR, SIR, and SAR are adopted as a performance measure of the
source recovery. The performance shown in Table 5.2 are mean performances of 20 experiments.
As we can see, the proposed algorithm performed better in terms of average SDR, SIR, and SAR
compared with that of the UBSS methods. One can notice that the collinear mixture provides a
lower accuracy than non-collinear mixture on speech sources. Therefore, a large enough angle be-
tween two sources is a crucial condition to obtain good separation performance. Some discussions
have been studied in [164]. The limitation is not only for our study, but also the limitation of the
separation filter obtained by ICA that forms spatial directivity [165].
Furthermore, Fig. 5.11 shows the averaged PCC on the underdetermined mixture with the
impulse response. As we can see, despite adopting a similar assumption to extract sources, the
proposed method exhibits a high separation accuracy compared with that of the UCBSS and UBSS
methods. The main reason is that subspaces can extract the nonlinearity caused by the mixing
function. As shown in Table 5.2, the proposed algorithm performs better in terms of average SDR,
SIR, and SAR for situations tested. The coefficient matrix is estimated by minimizing the cost
function, which is directly related to the evaluation criterion. In addition, the compared methods
always require the sparsity of the sources to some extent, while the assumption may not be satisfied
in reality.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a multi-subspace representation based separation approach that tackles
the scenario of the nonlinear and underdetermined mixture. The separation system is constructed
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using the kernel methods with a multi-subspace structure. One of the keys in that algorithm is
to find a set of orthogonal basis to study the parameterized signals in multiple feature spaces.
We attempt to use the geometric vertices of the convex hull as the basis, which parameterizes
the multi-subspace that contains the reduced vectors in the feature space. Relying on a set of an
orthonormal basis, the spanned subspaces can represent the nonlinearity of mixing function in the
minimum number.
Another contribution is to derive the coefficient matrix by solving an optimization problem on
the coding coefficient vector. Once such subspaces are built, by allowing multiple sources to be
presented at any point in the TF domain, we can figure out the target matrix in sparse mixture TF
vectors with less computational cost. Finally, using this coefficient matrix, the original sources
in underdetermined scenarios can be estimated. The experiments are designed on two kinds of
environment, such as the signals perform nonlinear mixing, or mixing with some direction angles
in a virtual room environment. The proposed approach exhibits a higher separation accuracy than
that of the conventional algorithms.
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Chapter 5 shows a model that relies on a Kernelized multi-subspace and the sparse representa-
tion in the time-frequency (TF) domain. By generating some subspaces, the data projected into the
feature space can make the nonlinear problem linearly separable. However, The mapping function
do not have any optimizing property in terms of the contrast function that allows them to be ranked
and evaluated. Similar to the deep architectures, Chapter 6 proposes a novel polynomial network,
which extract the nonlinearity of mixing function by the network creating deeper and deeper to
decrease the bias. Therefore, the approach builds the higher level representations only depend on
the data, that can guarantee the robustness of structure.
Chapter 6.1 is introduction. The relative work is given in Chapter 6.2. The preliminaries
included nonlinear mixture model, vanishing polynomial, and linear underdetermined BSS method
are in Chapter 6.3. Chapter 6.4 introduces our proposed separation approach that construct a -
vanishing polynomial networks to extract the nonlinearity. Chapter 6.5 figures out the coefficient
matrix in the sparse mixture time-frequency vectors on top of network output as back propagation.
Chapter 6.6 shows the experimental settings and results. Conclusions are reported in Chapter 6.7.
6.1 Introduction
Recognizing multiple signals from the multiple observations (or mixtures) received by a set of
sensors is the task of source separation [166, 125]. The problem is referred to as “blind” source
separation when the procedure has access only to the observations without any prior knowledge
information for the mixing system. In general, most BSS algorithms assume that the number of
sources is less than that of sensors, denoted as overdetermined BSS [53, 52]. However, in practice,
this assumption is difficult to be satisfied since the number of sources is unknown.
Various attempts [137, 138, 159] on underdetermined BSS (UBSS) have been proposed that
consider the scenario, where the number of sensors is less than that of sources. Since the mixing
matrix is irreversible in this case, the recovered sources also need to be estimated even though
the mixing matrix has been known. To solve this problem, a well-known framework has been
proposed by exploiting the sparseness of the sources in the representation domain, such as wavelet
packet transform [139] or short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [140]. For instance, the degenerate
unmixing estimation technique (DUET) was proposed in [141]. The approach exploits the ratio of
TF transforms of the observed signals to recover the source signals. Yilmaz et al. [142] assumed
that the sources are disjoint in the TF domain. These methods work on the assumption that there
exists at most one active source at any point in the TF domain. This implies that the separation
performance will degrade as the number of the TF disjoints points being increased. To relax
this constraint, [53, 143] proposed a scenario that allows the sources to be non-disjoint in the TF
domain, however, the number of the sources that coexist at any TF point is less than that of the
mixtures [53].
In the above methods, the mixing process is considered to be linear only. In fact, however,
the assumption is restrictive and easy to be violated in the real-world applications [144], such as
communication [145, 146], speech or audio processing [126], and biomedical engineering [148].
The problem for the nonlinear BSS is intractable solely based on the assumption that the sources
are statistically independent. e.x., if x and y are two independent random variables, then f(x) and
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g(y) are also independent for any f and g [149]. Therefore, the solutions are highly non-unique
without any further constraints for the space of nonlinear mixing function [29].
Efforts on exploiting for the nonlinear approximation have involved, discovering the multi-
layer architecture to capature the nonlinear structures [126, 152]. They use second-order statistic
for the input components so that the vector of output are linearly independent.
Examples of polynomial neural networks include higher-order network [167], sigma-pi net-
works [168], and some functional link architectures [169]. The basic building block of higher-
order networks is the k-th degree higher-order processing unit (HPU). However, the nonlinear be-
havior of the model may also cause undesired effects. For instance, the well-known phenomenon
is the polynomials with high-order is used to approximate the data, which leading to unexpected
ripples caused by overfitting. Consequently, typically polynomials of only second or third order
are considered in practice. Such restriction to the order will leads to degradation in the extraction
capability, thereby limiting the polynomial network formed by a higher order.
In this chapter, we propose a way to extend the UBSS method [52] to the nonlinear case.
The derivation of our algorithm is inspired by ideas from the concept of vanishing idea [57],
that gives the theorem support for existing of a finite set of polynomials. Our method attempts to
construct a novel -vanishing polynomial networks (-VPNs) using vanishing component proposed
in [56], but used for the different purpose. Relying on the finite vanishing polynomials, such
approximated base are generated for the values attained by a set of mapping functions. Similar
to the principle in deep learning, the layers of our network start with polynomials of degree 1,
which has the large bias attained by this simple approximation network. To create the higher level
representations of the data to decrease the bias, we next make the network deeper and deeper. Each
enhancement of the degree makes the layer deeper into our network. Once the -VPNs are built
that can approximate the nonlinearity or distortion caused by the mixing function. Then, we can
fulfill a simple linear separation algorithm on top of this output as back propagation to adjust the
network.
This work presents the advantages offered by, the deep architectures formed by a finite num-
ber of polynomials. The approach can search the number of layers automatically determined in
the sense that the the error decreased as the layer being increased, ultimately almost vanish with
a constant . Another contribution is to derive the coefficient matrix by solving an optimization
problem on the coding coefficient vector. Once the deep architectures are built, by allowing multi-
ple sources to be presented at any point in the TF domain, we can figure out the coefficient matrix
in a sparse mixture TF vectors with less computational cost. The recovered sources thus can be
derived by utilizing the coefficient matrix on top of network output as back propagation.
6.2 The Relative Work
Typically, Harmeling and Martinez [44, 151] exploit the temporal information of sources for non-
linear separation. The method performs the nonlinear BSS by mapping data into the some kernel
spaces. Key assumption is that rather than indicate unique approximation, approach generates
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some kernel feature spaces that are chosen enough to extract the nonlinearity of the mixing func-
tion. Finally, a selection procedure was proposed to derive the recovered sources from the ex-
tracted nonlinear components automatically.
For the observed dataset x(t) ∈ Rn that are assumed to be generated by the nonlinear mixture
function. To make the nonlinear problem linearly separable, the idea is to fulfill a certain condition
that induces a mapping Φ : Rn → H in the feature space. By using the empirical kernel map,
the method defines an orthonormal basis in the form of Ξ := Φx〈Φx,Φx〉− 12 , where Φx =
[Φ(x1),Φ(x2), · · · ,Φ(xT )] is the mapping of data points in the feature space. By defining a basis
to parameterize such subspace, the observed signals are mapped in the feature space with the
coefficient matrix from a parameter space.
Ψ(x(t)) = Ξ>Φ(x(t)) = 〈Φx,Φx〉− 12 〈Φx,Φ(x(t)〉,
Thus, the extracted nonlinear components can be defined in the feature space as s˜(t) = W>Ψ(x(t)).
The above equation implies that the nonlinear problem can be linearly separable in the feature
space.
This method produces successful results in many experiments [42, 43]. However, a problem
is that the method may fail if some sources lack specific time structures. Moreover, the method
assumes the number of kernel spaces is chosen enough to approximate the nonlinearity of mixing
function. Although approach construct some orthonormal base in order to extract the submanifold,
the diversity of the data lead to the number of space inconsistency. In this chapter, we use vanishing
ideal proposed in [56] to construct some orthonormal base. Importantly, Hilbert basis theorem [57]
tells us a finite set of generates always exist that conduce to the unique solutions. Relying on the
finite vanishing polynomials that generate such approximated base, we construct a -vanishing
polynomial network that allowed us to solve a nonlinear problem linearly.
6.3 Model and Preliminaries
6.3.1 Nonlinear Mixture Model
The general definition of nonlinear BSS addressed in this chapter, is given as the following. Given
a set of observed data X = {x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )} ∈ Rn that are assumed to be generated from
a nonlinear, instantaneous and invertible function as
x(t) = F(s(t)), t = 1, · · · , T, (6.1)
where s(t) = [s(1), s(2), · · · , s(T )] ∈ Rm represent the original sources, and the function F
denotes a transformation from Rm to Rn. When the number of sensors is less than that of sources,
i.e., n < m, the BSS is referred to as underdetermined. In such case, the sources need to be
estimated even though the mixing matrix has been known. In addition, the solutions are highly
non-unique without any further constraints for the space of nonlinear mixing function [29].
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6.3.2 Vanishing Polynomial
We define a multivariate polynomial [112] that allows us to build a polynomial network so that to
extract the nonlinearity or distortion caused by a mixing function. The multivariate polynomial
performs a mapping g : Rn → R associated with x ∈ Rn, as the form
g(x) =
∆∑
i=0
∑
α(i)
ωα(i)
n∏
j=1
x
α
(i)
j
j , (6.2)
where ∆ is the degree of the polynomial, andα(i) ranges over all n-dimensional vectors of positive
integers, such that
∑n
j=1 α
(i)
j = i. ω ∈ R is the coefficient matrix.
A concept from computer algebra to restrict polynomial is vanishing ideal [57, 56], which is
defined as a set of polynomials that attend the value of zero on the dataset X .
Definition 13 (Vanishing Ideal). Given a dataset X ⊂ Rn, for all x ∈ X , the vanishing ideal of
X denoted as I(X ), is a set of polynomials that attained the value of zero on X in the form of
I(X ) = {g ∈ Gn | g(x) = 0 for ∀x ∈ X}, (6.3)
where Gn is a set of polynomial of n-variates.
Since the real data are noisy that allow us to consider a tolerate value , such that the polyno-
mials almost vanish on the data.
Definition 14 (-Vanishing Polynomial). For a tolerate value , a polynomial g is an -vanishing
polynomial if ‖g(x)‖ ≤  hold for ∀x ∈ X , where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.
Various attempts [56, 170] have been proposed some ways to generate such approximated
vanishing components. Our approach is inspired by ideas from [112], but used for the different
purpose. We attempt to construct a kind of polynomial network, where k-th layer corresponds
such -vanishing polynomials of degree k. The network can search the number of layers that make
deeper until the candidate dataset becomes empty.
6.3.3 Linear TF-UBSS Approach
We review a TF domain based underdetermined BSS (UBSS) method that was presented by [53]
and later by defining an optimization problem on the sparse coding, we can derive the coefficient
matrix. Once the polynomial network are built, we can figure out the target matrix in a sparse
mixture TF vectors with less computational cost.
The discrete-time short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is given by
Dsi(τ, ω) =
∞∑
t=−∞
si(t)h(t− τ)e−jωt, (6.4)
at frame τ and frequency bin ω, where h(t) is a window function. Using STFT of (6.4), the linear
BSS can be transformed into the TF domain
Dx(t, ω) = ADs(t, ω), (6.5)
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whereDx(t, ω) = [Dx1(t, ω),Dx2(t, ω), · · · ,DxN (t, ω)]> is the mixture signals in the TF domain
and Ds(t, ω) = [Ds1(t, ω),Ds2(t, ω), · · · ,DsM (t, ω)]> is the STFT vector of the source signals.
Dsi(t, ω) is the i-the source signal in the ω-the frequency bin at t time index.
To estimate the mixing vectors ai, the clustering algorithm is performed on the assumption
in [53] that the highest densities occur around the vectors ai. Thus, the average values over the
samples of each cluster are defined as the mixing vectors
aˆi =
1
|Ci|
∑
(t,ω)∈Ωi
Dx(t, ω)
‖Dx(t, ω)‖ , (6.6)
where |Ci| is the number of vectors included in the same cluster.
6.4 -Vanishing Polynomial Networks-based Nonlinear Separation Ap-
proach
We will introduce a -vanishing polynomial networks (-VPNs) to estimate the original sources.
The approach propose a deep structure formed by some polynomials, the layers start with polyno-
mials of degree 1, creating the higher-level representations attend values from mapping of polyno-
mials of higher-degree. Then, using the linear separation method, we can estimate the coefficient
matrix on top of network output as back propagation.
6.4.1 The Main Idea
To make the nonlinear problem linearly separable, the idea is to generate an -VPNs, which pro-
vides a set of approximated base for the values attained by a set of recovered sources. These
polynomials do not achieve the inverse of nonlinear mixing directly, but provide a good approxi-
mation for extracting the nonlinearity or distortion caused by nonlinear mixing.
Problem 1. Given a set of data X = {x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(T )} ∈ Rn. The problem is to learn k -
vanishing polynomials, such that {gi(x(1)), gi(x(2)), · · · , gi(x(T ))}ki=1 formed a set of mapping
function. For the target data s˜ = [s˜1, s˜2, · · · , s˜k]>, we can find a matrix with the column vectors
w1,w2, · · · ,wk, so that the vector of network output
{〈w1,φ1(X )〉, 〈w2,φ2(X )〉, · · · , 〈wk,φk(X )〉 : wi ∈ Rm}
are linearly independent, where φj(X ) are the projected values obtained from the mapping g :
Rn → R, and the symbol [·]> denotes the transpose operator. 
Problem 1 implies that if we generate a set of -vanishing polynomials {g1(X ), g2(X ), · · · , gk(X )},
the outputs {φ1(X ),φ2(X ), · · · ,φk(X )} can extract the nonlinearity or distortion caused by the
nonlinear mixing function. Then a simple linear separation algorithm can be fulfilled on top of
these outputs to derive the coefficient matrix W with the column vectors w1,w2, · · · ,wk.
Similar with approach introduced in the relative work, that performs the nonlinear BSS by
mapping data into the some kernel spaces on the assumption of such kernel feature spaces choosing
enough to extract the nonlinearity. We utilize the same assumption, where if representation are
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Figure 6.1: Schematic Diagram of Construction on the First-Layer. The nodes staring from the
top, represent the diffusion of the zeros.
chosen enough, nonlinear probelm can be linearly separable. In this chapter, we consider the
concept of vanishing ideal [57] from computer algebra that had been used for modeling a classifer
in [56, 171]. Relying on the structure -VPNs with the finite vanishing polynomials, once the
network are built, {φ1(X ),φ2(X ), · · · ,φk(X )} formed a set of base can approximate original
sources with the vectors w1,w2, · · · ,wk. Finally, a selection procedure is performed to derive
the recovered sources from the components s˜1, s˜2, · · · , s˜k automatically.
6.4.2 Constructing the First-Layer
The polynomial of degree 1, denoted as g(1) is defined by a vector x = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]>
with the coefficient β ∈ Rn+1, such that
g(1)(x(t)) = β0 +
n∑
i=1
βixi(t) = 〈β,ρ(x(t))〉, (6.7)
where xi(t) is the i-th channel of the observations x(t). We use ρi(x(t)) = xi(t) for all i =
1, 2, · · · , n for convenience, where ρ0(x(t)) = 1 . For time t, considering all data points from
t = 1, 2, · · · , T , we have
g(1)(X ) =

∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(1))∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(2))
...∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(T ))
 = 〈β,ρ(X )〉, (6.8)
where ρi(X ) = [ρi(x(1)), ρi(x(2)), · · · , ρi(x(T ))]>.
Thus, constructing -VPNs of 1-layer is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The 1-layer is constructed by a
set of bases that consists of all combinations searched by polynomials of degree 1. First, the input
layer is from dataset C1 = {ρ0(X ),ρ1(X ), · · · ,ρn(X )}. We initialize two dataset, such as the
set non--vanishing polynomial (non--VP) of degree 1, denoted as
F1 = {η(1)(X ) : η(1)(X ) = ρ0(X )/‖ρ0(X )‖},
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and the sets of -vanishing polynomial (-VP) of degree 1, denoted as V1 = ∅, respectively. Using
the Gram-Schmidt algorithm, we can generate some orthogonal bases, which require
γ
(1)
i (X ) = ρi(X )−
∑
η∈F0
〈ρi(X ),η(1)(X )〉η(1)(X ), (6.9)
less than or equal to a tolerated value , where γ(1)i is referred as to the i-th basis in the 1-th layer.
Theorem 6. The -VP of degree 1 denoted as g(1)(X ) vanishes on dataset X if and only if
‖g(1)(X )‖ ≤ T×1. It requires the vector β would be in the null space of the T × (n + 1)
matrix A1 = [γ
(1)
1 (X ),γ(2)1 (X ), · · · ,γ(1)n+1(X )], formed as
A1β = [γ
(1)
1 (X ),γ(1)2 (X ), · · · ,γ(1)n+1(X )]β ≤ T×1, (6.10)
where the tolerated value  enables us to relax the effect of noise, which is a vector with the same
element closed to 0. 
Up to the creation of the output layer, (6.9) can be batched by using singular value decompo-
sition (SVD). Given a matrix A1 formed by A1 = [γ
(1)
1 (S),γ(1)2 (S), · · · ,γ(1)|F1|(X )], where |F1|
denotes the number of elements in the set F1. By using SVD, the matrix A1 ∈ RT×|F1| can be
decomposed as A1 = LDU>. Using a simple matrix operation, we have
A1U =
[
γ
(1)
1 (X ),γ(1)2 (X ), · · · ,γ(1)|F1|(X )
]
U = LD, (6.11)
where L = [l1, l2, · · · , lT ] of li ∈ RT . The dual representation is given by
g
(1)
i (X ) =
|F1|∑
j=1
Uj,iγ
(r)
j (X ) =
T∑
j=1
Dj,ilj = Di,ili, (6.12)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , |Fr−1|. Thus, g(1)i (X ) is denoted as a -VP of degree 1, if and only if the
diagonal element Di,i is less or equal to the tolerate value .
If a proper combination can be searched, which lead to ‖g(1)i (X )‖ ≤  on the dataset X ,
we update V1 ← V1
⋃{g(1)i (X )}. Otherwise, F1 ← F1⋃{g(1)i (X )/‖g(1)i (X )‖} is updated.
The process performs from i = 1 to n, at the end F1 contains a set of non--vanishing linear
combinations which will be used for generating the 2-layer.
Therefore, the -VPNs starts with polynomials of degree 1, which have the large bias attained
by this simple approximate network. To create the higher-level representations of the data to
decrease the bias, we next make the network deeper and deeper. Each enhancement of the degree
makes the layer deeper into our network. In particular, our network can search the number of
layers that are added until the non--vanishing set C becomes empty.
6.4.3 Constructing the Second-Layer
To exploit the polynomials of degree 2, we need to construct a candidate set of polynomials C2 =
{ρi,j(X )}ni,j=1, where ρi,j(X ) = [ρi,j(x(1)), ρi,j(x(2)), · · · , ρi,j(x(T ))]> and ρi,j(x(t)) = xi(t)xj(t)
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Figure 6.2: Schematic Diagram of Constructing on the Second-Layer. If the value of ρi is zero,
then the value of all the dependent nodes are also zero. Conversely, if a basis does not attain zero,
then all the nodes that make up this basis must have the values different with zero.
for all i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Each polynomial of degree 2 takes the form
g(2)(x(t)) =
n∑
i=0
βiρi(x(t)) +
n∑
i,j=1
βi,jρi,j(x(t)). (6.13)
By considering all the data points in X , we have
g(2)(X ) =
[
g(2)(x(1)), g(2)(x(2)), · · · , g(2)(x(T ))
]>
=

∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(1)) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(1))∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(2)) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(2))
...∑n
i=0 βiρi(x(T )) +
∑n
i,j=1 βi,jρi,j(x(T ))

=
n∑
i=0
βiρi(X ) +
n∑
i,j=1
βi,jρi,j(X ). (6.14)
As before, we can generate the -VP of degree 2 via finding the null space of matrix A2 =
[A1,γ
(2)
1,1(X ),γ(2)2,2(X ), · · · ,γ(2)n,n(X )]. However, to generate a set of basis of degree 2, the process
needs to search all n2 + n + 1 combinations. Instead, using the deep architecture, we can find a
sparse representation to form a set of required bases.
Fig. 6.2 illustrates the generating the 2-layer, which is constructed by some bases that consists
of polynomials of degree 2. Consider a quickly running on the computational problem, we utilize
a feasible pruning, i.e., sparsity of the input dataset. Assume that the dotted node ρi starting from
the top represents the diffusion of the zeros. Namely, ρi generates an -VP in 1-layer, then the
value of all the dependent nodes are also zero. Conversely, if a basis does not attain zero, then all
the nodes that make up this basis must have the values different with zero.
Theorem 7. Let g(2)(X ) be a set of -VPs of degree 2. It can be constructed by
g(2)(X ) =
∑
i1,i2
g
(1)
i1
g
(1)
i2
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Algorithm 4 Generating the -VP and non--VP of degree r.
Input: Cr, Fr−1, X and tolerance .
1: for i = 1 to |Fr−1| do
2: γ
(r)
i (X ) = ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X )−
∑
η(r−1)∈Fr−1
〈ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X ),η(r−1)(X )〉η(r−1)(X ),
3: end for
4: Decompose the matrix Ar = [γ
(r)
1 (X ),γ(r)2 (X ), · · · ,γ(r)|Fr−1|(X )] using SVD, i.e., Ar =
LDU>.
5: for i = 1 to |Fr−1| do
6: g
(r)
i (X ) =
|Fr−1|∑
j=1
Uj,iγ
(r)
j (S) =
T∑
j=1
Dj,ilj = Di,ili,
7: if Dj,i ≤  then
8: Vr ← Vr
⋃{g(r)i (X )}
9: else
10: Fr ← Fr
⋃{g(r)i (X )/‖g(r)i (X )‖}
11: end if
12: end for
Output:
1: A set of -VPs of degree r;
2: A set of non--VPs of degree r.
=
∑
j1,j2
γ
(1)
j1
γ
(1)
j2
( ∑
i1,i2≤l
U
(1)
i1,j1
U
(1)
i2,j2
)
, (6.15)
where U (1)i1,j1 and U
(1)
i2,j2
denote the coefficients that make g(1)i1 g
(1)
i2
6= 0T×1. 
Theorem 2 is proved in Appendix A. It implies that the polynomial of degree 2 can be gen-
erated from the assumption of products of two non--VPs of degree 1. Since the nodes ρi for
i = 1, 2, · · · , n generated the -VPs in 1-layer can be pruned in the process of constructing the
2-layer.
6.4.4 Constructing the High-Layers
To exploit the layer attained by a higher level representation, the above progress continues to gener-
ate the polynomials of higher-degree. For a polynomial of degree r, the setCr = {ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X )}ni1,i2,··· ,ir=1
is formed by ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X ) = [ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(x(1)), ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(x(2)), · · · , ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(x(T ))]>, where
ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(x(t)) = xi1(t)xi2(t) · · ·xir(t). To obtain the orthogonal polynomial of degree r, we
have
γ
(r)
i (X ) = ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X )−
∑
η(r−1)∈Fr−1
〈ρi1,i2,··· ,ir(X ),η(r−1)(X )〉η(r−1)(X ),
where Fr−1 = {η(r−1)j =
ρ
(r−1)
j
‖ρ(r−1)j ‖
} for all j = 1, 2, · · · , |Fr−1|, and |Fr−1| denotes the number
of elements in the set Fr−1.
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Theorem 8. Let g(r)(X ) be a set of -VPs of degree r. It can be constructed by
gˆ(r)(X ) =
∑
i1,i2,··· ,it
Ui1,i2,··· ,itγi1,i2,··· ,it
=
∑
j,jt
γ
(t−1)
j γ
(1)
jt
(∑
it≤l
U
(t−1)
j U
(1)
it,jt
)
, (6.16)
where γ(1)jt is jt-th non--VP of degree 1, and γ
(t−1)
j is j-th non--VP of degree r − 1.
We can specify the transformation from Fr−1 to Fr by a matrix P of size |Fr−1| × |F1|
Fr = PFr−1 ◦ F1
As we prove in Appendix B, if at any stage the subspace spanned by Fr−1 and F1 is the same
as the subspace spanned by F˜r−1 and F1, then our network can span the values of all polynomials
of any degree over the training data.
Constructing the Output Layer After 1 iterations (for some ), we end up with a matrix F,
whose columns form a basis for all values attained by polynomials of degree 1 over the training
data. Moreover, each column is exactly the values attained by some node in our network over the
training instances
6.5 Constructing the Output Layer
Once the deep architectures are built, by allowing multiple sources to be presented at any point in
the TF domain, we can figure out the coefficient matrix in a sparse mixture TF vectors with less
computational cost. The recovered sources thus can be derived by utilizing the coefficient matrix
on top of network output as back propagation.
6.5.1 Coefficient Matrix Identification
Once the basis {Φi(x(1)),Φi(x(2)), · · · ,Φi(x(T ))}ki=1 are built that can approximate the non-
linearity or distortion caused by the mixing function. Then, we fulfill a simple linear separation
algorithm on top on this output as back propagation to adjust the network. Here, we use a kind of
UBSS method [53] on the generated basis to derive the coefficient matrix W. Using discrete-time
short-time Fourier transform (STFT), the linear relation s˜ = W†Φ in time-frequency (TF) domain
has
DΦ(t, ω) = W˜Dˆsi(t, ω), (6.17)
where DΦ(t, ω) = [DΦ1(t, ω),DΦ2(t, ω), · · · ,DΦn(t, ω)]> is the projected signals in the TF do-
main and Dˆs(t, ω) = [Dˆs1(t, ω), Dˆs2(t, ω), · · · , Dˆsm(t, ω)]> is the STFT vector of the source
signals.
Assumption 3. Given a source signal si, its STFT transformation is denoted as Dsi in the TF
domain. There always exists Dsi that is dominant at all (t, ω) TF points, i.e., |Dsi(t, ω)| 
|Dsj (t, ω)| for ∀j 6= i. 
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The assumption implies that all sources are disjoint in the TF domain, i.e., there only one
source is active on the TF point (t, ω). Then, (6.17) can be rewritten as
DΦ(t, ω) = Dˆsi(t, ω)W˜i, (6.18)
where the TF feature matrix DΦ(t, ω) can be represented by the i-th column vector W˜i with a
multiplicative coefficient Dsˆi(t, ω). This implies that the target matrix W˜i can be a linear combi-
nation of a few numbers of sample points from the matrix DΦ(t, ω) with the coefficient Dˆsi(t, ω).
We next formulate the problem of (6.18) by using a sparse direction for TF representation of
the mixture TF matrix DΦ(t, ω). Let pi1,pi2, · · · ,piL be the reshaped vector of all the mixture
TF matrix DΦ, and L is the number of TF points (t, ω). We can define a one row vector Π 4=
[pi1,pi2, · · · ,piL] that is row-wise stacked together to be generated by the mixture TF matrix DΦ
at all (t, ω).
The further solution of (6.19) is the sparse representation of the TF feature vector DΠ, that
will later construct the estimation of the coefficient matrix in the TF domain.
J (ci, η) = 1
2
‖pii −DΠci‖22 + η‖ci‖1, (6.19)
subject to cii = 0, where η > 0 is a scalar parameter to balance the trade-off between the sparsity
and reconstruction error. To optimize ci, the solution consider to use Lasso criterion and solved
by the iterative soft-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [172]. (6.19) can be rewritten as
J (ci) = f(ci) + h(ci).
The problem of min
ci
J (ci), we could solve by quadratic approximation and leave h(ci) alone
ci(k) = arg min
ci
f(ci) + h(ci)
= arg min
ci
f(ci(k − 1)) +5f(ci(k − 1))>(ci − ci(k − 1)) + 1
2λ
‖ci − ci(k − 1)‖22 + h(ci)
= arg min
ci
1
2λ
‖ci − (ci(k − 1)− λ5 f(ci(k − 1)))‖22 + h(ci), (6.20)
where λ is a step-size of gradient descent. Define the soft-thresholding operator
Softσ(ci,j) =

ci,j − σ if ci,j > σ,
0 if − σ ≤ ci,j ≤ σ,
ci,j + σ if ci,j < −σ.
Hence, the proximal gradient [173] is used for updating
c+i = Softλη(ci + λD>Π(pii −DΠci)). (6.21)
Once a sparse coding problem is built, the solution can be obtained by solving the convex
optimization problem. Here, we use the l1-Homotopy method in [156] to calculate the redundant
dictionary ci of (6.19).
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6.5.2 Source Recovery
Since the mixing matrix is not irreversible in the UBSS [157], the recovered sources also need to
be estimated even though the mixing matrix has been known. Therefore, we derive the sub-matrix
Wˆ on the following assumption.
Definition 15. Given a matrix W of size n × m, for any sub-matrices Wˆi composed of size
n× (n− 1), there are ( mn−1) elements included in the set of Wˆ, that is
Wˆ = {Wˆi|Wˆi = [Wˆλ1 ,Wˆλ2 , · · · ,Wˆλm−1 ]}. (6.22)
The condition is easily met and hence not restrictive for audio data [53].
Thus, for any given mixture TF vectorDΦ(t, ω), there must exist an optimal sub-matrix Wˆ∗ =
[Wˆλ1 ,Wˆλ2 , · · · ,Wˆλm−1 ] at each TF point (t, ω), such that
Wˆ∗ = arg min
Wˆi∈Wˆ
∥∥∥DΦ(t, ω)− WˆiWˆ†iDΦ(t, ω)∥∥∥
2
, (6.23)
where Wˆ†i is the pseudo-inverse of Wˆi, which is defined as Wˆ
† = (Wˆ>Wˆ)−1Wˆ>.
Thus, each source in the TF domain can be estimated by
Dˆsj (t, ω) =
Wˆ
†
∗DΦ(t, ω), if j = λi,
0, otherwise,
(6.24)
where λi is the index number of the optimal sub-matrix that implies the non-zero element of Dˆsj
at each TF point. The source estimator s˜i(t) is then obtained by converting Dˆsi(t, ω) to the time
domain using the inverse STFT.
Due to the multiple subspaces representation, the proposed method forms k extracted com-
ponents. Therefore, one more thing needs to be considered that is selecting of n outputs from
k components as the estimator of original sources. We thus use the column-wise singular value
decomposition (SVD) to form each column of the original sources s, where the estimator form all
possible k subspaces.
The major steps of the proposed algorithm for multiple subspaces representation are summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. In stage 1: By parameterizing such subspaces, we can map the observed
signals in the feature space with the coefficient matrix from the parameter space. In stage 2: We
then exploit the linear mixture in the feature space that corresponds to the nonlinear mixture in the
input space. Thus, by allowing multiple sources to be presented at any point in the TF domain, we
can figure out the target matrix in a sparse mixture of TF vectors. Final stage: multiple subspaces
produce k extracted components s˜, we need to select n outputs as the estimator of the original
sources sˆ. Thus, the recovered sources formed from each dominant left singular vector U(:, 1) in
the column-wise SVD.
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Figure 6.3: The Original Source Signals of Four Speech Signals in the Time Domain. The top
two subfigures represent the original sources of s1 and s2, respectively. The bottom subfigures
correspond to the original sources of s3 and s4, respectively.
Table 6.1: The Experimental Conditions.
Parameters Values
Sampling rate 8 kHz
Number of sample points 15000 points
Window function Hanning window
STFT frame size 1024 points (128ms)
Time frame shift 256 points (32ms)
6.6 Experiments and Discussions
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we performed the simulation on both synthetic data and real
audio data over the underdetermined mixtures. First, using the synthetically generated data, the
proposed algorithm is applied to show that the subspace matches the nonlinearity of mixing func-
tion in the time domain. Then the nonlinear problem can be separated in the feature space. Next,
the recovered sources are tested on two kinds of environment.
6.6.1 Methods and Evaluation Metric
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we perform a comparison with some devel-
oped conventional algorithms, such as the underdetermined BSS (UBSS) method based on the TF
non-disjoint assumption [52], the underdetermined convolutive BSS (UCBSS) method1 based on
the subspace representation [2].
The performance of the recovered sources is evaluated by using two kinds of error measure.
One is the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), which can evaluate the performance for each
1https://slsp.kaist.ac.kr/xe/index.php?mid=software
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signal on the definition of
PCC(si, sˆi) =
cov(si, sˆi)
σsiσsˆi
, (6.25)
where the recovered source and original source are denoted as sˆi and si, respectively. cov(·, ·) is
the covariance between two variables and the standard deviation is denoted as σ.
The normalized mean squared error (NMSE) is another evaluation criterion used to measure
the performance on the overall signals, which is defined by
NMSE(s, sˆ) = 10 log10
(
1
M
M∑
i=1
min
δ
‖si − δsˆi‖22
‖si‖22
)
. (6.26)
The scalar δ is used for controlling the scalar ambiguity.
During the separation process, the signals may be distorted especially when the sources are
overlapped in their TF domain. Hence, it is necessary to measure the distortion and the artifacts
introduced by the algorithm to assess the quality of separation. The BSSEVAL toolbox [158]
is available online2. Then the source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the source-to-interference ration
(SIR), and the source-to-artifacts ratio (SAR) of an estimated source sˆij as
SDRj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t sij(t)
2∑M
i=1
∑
t[e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t) + e
artif
ij (t)]
2
,
SIRj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t[sij(t)
2 + espatij (t)]
2∑M
i=1
∑
t e
interf
ij (t)
2
,
SARj = 10 log10
∑M
i=1
∑
t[sij(t) + e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t)]
2∑M
i=1
∑
t e
artif
ij (t)
2
,
where sˆij(t) = sij(t) + e
spat
ij (t) + e
interf
ij (t) + e
artif
ij (t), sij is the target source with allowed defor-
mation such as filtering or gain, espatij (t) distinct error components representing spatial distortion,
einterfij (t) accounts for the interference due to unwanted sources, and e
artif
ij (t) corresponds to the
artifacts introduced by the separation algorithm.
6.6.2 Data and Experimental Setting
To show the separation of speech and audio signals over the undertermined mixtures, the experi-
ments are designed on two kinds of environment. Both cases use the audio data from real-world
that are available in the literature [52] and online repositories3. The simulation is performed on
the following parameter setup, where the parameter η of scalar regularization is taken as 0.001.
Assume that the noise is generated from white and Gaussian with some uncorrelated data points
whose variance is usually assumed to be uniform. To reduce the random effect, the simulation is
repeated 20 times. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 6.1.
2http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss eval
3http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/BASS-dB/
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Figure 6.4: The Nonlinear Mixture is Achieved by Transforming 4 Original Sources to 3 Obser-
vations in the Time Domain. The mixed signals x1 and x2 are shown in the top two subfigures,
respectively. The bottom figure corresponds to the third mixed signal x3.
6.6.3 Separation of Speech and Audio Signals
The first example assumes that the mixture signals are mixed nonlinearly. The mixing functions
are employed to transform m = 4 independent speech signals for n = 3 observations, where each
observation is a linear mixture of nonlinear distorted sources, i.e., x(t) = A exp(s(t)). Here, the
exponential transformation provides a nonlinear distortion and the matrix A randomly generated
from a uniform distribution U [−1, 1]. Fig. 6.3 shows the original sources s(t) of 4 channels in the
time domain that are available from the literature [52]. To see the level of nonlinear distortion of
the mixing function, the mixed signals x(t) of 3 channels are given in Fig. 6.4.
The second experiments, we find that with the increase of SNR, the performance of all the
tested algorithms are increased. The results are given under the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
in the range of 5 dB to 45 dB. The experiments are repeated 20 times. From the results, the observe
that the method outperforms the tested algorithms method. As both of them assume that the source
signals are TF-disjoint, it means that the source signals are more sparse in quadratic TF domain
than in the linear TF domain. The proposed method can still work well in such challenging situa-
tions and outperforms other methods, since the linear relations among the TF vectors at different
TF points are considered.
In Fig. 6.6, the separation accuracy is compared with some conventional algorithms on the
different SNR levels. We can see that the proposed vanishing polynomial networks (VPNs)-based
underdetermined blind source separation algorithm consistently provides a higher accuracy over
the whole SNR range. When the SNR reaches 25 dB, NMSEs decrease linearly with further
increasing of SNR. Benefiting from a VPNs representation, the effective subspace can extract the
nonlinearity or distortion caused by nonlinear mixing in high-dimensional space. Moreover, this
is because both UBSS and UCBSS methods are based on single source detection, which is built
on the assumption that there exists only a single source or dominant energy of its corresponding
single source at the TF points.
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Figure 6.5: Separation of the Speech Data on the Underdetermined Mixture. (a) The average SDR
improvements for speech data, (b) the average SIR improvements for speech data, and (c) the
average SAR improvements for speech data.
Experiment 2 shows the averaged the source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the source-to-interference
ration (SIR), and the source-to-artifacts ratio (SAR) of the proposed algorithm where the observa-
tions are generated from the enhancement of the undetermined level, i.e., the number of sources
is increased from 4 to 7 while that of observations is kept as 3. In general, a larger number of
observations leads to better separation accuracy. The performance improvements for different
combinations of sources and observations are shown in Fig. 6.7. 20 experiments are repeated.
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the averaged perfomance SDR, SIR, and SAR when the number of sources
increases from M = 4 to 7. The proposed algorithm achieved about higher separation accuacy
against other algorithms over the whole range. However, the performance degraded as the number
of the underlying sources increased. In practice, this is due to the fact that the sources are not
perfectly disjoint in the TF domain [66], which leads to the estimation error of recovered signals.
As the number of sources increases, the overlap will occur in the spectra as well as the estimation
error also increase.
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Figure 6.6: Performance Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm and the Tested Algorithms on
the Different SNR Levels.
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Figure 6.7: Performance Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm and the Tested Algorithms on
the Number of Sources Increased from M = 4 to 7.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, similar to the deep architecture, a novel -vanishing polynomial networks (-VPNs)
is proposed to extend the linear BSS method to the nonlinear and underdetermined case. The
approach attempts to construct the -VPNs using some vanishing polynomials, so as to extract the
nonlinearity or distortion caused by nonlinear mixing. Relying on such approximated base are
generated for the values attained by a set of mapping functions, we construct the architecture with
increasing expressiveness, where the layer of our network begins with the polynomial of degree
1, up to build an output layer that can represent data with a small bias by a good approximate
basis. Relying on several transformations of the input data, with higher-level representation from
lower-level ones, the networks are to fulfill a mapping implicitly to the high-dimensional space.
Once the -VPNs are built, we can fulfill a simple linear separation algorithm on top of this output
as back propagation.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
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Most natural phenomena are inherently nonlinear, yet most statistical methods used to analyse
them are linear. The methods presented in this thesis address this issue by providing nonlinear
generalisations of several well-known statistical models including second-order statistic (SOS),
vanishing component analysis (VCA), Kernels and feature map (KFM), and blind source sepa-
ration (BSS). This chapter lists the major contributions of this dissertation. Then, some possible
perspective for further research will be introduces.
7.1 Summary
In Chapter 3, We present a novel separation model that relies on the temporal structure and a novel
mathematical construction with a multi-subspace architecture. The approach pre-processes the
data using a flexible approximation that projects the data into a high dimensional feature space.
Then, by considering the temporal decorrelation as the separation criterion, we can break a non-
linear problem down into a version of the generalized joint diagonalization problem in the feature
space.
• The derivation of our algorithm is inspired by the idea of an efficient multi-subspace repre-
sentation to approximate such nonlinearity. Once such a representation is built, the output
is constructed by solving a convex optimization problem.
• The parameters and forms of polynomials depend solely on the input data, which guarantee
the robustness of the structure. We thus address the general problem without being restricted
to any specific mixture or parametric model.
• In particular, the multi-subspace representation is adaptively generated solely on the obser-
vations. As the number of spanned spaces goes up, the computational complexity grows
exponentially. To overcome this obstacle, we provide a feasible way to narrow the size
of the candidate polynomial set. We thus generate the current polynomial only from the
non-vanishing polynomial.
The model was proposed in Chapter 3, which relies on a novel mathematical construction with
multi-subspace architecture. Nevertheless, the approximation function is generated adaptively
depending solely on the input data. Then the true model could be different from its empirical
counterpart that is assumed to be derived by some separation algorithm with the finite sample size,
which is called to be mismatched or misspecified [47]. Chapter 4 provides a theoretical analysis
to model introduced in Chapter 3, which forms the closed-form expressions on the mean squared
error (MSE), as well as proposing a new algebraic formalization that leads to the upper bound on
the performance error. The analysis stems from the performance of a mismatched estimator that
accesses the finite sample size, which is explored by two parts.
• One is to derive an iterative expression from the perspective of the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm.
• Another one is to establish the closed-form expression for bounding the covariance matrix
under both the operator norm and a class of tapering estimators.
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Chapter 5 exploits the separation system is constructed using the kernel methods with a multi-
subspace structure that tackles the scenario of the nonlinear and underdetermined mixture. To
obtain a set of basis so as to the spanned subspace could be orthonormal in the theoretical support,
we propose to use the geometric vertices of data. Then we solve a linear problem by exploiting
the technique of sparse coding. The coefficient matrix is adjusted by minimizing the loss function.
• One of the keys in that algorithm is to find a set of orthogonal basis to study the parame-
terized signals in multiple feature spaces. We attempt to use the geometric vertices of the
convex hull as the basis, which parameterizes the multisubspace that contains the reduced
vectors in the feature space.
• Another contribution is to derive the coefficient matrix by solving the loss function on the
coding coefficient vector. Once such subspaces are built, by allowing multiple sources to
be presented at any point in the TF domain, we can figure out the target matrix in a sparse
mixture TF vectors with less computational cost.
Chapter 6 proposes a way to extend the underdetermined BSS method to the nonlinear case.
Similar to the principle in deep learning, the layers of our network start with polynomials of degree
1, which has the large bias attained by this simple approximation network. To create the higher
level representations of the data to decrease the bias, we next make the network deeper and deeper.
Each enhancement of the degree makes the layer deeper into our network. Once the -VPNs
are built that can approximate the nonlinearity or distortion caused by the mixing function.
Then, we can fulfill a simple linear separation algorithm on top of this output as back propa-
gation to adjust the network.
• This work presents the advantages offered by, the deep architectures formed by a finite
number of polynomials. The approach can search the number of layers automatically de-
termined in the sense that the the error decreased as the layer being increased, ultimately
almost vanish with a constant .
• Once the deep architectures are built, by allowing multiple sources to be presented at any
point in the TF domain, we can figure out the coefficient matrix in a sparse mixture TF
vectors with less computational cost. The recovered sources thus can be derived by utilizing
the coefficient matrix on top of network output as back propagation.
7.2 Perspectives for Further Research
Blind separation of source signals have received wide attention in various fields such as speech
enhancement [101], image recognition [102], wireless communication [103], and thus have been
thoroughly studied in the signal processing community. Among, it is a non-trivial task to obtain
an accurate and reliable foetal electrocardiogram (FECG) in a non-invasive fashion. Problems
develop due to the facts, that the electrocardiogram (ECG) also contains a maternal electrocardio-
gram (MECG), which can be from one-half to one-thousandth the magnitude of the MECG [174].
Moreover, the FECG will occasionally overlap the MECG and make it normally impossible to
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Figure 7.1: The Mixture Models of the FECG and MECG Measurements.
detect. Along with the MECG, extensive electromyographic (EMG) noise also interferes with the
FECG and it can completely mask the FECG.
BSS is a very effective tool in fields where exact mathematical model is hard to generate.
Therefore, one of the perspectives for my further research is extraction of FECG from Doppler
electrodes located on a pregnant womans body. This can be formulated as a BSS problem, as
shown in Fig. 7.1. The recordings pick up a mixture of FECG, MECG contributions, and other
interferences. In the context of FECG, the purpose of BSS is to find a transformation that will
separate the multivariate signal recorded on the abdomen into its additive components, which
include the FECG and the MECG.
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